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Psychohistorical and
Psychobiographical Studies of Trump
Trump Studies
Ken Fuchsman—University of Connecticut
Keywords: Trump, Trumpmania, psychobiography, American-history,
cultural-history, political-history
Abstract: In this Age of Trump, a special field called Trump Studies needs
to be established. This essay lists essential topics that should be part of
this still-emerging enterprise. This includes a critical examination of his
childhood and business career, how his ideology and policies fit within
the Republican Party, and what in our culture, politics, and history explains how an individual with so little regard for the truth, so illinformed, and who so extremely slanders others could be elected president in 2016.

In the 1960s, there was Beatlemania; since June 2015, we
have had “Trumpmania.” Few if any American political figures
have so dominated media attention as has this New York real estate
tycoon. In the Age of Trump, there should be Trump Studies. This
would be an interdisciplinary endeavor that would need to include
contributions from at least history, political science, sociology, economics, media studies, psychoanalysis, and psychology. The aim is
to understand the Trump phenomenon in all its manifestations. As
with any subject matter, we need to ascertain all the topics needed
to have a comprehensive overview of the task at hand. These essential topics include: explaining what in American culture and history can help us understand how Trump was elected; discussing the
how, why, and consequences of Trump making untrue statements;
how his domestic and foreign priorities and ideology can be placed
in historical perspective; what in his childhood and business career
have shaped how he acts as president; and showing how his actions
as Commander in Chief reflect these past patterns. Much of what
follows is familiar. There may be additional subject areas that others think are necessary as well.
Trumpmania is based on the popular appeal of Donald John
Trump. At his rallies this New Yorker elicited enormous enthusiastic support from millions of his fellow Americans. The political
pundits and pollsters consistently underestimated the extent of this
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support. The varied motivations of Trump voters must be carefully
examined. The foundation of Trump’s support was in whites without a college degree, which he won by bigger margins in exit polls
than any candidate since 1980. The same exit polls also showed
him getting four percent more of white college graduates’ votes
than did Hillary Clinton. In addition, in exit polls Trump did better
with women than did McCain or Romney. As with any successful
candidate, he had significant support from diverse groups.
One of the reasons for examining Trump relates to his ability to get so much media attention. He has shown a remarkable talent to draw the attention of the mass media. As Trump remarked
during the campaign, the cable news networks broadcast his rallies
live and far more often than those of his rivals. The reasons for
that, he said, is because he increases their ratings. What is it in
what Trump does that has so captivated so many people, and has so
dominated news coverage? I cannot think of a more major concern
in Trump Studies than explaining his ability to rivet so many in the
nation and media so often and for so long.
Comprehensive biographical examinations of Donald
Trump’s family background, childhood, and business career are
essential. The historian of the family finds a three-generation pattern of energetic male ambition, practical skills, and using any and
all means to achieve success (Gwenda Blair, The Trumps: Three
Generations Who Built an Empire, 2000, 456-7). Donald Trump
said of his personality: “When I look at myself in the first grade and
I look at myself now, I’m basically the same. The temperament is
not that different” (Michael D’Antonio, The Truth About Trump,
2016, 53). Examining the nature of his character as a child of six
and its continuity to the present is a central component of Trump
Studies. Also, needed here is an analysis of how his parents and
schoolteachers responded to his rambunctious childhood behavior,
which eventually led to Donald being sent to military high school.
He grew up in a wealthy family as one of five children;
family dynamics are important to Trump Studies. Donald is the
second son, and his older brother would ultimately become a negative example. The President attributes his refusal to smoke and
drink to his older brother’s role as a cautionary tale. Their father
both encouraged and disciplined his children, but eventually chose
Donald as his successor and told him regularly that he is a king.
His father strongly encouraged Donald’s tendency to exhibit narcissistic traits.
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Donald Trump has spent over 40 years as a businessman
and over 30 as a celebrity. He followed in his father’s footsteps,
and whereas Fred Trump was a self-made real estate magnate in
Brooklyn and Queens, Donald desired to make his mark in Manhattan. A self-described small loan of a million dollars from his father
helped him get started and other loans rescued him when his casinos were about to go under.
As an ambitious, wealthy young man in Manhattan real estate, Donald had some remarkable accomplishments at an early age.
He was able to get the real estate rights to the railroad yards of the
defunct New York Central at two West Side sites in Manhattan.
With his father’s assistance, but also with his own ingenuity, Donald was able to partner in the rights to remodel the decrepit Commodore Hotel at Grand Central Station. This was his first major
construction project and he next went on to build Trump Tower on
Fifth Avenue.
After building his Fifth Avenue headquarters, Donald started expanding his horizons and investments, buying the Eastern Airlines Shuttle, a New Jersey football team in a league competing
with the NFL, and casinos in Atlantic City. All of these enterprises
would ultimately fail, in large part due to Trump’s mistakes. A
number of these businesses went bankrupt, and Trump was on the
verge of economic ruin. He was able to maneuver himself out of
trouble by selling stock in a company he called Trump Hotels and
Casino Resorts, Inc. He used the revenue from the sale of stock
and his control of the business to pay off all of his debts. Eventually, this publicly-traded enterprise failed, but it had served its purpose for Donald.
Trump has often come out ahead of his partners and contractors. This was first evident in how he underpaid the city of
New York at the former Commodore Hotel, as the city was supposed to be paid a certain amount of the profits, but he manipulated
the books to severely underpay his public partner. Trump has also
refused to pay or underpaid contractors who had deals with him on
many of his construction projects.
A new direction in Trump’s fortunes followed his recruitment to be the host of the NBC television program The Apprentice
(2004-2015). He realized that he had a brand name and sold the
use of his name to other companies. For instance, a number of high
rise buildings have gone up on the old New York Central yards on
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Manhattan’s West Side that have had the name Trump Place
stamped on them for all to see. However, Donald Trump does not
own these buildings; he has just leased out the name. While many
profitable American businesses are huge corporations with organizational structures and specialized sub-divisions with scores of professional managers, that is not so for the Trump Organization. It is
a family-run business. As such, Trump does not report to a board
of directors; he is accustomed to being in charge.
When Trump took over a new business outside of the construction world, he did not take the time to learn the intricacy of the
enterprise. One of the major managers of his Atlantic City casinos,
John O’Donnell, was stunned that Trump was not interested in the
details of running the company (Trumped!, 1991). Trump justifies
his ignorance in the following way: after a business leader offered
to send the presidential candidate a 100-page report on China,
Trump told him to either make it three pages or present it orally.
He commented that “I have a lot of common sense and I have a lot
of business ability” (Michael Kranish and Marc Fisher, Trump Revealed, 2016, 347).
Trump has carried many of his patterns as a business tycoon
into the White House. While other Commanders in Chief read detailed daily intelligence reports, Trump wants them to be kept brief.
In fact, Trump has eschewed the usual daily intelligence briefings,
stating in an interview that “You know, I’m like a smart person. I
don’t have to be told the same thing in the same words every single
day”
(http://www.politico.com/story/2016/12/trump-briefings232479).
In the 2016 campaign, he presented few detailed policy position papers, and at his rallies he gave few thought-out plans, but
was heavy on slogans. Given these practices, many questioned
whether he would be competent in office. During the first major
legislative fight of his presidency over repealing and replacing the
Affordable Care Act, he was uninterested in policy, and his ignorance hurt him. He was quoted as saying, “Nobody knew health
care could be so complicated” (http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/27/
politics/trump-health-care-complicated/). “He didn’t care or particularly know about health care,” a key anonymous GOP congressional aide said, then added, “If you are going to be a great negotiator, you have to know about the subject matter.” Freedom Caucus
sources said that Trump, when asked about policy issues with the
bill, said, “Forget about the little shit” (Jim Acosta, Dana Bash,
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Deena Zaru, CNN, 3/27/2017). This overconfidence in himself
means he does not feel the need to sufficiently prepare, which hurt
him at crucial times in his business career, and may be harmful to
him as Commander in Chief. To understand President Trump, we
need to know about the practices of businessman Trump in terms of
his boldness, many successes, resilience, ingenuity in bouncing
back from failures, questionable business practices, and regularly
finding new opportunities for his enterprises.
Because Trump’s personality is so dynamic, his ideological
and policy leanings often take a back seat to his incendiary comments. Many of his priorities are becoming evident now that he is
Commander in Chief. Any consideration of him must connect his
policies to his personality.
As president, Trump appears to be establishing another
Gilded Age, where money rules and government restrictions on
business are on the wane. He favors tax laws that have been the
staple of Republicans since Ronald Reagan, which include lowering
taxes on the wealthy, the promise of prosperity, and ignoring the
dramatically increased deficits that inevitably follow. During the
2016 campaign, Trump went even farther than his GOP predecessors by declaring that he would abolish the national debt in eight
years.
The last three Republican presidents have seen the deficits
go out of control, all have experienced recession, each has promised that there would be enormous growth given their tax proposals,
yet both Presidents Bush saw sub-par growth levels. The highest
recent growth level was under Bill Clinton, with no recessions beginning when he was in office and deficits transformed into surpluses while raising taxes on the well-to-do. Despite how Trump
campaigned as an outsider, in office he is a traditional Republican
when it comes to taxes and fiscal policy.
Under Trump, it is possible that we are repeating the politics
of the roaring 1920s. Republicans under Warren Harding and Calvin Coolidge did their best to roll back the beginnings of the regulatory state under Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson. Coolidge’s words, “The business of America is business,” could just as
well have been uttered by Donald J. Trump. Our current President
is rolling back constraints on private enterprise. Is it surprising that
a man who so avoids accountability would not want any federal
regulators overseeing his actions and those with similar economic
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interests? Trump and his supporters ignore that in the last century
the worst economic catastrophes the U.S. has endured have followed when Republicans have let business be business. Part of
Trump Studies should be to show how the unrestrained economic,
imperial self fits into his character and why neither the Republicans
nor the current president have learned from the historical record. In
the last four decades, whenever Republicans capture the White
House, a similar scenario keeps repeating. The persistence of this
widespread faith in the Republican Party needs psychohistorical
study.
If it is easy to place Trump’s domestic priorities within Republican ideology, it is more difficult to do so in foreign policy.
Central to his outlook is Trump’s attitude towards Vladimir Putin
and Russia. President Trump initially took positions in relationship
to NATO, Crimea, and other issues that seemed to coincide with
Putin’s policy aims. Trump has not said a negative word about the
leader of Russia. Is there any other major party presidential candidate since the end of World War II who has had any foreign affairs
adviser or member of his campaign team that had extensive ties
with the Soviet Union or Russia? Only Trump’s campaign manager and two of his foreign policy advisers had close ties to Russia.
At the time of this writing, congressional investigations into the
Russian hacking and the ties of Trump campaign officials are ongoing, with new revelations about Trump’s campaign advisers regularly appearing.
At the end of October 2016, candidate Trump proclaimed
his 100-day plan. It included passage of ten legislative acts. As of
the 100-day mark, none of these pledges have come to fruition, and
most of them have never even been formally proposed to Congress.
At the beginning of his presidency, Donald Trump seemed to rely
on Breitbart news phenomenon Steve Bannon, but after some defeats and extremely low poll numbers, Trump switched gears and
now relies more heavily on family, as he has in his business career,
in that his daughter Ivanka and her husband, Jared Kushner, have
become most trusted advisers.
As have many other chief executives with low popularity
ratings before him, Trump turned to foreign policy and attacked a
Syrian air base. Afterwards, the dramatic fall in his poll numbers
ceased. Also, initially he and Bannon made what appeared to be
threats against Republicans who opposed his policies. After this
got him nowhere, Trump in the latter part of his 100 days was more
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willing to back down after being militant. Commentators noticed
that President Trump frequently reversed himself and took contradictory positions. This was nothing new. Over a 13-month period
of the campaign concerning 20 issues, candidate Trump changed
his positions 117 times (Timm, NBC News, 9/7/2016). Candidate
Trump made the 100-day pledge, but as that day was approaching
he called this a “ridiculous standard” (Trump tweet, April 21,
2017). Also, in his first 100 days, he made 488 false or misleading
statements (Kessler, Washington Post, May 1, 2017). The psychology of Trump’s refusal to take responsibility for his failures and
vacillations are a significant topic for Trump studies.
Another indispensable topic is Trump’s predilection for factually inaccurate statements, falsehoods, and “alternative facts.”
Equally important is ascertaining the reasons his falsehoods did not
disqualify him from the 2016 election. Why did 46% of those who
voted cast their ballot for a president who does not seek to ascertain
what is real and what is not?
As is well-known, Trump is willing to say quite derogatory
and erroneous things about anyone who offends him. This includes
saying Hillary Clinton is the devil and should be jailed, that Ted
Cruz’ father had a part in President Kennedy’s assassination, and
that Barack Obama is a sick man and a felon. Even when caught in
the most egregious of false statements, Trump hardly ever admits
that he was wrong. In often not acknowledging error, Trump follows the advice of his mentor, lawyer Roy Cohn.
Donald Trump is the oldest individual ever elected as president and the only Commander in Chief never to have held any government office. He is both richly experienced and a novice. Trump
Studies has much to explain and a wealth of information. There
may be other subject areas that I have omitted, which others will
add. Still, it needs to be pointed out that psychohistory is indispensable to investigating Trump, Trumpmania, and their impact on
America and the world.
Ken Fuchsman, EdD, recently retired after a long career
as a professor and administrator at the University of Connecticut.
He is on the Editorial Boards of Clio’s Psyche and the Journal of
Psychohistory, and is president of the International Psychohistorical Association. He has published a variety of articles on subjects
such as Freud, the nature of love, the Oedipus complex, President
Obama, trauma, and violence, and is working on a book on the na-
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ture of being human. He can be reached at kfuchsman@gmail.com.



Trump as a Symptom
David James Fisher—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Keywords: Trump, projecting, deplorables, misogyny, sexism, racism,
xenophobia, nativism, politically-incorrect, American-dream, Hofstadter
Abstract: Donald Trump’s presidency has begun with simultaneous support and opposition as his rhetoric polarizes the electorate. His supporters have been mobilized by contemporary social media and emotionally
charged forms of speech and language. Trump’s grandiose message resonates with his constituency, mostly for four overlapping reasons: misogyny and sexism; racism; xenophobia and nativism; and repudiation of political correctness. Through historical and psychoanalytic understanding,
Trump can be seen as a symptom. The essay draws on the work of Richard Hofstadter’s 1964 essay, “The Paranoid Style in American Politics.”

Introduction
Since the surprising results of the 2016 election, we must
acknowledge the high degree of anxiety that liberals and progressives have felt before and after the Trump victory. We have never
before witnessed the media spectacle of all Trump, all the time. We
have watched the rise and triumph of this media personality with
both voyeuristic and exhibitionistic pleasures—and some of us with
horror. My essay is not about a historical or psychoanalytic investigation into the mind of Donald Trump, but rather an attempt to use
historical and psychoanalytic perspectives to grasp the 46% of the
electorate that voted for him.
Most of these are the ones who supported him despite his
history of unsavory business practices, evidence of sexual misconduct, and patterns of lying. They endorse his presidency despite his
ignorance about the specifics of foreign policy, governance, and the
practice of politics as the art of compromise. They support him despite his contempt for the separation of the branches of government,
his attacks on the judiciary, and his apparent lack of support for the
separation of church and state. Trump taps into a deep discontent of
certain sectors of American society.
Trump’s primary constituency might be considered the uneducated white working class and underclass of America. In the
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election of 2016, his most zealous supporters were the people
Trump called the “uneducated” and whom Hillary Clinton has referred to as “deplorables.” Without patronizing this electorate, I
want to approach their mentality and collective psychology as followers, which is ultimately more important than the leader.
Trump’s core base is drawn from but is not exclusively the
uneducated white working classes. It also includes the wealthy and
educated who want to protect their economic prerogatives and who
agree with cutting taxes and oppose government regulation of
banks, drug companies, and multi-national corporations. Obviously
it extends to evangelicals, right-wing extremists, and some die-hard
Republicans. Some voted for him because they are anti-abortion
and want him to appoint a very conservative justice to the Supreme
Court to replace Antonin Scalia. Trump also appeals to those disenchanted voters who agree that the political system and the media
are fundamentally bankrupt. His populist appeal stems from his
ability to tap into their anxieties and grievances, their existential
dread about the loss of jobs resulting from globalization, the technological revolution, and deindustrialization.
I do not see Trumpism as a coherent ideology with an incisive analysis of America’s domestic or foreign policy challenges. It
is too inconsistent, internally contradictory, and emotionally volatile. Its wide appeal may stem from its emotionality. Trump’s
grandiose message resonates with his constituency for four overlapping reasons: misogyny and sexism; racism; xenophobia and nativism; and repudiation of political correctness.
Misogyny and Sexism
Trump’s history of demeaning and denigrating women is
well-documented. But why do his rhetoric and actions elicit such
strong support? He has a predatory attitude toward women, shamelessly speaking of their beauty and their bodies. “Grabbing pussy”
reflects an attitude that debases women. “Pussy power” is currently
a rallying cry for those opposing his policies, a slogan of agency
and integrity to those women who resist objectification. His sexism
was strikingly evident in the campaign against Hillary Clinton. It is
difficult to imagine a more hostile slogan than “Lock her up!” He
called her a “devil,” implicitly advocating that others assassinate
her. Michelle Obama eloquently exposed the underlying weakness
and inadequacy of men who disrespect and humiliate women.
Freud referred to this dynamic as psychic impotence, alerting us to
a split in the male psyche between intense idealization of females
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(ultimately of the mother) and the exaggerated and brutal need to
devalue them as worthless or as whores.
There are many psychoanalytic insights into sexism, beginning with Freud’s understanding of a basic psychic division in men
between passionate lust and tender devotion. One disastrous result
of this division is the angry and cruel debasement of women. From
a relational point of view, the desire to dominate or be sadistic toward a woman, the need to maintain her exclusively as an exciting
or enticing object, may indicate an underlying infantile dependency
on the part of the male—a deep sense of threat, inferiority, and
shame about the terror of masochistic submission to a stronger,
tougher, highly evolved, and ambitious female. In short, this is a
desperate attempt to secure attachment to a female and to connect
emotionally, even if it turns on the dynamic of dominating or shaming them.
Racism
Racism has a long and ignominious role in American history. It is always present. Trump’s personal history, beginning with
his father’s real estate dealings, has been consistently bigoted toward blacks. His outrageous posturing about the guilt of the
“Central Park Five,” despite DNA evidence exonerating them, has
been incendiary and extremist. Not least, he emerged politically as
the spokesman of the Birther Movement, an attempt to portray
Obama as un-American, to fictitiously identify him as African and/
or Muslim. “Birtherism” tried to undermine the political legitimacy
of both of Obama’s electoral victories.
Trump launched his presidential campaign with the stereotyping of Hispanics as “criminals and rapists.” His hostile slogan
of “building a wall,” his rhetoric about deporting 11 million socalled illegal aliens, all need to be designated as plainly racist. The
same is true of his call for a ban on all Muslim immigration, codified in an unconstitutional Executive Order soon after his inauguration. Racism is inherent in his insensitivity to refugees from the
Syrian Civil War, and his bombastic, unhistorical false allegation
that Obama and Hillary Clinton were the founders of ISIS.
In the minds of his followers, these bans serve to counteract
America’s decline, to shore up its resources against evil agents. In
short, talking harshly toward oppressed minorities and targeting
displaced and insecure immigrants appeals to a constituency whose
own fears and collective hysteria have been magnified and distorted
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in recent years. These reactionary positions may also stem from a
backlash to eight years of an African-American presidency.
Racism always turns on conspiracy theories. Analysts know
that racist attitudes stem from deep internal splits in the personality.
Projecting out the bad internal parts of the self (“objects” in the language of psychoanalysis) temporarily leaves the one who projects
feeling good. Bad parts of the self get expelled into Mexicans,
Muslims, and blacks, leaving a false sense of security and wellbeing. The moral panic of Trump’s base is so extreme at the moment that the inherent, irrational racism of his message resonates
deeply. If the racist is fragile and fallible, he is only trying to protect and regulate a vulnerable sense of self. This fragility opens up
the acceptance of apocalyptic and absolutist solutions, which echoed at Trump’s campaign appearances, in his tweets, and during his
first weeks as president.
If the system is rigged, the entire political apparatus is corrupt, and every politician lies, then it is nonsensical to accept the
results of the election—except if Trump won. Many Republican
voters apparently agreed with this position. Ultimately, racism and
the paranoid style of thinking that goes with it illustrate two primitive defenses: severe splitting of the self into good and bad parts as
well as identification with the aggressor. Let’s remember that paranoid modes of expression are not limited to patients certified as paranoid. Identifiable enemies—illegal aliens, Muslims, terrorists—
can be targeted, marginalized, and ultimately expelled. This is a
politics of crushing the largely imaginary enemy. At their best,
these policies threaten American democracy and the rule of law. At
their worst, they could unleash massive social unrest and violence.
Xenophobia and Nativism
Trump’s words about restoring America’s greatness go hand
in hand with a persistent thread of American nativism and xenophobia. Trump’s base identifies itself proudly and defiantly as white.
Fear of the other is not just economic: anxieties about immigrants
intensify their deepest fears about their safety and security.
Trump’s presidency feeds on both the strengths and emotional appeals of xenophobia. It gives license to groups to express
their deepest rage and resentments. In expelling their own bad internalizations, the Trump follower feels understood, exalted, and
liberated by Trump’s presence and his brutal words. They accept
these simplistic formulations, these black and white dichotomies,
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precisely because xenophobia permits them to rid themselves of
unacceptable and disturbing aspects of their own inner world. It
helps them to project out particularly intense anger and aggression.
Blaming the other is a powerful internal mechanism. It reflects
fundamentally irrational and magical thinking, remaining oblivious
to facts, evidence, or logical discussion. Facts and truth have already been casualties of the Trump presidency.
Repudiation of Political Correctness
Trump and his followers repudiate political correctness.
Trump’s base is mesmerized by his unpredictability, his wacky performances, and his vulgar gestures; they are catalyzed by his unfettered language; and they are energized by his creation of chaos.
They adore his attacks on political correctness, whether about
women, blacks, Hispanics, Muslims, terrorists, intellectuals, celebrities who oppose or mock him. Trump’s speech is unfettered and
unfiltered. He provokes fights with our allies such as Australia,
Mexico, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
while saying positive things about Putin and other anti-American
regimes. He and his followers seem to worship power and the deployment of power over all else. As a bad boy and bully, he speaks
his mind with impunity. It is as if his wealth, celebrity status, and
star power permit him to get away with palpably bad behavior,
egregious ethical violations, scandalous conduct, and scatological
forms of speech. His presidency thrives on the intentional construction of chaos, on verbal hand grenades, and Twitter bomb
throwing.
So far, these patterns have inoculated him from rational debate and from moral or political accountability. For many in his
base, this is unconsciously pleasurable. They have felt shackled
and suppressed by decades of political correctness and progressivism. This shame dynamic has been exacerbated by eight years with
a despised black president, plus intensified by the country being on
the cusp of four years with a woman president and a Clinton to
boot, for whom they had massive contempt.
To understand those vehemently opposed to political correctness, we need to acknowledge our bias against bias. Opponents
of political correctness feel shame. They have been exposed and
humiliated by the disdain and moral superiority directed at them,
especially coming from the liberal and progressive elite who have
little understanding of their everyday lives. Those targeted as politically incorrect feel condescended to and patronized. In this elec-
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tion cycle, they reacted with resentment and rage toward those who
scorned them. Trump says outrageous and vicious things, feeding
on the emotions they feel. That’s why they listen to him, find him
entertaining, fresh, and enlivening, even reassuring.
Political correctness is double-edged: on the one hand, it
shows sensitivity to oppressed minorities or to vulnerable individuals; it can be an expression of compassion and attunement for the
other. On the other hand, political correctness can be knee jerk and
inauthentic, lacking in substance and real engagement with the insecure and miserable lives of others, particularly the white uneducated people unfortunately designated as “deplorables.” So much
of Trump’s constituency basks in his hatred of political correctness.
In 1964, Columbia University historian Richard Hofstadter
published an influential essay called “The Paranoid Style in American Politics.” Written in the context of the Johnson/Goldwater
election and fears about the rise of an extreme right-wing fringe,
Hofstadter described a style of mind marked by “heated exaggeration, suspiciousness, and conspiratorial fantasy.” We now know
that the paranoid style extends to more than the disreputable fringes
of the population; educated elites and the center have conspiracy
theories too. Analysis of the paranoid style still has historical value
and contemporary relevance because it reflects attitudes and shared
emotional states by more or less normal people, not those with profoundly disturbed minds. What is most enduring about Hofstadter’s essay is his analysis of the projection of the self and of
how that mechanism of projection can paradoxically lead to imitation of the enemy (what we would call identification with the aggressor).
Conclusion
The psychoanalytically-informed historian can decode the
fantasies and find patterns in those telling stories or spinning myths
in American politics. Both historical consciousness and the psychoanalytic method prepare us to be skeptical of paranoid ideas and
conspiracy theories, to be aware of how the self can be split into
good and bad internal parts. It teaches us to try to struggle to empathize with people and groups who seem radically different from us,
like those drawn to Trump. It alerts us to how our own anxieties
and vulnerable selves influence our point of view. We must be
aware of how we can become paranoid about paranoia, without
minimizing the potential damage and destructiveness of the paranoid style. It is often hard to contain these anxieties. It is prefera-
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ble to acknowledge them, beginning a cathartic process of feeling,
remembering, and working through the rigors of critical analysis
and of self-reflection.
Above all, a psychoanalytically-informed method may help
us to maintain a reality-based position on contemporary politics and
the outcome of this election. It does so by reminding us that those
who govern in America do so by advancing a fear-laden message,
exercising power by expressing and often manipulating existing
anxieties and prejudices. These include self-protective defenses
including misogyny, racism, xenophobia, and attacks on political
correctness. It may provide some clarity about how the language of
the American dream provides a sense of identification, denying real
class divisions, racial distinctions, and sexism. To demythologize
the ideals of the American dream, particularly for Trump’s core
supporters, we must demonstrate that America is not the land of
opportunity, that there is little upward mobility in this country.
America is a land governed by powerful entrenched oligarchies
without strong or viable political and intellectual resistance. American-dream clichés deny the reality of downward mobility. We
must be aware that the appeal to shared values masks the existence
of deep class and cultural differences in America, the reality of economic inequality and powerful discrepancies in education, sensibility, sensitivity, and value systems.
Lastly, we are mindful that talk of American greatness, of
things being “yuge,” of people being “incredible,” of references to
how rich, intelligent, and omnipotent Trump is—all of this is empty
speech. We know that his language and posturing resonate with an
alienated, disenfranchised part of the population. These folks are
inspired or activated by Trump’s appeal to the little guy: the one
who is invisible and shamed, eager to embrace the culture wars, and
reluctant to see reality in terms of social class or practical forms of
politics. We need to be aware of the immense dangers this represents to our democracy. Through historical and psychoanalytic understanding, we see Trump as a symptom.
David James Fisher, PhD, is a practicing psychoanalyst
with 37 years of clinical experience. He is a Training and Supervising Analyst at the Institute for Contemporary Psychoanalysis
(ICP) and a Senior and Faculty Member at the New Center for Psychoanalysis (NCP) in Los Angeles. He is the author of Bettelheim:
Living and Dying (2008), Cultural Theory and Psychoanalytic Tradition (2009), and Romain Rolland and the Politics of Intellectual
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Engagement (2004), as well as a Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. Dr. Fisher was interviewed in Clio’s Psyche in December 2015. One of his interests is the convergence of culture and
politics in contemporary history. He may be contacted at Djames
fisherphd@gmail.com. 

The Confabulator in Chief?
Daniel Burston—Duquesne University
Keywords: Trump, Orwell, Nietzsche, Freud, Hitler, Stalin, liar, spin
Abstract: Falsehoods come in different forms. From a motivational
standpoint, there is a world of difference between errors, deliberate falsehoods, and illusions. President Trump is often mistaken, or lying, or
simply unable to discern fact from fiction and his own overactive imagination. This paper suggests that we are probably safer in the hands of a
cynical liar than someone who believes his own spin.

On January 21, 2017, President Donald Trump launched a
bitter attack on the press for underestimating the size of his… um,
his… uh, his… wait a minute; that’s right! His inauguration.
Why? Because photos of the Washington, D.C. Mall from the day
before—January 20, 2017—show clearly and conclusively that the
crowd that showed up for his inauguration was roughly one-third
the size of the crowd that showed up the following day to protest
his ascension to the highest office in the land. Undeterred by the
evidence, Trump alleged that the crowd gathered to cheer for him
on January 20th was six times larger than the press reported, or
roughly twice the size of the crowds that thronged the nation’s capital on the following day. All of which is demonstrably untrue
(“Trump Claims Media ‘Dishonest’ Over Crowd Photos,” BBC
News Online, January 22, 2017). On the same (deeply Orwellian)
day, Trump was blaming the media for spreading the rumor that he
has a problem with the U.S.A.’s intelligence services, when (he
now claimed) this was never the case.
We live, we are told, in a “post-truth” age where facts do
not matter. But in reality, they do matter—now more than ever.
Even so, we can ask ourselves, was Donald Trump merely mistaken
about the number of people attending the Women’s March on
Washington? Or was he lying? Or was he deluding himself to the
point that he actually believed his own spin? And either way, what
difference does it make?
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Well, for the sake of clarity and convenience, let us define
truth as parsimoniously as possible, as what actually is the case.
Untruth, by contrast, is an assertion that negates the truth in some
fashion. But there are different ways of doing this, and different
reasons for doing so. Our language provides us with different
words to describe untruths: errors, falsehoods, and illusions. Many
of us use these words interchangeably, as if they are synonyms.
This lax or promiscuous usage, while commonplace, is deeply unfortunate, because it obscures some important psychological truths
that we ought to keep in mind as Trump’s presidency unfolds.
Why? Because upon careful consideration, the differences between
errors, falsehoods, and illusions raise questions about motivation, or
what Søren Kierkegaard described as the person’s subjective mode
of relatedness to the truth.
Let’s start with error. By and large, error is either innocent
or inadvertent. It is the result of the person being in possession of
false/inadequate information, logical lapses, or faulty reasoning that
permits the person to draw mistaken conclusions from the information at hand. A person who is merely “in error” is unaware of
that fact, of course, but will generally accept correction and
acknowledge the truth because he or she has no stake in remaining
estranged from reality, so to speak.
In stark contrast, the person who utters a deliberate falsehood is quite clear about what is actually the case, but has a personal investment in seeing that other people remain “in the dark.”
There are rare circumstances when uttering falsehoods is necessary
to protect innocent or vulnerable people, no doubt. But by and
large, one’s motives for lying are base. People usually lie to mislead others, create a false impression, extort an unfair advantage, or
arouse base passions in others to enhance their receptivity to suggestions of various kinds, including incitements to unfair punishment and/or violence.
By contrast with each of these, however, a person who cherishes an illusion has deceived him- or herself into believing that
something is actually the case, when in fact it is not. Moreover,
this process of self-deception necessarily precedes any efforts they
undertake to persuade others that their illusions are real. Subjectively speaking, people under the sway of illusion can be perfectly
sincere when they deny the truth, even if—at an unconscious level—they are in a state of motivated ignorance, avoiding a candid
confrontation with reality (and themselves). Contrast this to the
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mental state of the deliberate liar, who knows the score perfectly
but prefers to pretend otherwise, for his or her own advantage.
In “Looking Back on the Spanish War” (1943), George Orwell reminds us that according to Nazi doctrine, there is no such
thing as “Science,” or even a body of facts that can be reliably ascertained irrespective of our respective biases (or how we are inclined to interpret them). Instead, there is merely “German Science” and “Jewish Science.” Where did the Nazis get this idea?
Probably from Friederich Nietzsche. Toward the end of his first
book, The Birth of Tragedy (1872), Nietzsche invoked the ideas of
Immanuel Kant and Arthur Schopenhauer in an effort to discredit
modern science completely. Later, in On the Genealogy of Morals
(1887), section 24, Nietzsche took this line of argument further, citing the medieval Muslim Society of Assassins. Their motto was:
“Nothing is true; everything is permitted.” Nietzsche obviously
thought the assassin’s creed was quite profound, because he then
went on to say: “Here we have real freedom, for the notion of truth
itself has been disposed of” (1956, section 24).
Here, then, was a radical new departure in the history of
Western thought. Prior to this point, most philosophers, scientists,
and educators believed in the emancipatory power of truth; the idea
that the truth, once grasped fully, can liberate us from the shackles
of ignorance and oppression. The flip-side of that belief, of course,
is that lies and illusions enslave us, or keep us mired in subjection,
because they clutter or obstruct our vision and must be cleared
away before we can act in accordance with the truth. That was certainly Freud’s view. That being so, it is instructive to note that, by
his own admission, Nietzsche’s main objective in writing The Genealogy of Morals was to demonstrate that a slavish mentality,
warped by rancor, is far more prone to self-deception and distorting
reality than the noble aristocrat’s gaze, and that the slave’s propensity to self-deception is motivated by feelings and fantasies that he
is (largely) unconscious of. But in so saying, Nietzsche obviously
presupposed that there actually are ways of ascertaining what actually is true and false, and what motives prompt individuals or cultural collectives to embrace illusions. Yet, by the end of the book,
Nietzsche invalidates his own premise, describing truth, or more
precisely, the “notion of truth,” as an obstacle to freedom, rather
than its vital pre-condition. Leaving ethics aside, for the moment,
the problem with this proposition is that if we treat the concept of
truth as an impediment to freedom, we have to abandon the concept
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of “untruth” as well. Why? Because the concepts of truth and untruth always presuppose one another, and the inability (or unwillingness) to differentiate between them brings us swiftly to the brink
of absurdity and nihilism, where we can no longer discriminate between error, falsehood, and illusions, or make informed judgments
about their unconscious provenance.
Of course, truth is not always obvious, and is often moot, or
undecidable, when we cannot ascertain all of the pertinent facts, or
determine what actually is the case with absolute certainty. For example, many of us would like to know whether Trump’s claim that
“the media” lied about the number of people attending his inauguration and the Women’s March on Washington is a bold-faced lie,
or whether he actually believed his own “spin.” Similarly, one
wonders whether his eagerness to credit alt-right blogger Gregg
Phillips’ ridiculous claim about voter fraud—namely, that three
million people voted illegally for Hillary—is rooted in grandiosity
and a (quasi-delusional) fear of persecution and animosity toward
all his critics, i.e. whether he really believes Phillips’ preposterous
claim or merely pretends to believe it because it is politically expedient to do so. Finally, one wonders whether he really believes that
President Obama wiretapped his conversations in Trump Tower
before the election, as he has repeatedly alleged.
Of course, it is simplest to assume that Trump is merely lying, or being “strategic” by providing followers with “alternative
facts.” Moreover, some would say that, from a pragmatic standpoint, it really makes no difference whether he is deluding himself
or merely trying to pull the wool over our eyes. I beg to differ.
Hitler and Stalin furnish two terrifying examples of national leaders
who lied without inhibition or remorse, but who also believed their
own spin very often as well. That, I maintain, made them far more
dangerous than your average con man. Consider Hitler’s sincere
belief in an international Jewish conspiracy against the Aryan race,
and his consequent unwillingness to surrender and save millions of
German lives when the war was already lost. Consider Stalin’s galloping paranoia, the show trials, and the millions of people who
were murdered as a result, or who died of starvation, exposure, and
disease in the Gulags. When it comes to foreign or domestic policy, internal policing or defense against external threats, a leader
who lies freely, but is not taken in by his own deceptions, may be
less prone to making catastrophic decisions that result in mass
slaughter than one who believes his own fictions.
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In other words, odd as it sounds, we may be slightly better
off if Trump is merely a clever, manipulative, and cynical liar than
if he really believes his own fictions, whether from vanity, fear, or
some combination of these. Why? Because when confronted with
reality-constraints that inhibit his freedom of action, or threaten to
inflict grave harm on the United States, he may be more realistic in
his decisions and less prone to escape to some fantasy-saturated
bubble of his own making. So, what are we dealing with here?
Only time will tell. Meanwhile, regardless of their source or motivation, we all have a responsibility to reject the Trump administration’s ceaseless torrent of untruths in a principled and consistent
way and to defend all those who expose them, even (or especially)
when they do so at great cost.
Daniel Burston, PhD, is an Associate Professor in the Psychology Department at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh. He is the
author of The Legacy of Erich Fromm (Harvard University Press,
1991), The Wing of Madness: The Life and Work of R. D. Laing
(Harvard University Press, 1996), Erik Erikson and the American
Psyche: Ego, Ethics and Evolution (2007) and most recently, A
Forgotten Freudian: The Passion of Karl Stern (2016). Please address any comments or questions to burston@duq.edu. 

Donald Trump’s Tweets
Frederick Stecker—Minister and Independent Scholar
Keywords: Donald Trump, Twitter, presidential rhetoric, new social media
Abstract: What was once an innocuous method of modern social communication has evolved into a major tool for current tribal communication.
While the Pope has 10 million Twitter followers, Donald Trump at one
point registered 22 million followers. Trump, however, has not focused
on aspects of the presidency, but rather on personal identity. While the
use of this method of social communication may be responsible for his
rise in popularity, his relentless messaging may be the key to his undoing.

Years ago, while I was travelling on business, I overheard a
speech delivered by President Bush to the troops at Ft. Hood, Texas
on January 3, 2003. He was addressing the build-up of forces due
to Saddam Hussein’s possession of weapons of mass destruction.
The president said, “We’re not going to forget that they [the terrorists] kill without regard for the rules of war. They don’t value inno-
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cent life like we do. In America we say that everyone is precious,
everybody counts. Everybody is equal in the eyes of the Almighty.” However, he goes on to say, “they’re nothing but a bunch
of cold-blooded killers, and that’s the way we’re going to treat
them.”
I bristled to hear the violence of 9/11 cast in religious terms
that incorrectly depicted Christianity and, by implication, Islam. I
concluded that we were being manipulated by stealth hymnody,
“Precious in the Eyes of the LORD” (Psalm 116:15), and cherrypicked Christian doctrine that sidestepped most of Christian teaching. This was an eye-opener. For the first time in three years of
listening to Bush’s speeches, I heard nuances in the content of his
rhetoric that had never before registered with me. I was mystified
by the fact that I had been operating on autopilot, as it were, for
years, without actually hearing the carefully scripted language in
Bush’s speeches. I began a study of political rhetoric in earnest.
Further study revealed that there are few improvisations in politics;
the battle is always pitched in emotional terms for the undecided
voter. It also is not unusual for the truth to be stretched or ignored.
Years later, and in much the same way (pondering an odd
phrase of speech), I stumbled over Donald Trump’s use of Twitter.
Shortly after the funeral of Justice Antonin Scalia, Trump tweeted
“I wonder if President Obama would have attended the funeral of
Justice Scalia if it were held in a Mosque? Very sad that he did not
go!” ((Trump tweet, February 20, 2016). President Obama, however, had paid respects to Justice Scalia as he was lying in state at the
Supreme Court the day before; he did not wish to have his security
detail disrupt a public religious service. I wondered about the necessity of that off-hand statement by candidate Donald Trump. Remembering the speech addressed by President Bush to the troops at
Ft. Hood, I began to see that such comments were not incidental,
but part of a strategy to promote himself to the American voting
public as he was seeking the Republican nomination and beyond.
So I set about a study of Trump and his use of Twitter.
Much about Trump’s thought processes remain open to
speculation. New York Times writer and researcher Kevin Quealy,
along with his colleague Jasmine Lee, have read, tagged, and sorted
over 14,000 of Trump’s tweets over an 11-month period in 2016
and concluded that he says anything he wants to say and genuinely
does not care about the repercussions. They observed that he is a
showman with a flamboyant style and his tweets function to both
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get him the attention of the press as well as to make an instant and
personal connection to the individuals who make up his base.
While deliberate in political strategy, it is applied with such callousness that it results in confusion.
Hoping that Trump would rise to a level of dignified behavior expected of all statespersons following his election, more than
the majority of the American voting public are made anxious by
almost each piece of reporting in his first 100 days as president.
He continues with public behavior designed to offend; the content
of what he has to say is unscripted and unpredictable. Trump has a
need to humiliate; he has no regard for protocol, convention, or
law. He contradicts his own statements and promises and exalts in
his contentiousness toward the press. Trump uses Twitter to respond to anything that crosses his mind and has apologized for only one tweet: on April 18, 2014, he called on actress Kim Novak to
sue her plastic surgeon for her face-lift—she felt bullied.
My first introduction to the phenomenon of Twitter being
used for political gain was in Andre Nusselder’s “Twitter and the
Personalization of Politics” (Psychoanalysis, Culture and Society,
18:1, 2012, 91-100). Nusselder described the tactics of populist
Dutch politician Geert Wilders, who stood trial for “spreading hatred” by making statements regarding Islam. Wilders challenged
the court by asserting through Twitter that the charges against him
were politically motivated, calling The Hague “a place of
backroom deals with no genuine interest in the people’s concerns.”
The traditional route of the courts and allied institutions, including
the press, he maintained, were not politically neutral. He succeeded in having his case retried by virtue of using social media to
rouse public sentiment. What Nusselder discovered was that while
the court system, television, and radio (the “old” media) controlled
the ideological center of news making, the “new” social media, in
turn, has become the perfect medium for “charismatic and populist
leaders” tired of “traditional” and “elitist” methods of debate to
solve disagreements.
Currently, 55% of Americans follow Twitter to gain access
to current events and politics. With 140 characters, plus 20 to cover information regarding the author, a time and a response stamp,
Twitter reflects our oral culture (versus writing sentences), which
often focuses on small issues that reverberate with our emotions.
On Twitter, style is expressed in spelling, punctuation, and an appeal mechanism that promotes fantasy, imitation, and identifica-
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tion. Twitter followers form tribes.
I believe that Trump’s tweeting is not just an idiosyncratic
habit of his but an attempt (1) to establish the cult of the person and
(2) to give himself and the voter the illusion of being able to participate in political discourse while not having to risk “face to face”
discussion with a disagreeable opponent. Why does Trump continue to Tweet? Three possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive,
cross my mind: (1) Trump must thrive on the confusion he creates,
signified by the adaptation of a jagged signature which he proudly
displays in executive orders; (2) Trump has realized that his use of
social media embodies a break with the past by campaigning for
people’s “real concerns,” the way Wilders used it in his own defense; and (3) Mr. Trump does not know what he does not know.
Looking at Donald Trump’s alarming behavior, it seems to
me that he needs to continue battles pitched in emotional terms for
an undecided voter and he seems to be obsessed with fixing aspects
of victories that he has already won (like the issue of public attendance at his inauguration) by using what his counselor, Kellyanne
Conway, called “alternative facts.” At the same time, he sets himself up for further unnecessary challenges so that his repetition
compulsion might begin anew.
These tactics are symptomatic of Otto Kernberg’s observations that modern communications create a “mass psychology,” a
tendency to sharply differentiate “what is good and what is bad;
splitting the object world into idealized and persecutory figures,
and creating a primitive morality […] with an intolerance for emotional depth.” He adds, “Mass psychology is a most powerful amplifier, both of paranoid ideologies and of leadership provided by
narcissistic merchants of illusions or by the paranoid revolutionary” (Contemporary Controversies in Psychoanalytic Therapy
Techniques and their Applications, 2004, 151-152). We need to
pay attention to what is going on.
Frederick (Rick) Stecker, DMin, PsyaD, is an Episcopal
minister and a student of religion and culture. Stecker holds doctorates from Bangor Theological Seminary and the Boston Graduate School of Psychoanalysis. He is the editor of I Win, We Lose:
The New Social Darwinism and the Death of Love (2016) and the
author of The Podium, the Pulpit and the Republicans: How Presidential Candidates Use Religious Language in American Political
Debate (2011, 2015). He may be reached at fstecker@tds.net. 
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The Sycophant
Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University
Yes, Sir!
What a profound statement!
How did you think of this?
You are so ingenuous!
We will carry out the implications.
Ah, yes Madam!
What a brilliant idea!
How was it that you thought of it?
We will place the concept right now.
You were there with Egypt’s pharaohs.
You surrounded the mighty Mongol lords.
You served the emperors of Rome.
You kowtowed to the great Ashoka.
You were there with Henry VIII –
and with his many wives.
You changed your opinions as often
as he the colors of his cloaks.
You were there for Elizabeth I
and her royal whims and ambitions.
You surrounded Peter I of Russia –
and applauded his abuses with platitudes.
You prided yourself for assisting Washington
and from a distance watched his decline.
You genuflected before the latest pope
and saluted the most recent president –
however corrupt he, or she, might have been.
You never refused largess:
large estates, noble titles, military orders,
willing mistresses, excellent food, and knowing smiles.
A sycophant’s reward for obsequiousness.
Yes, I was one.
How I desired being observed –
as I arrived with the august!
I was part of the entourage,
a puffed up loyal member of the team.
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Now it is too late to undo
the corruption of my spirit and my soul.
Like all those beholden to any and all regimes,
I gloried in the golden rays of the powerful.
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The king is dead!
Long live the king!
Peter Petschauer, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of History at
Appalachian State University, a Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum, and a member of the Clio’s Psyche Editorial
Board. In addition to holding a named professorship, he chaired
the Faculty Senate at Appalachian, headed the Faculty Assembly
for the University of North Carolina system, and in 2014 received
an honorary doctorate from the university he served so well.
Petschauer’s most recent books are In The Face of Evil: The Sustenance Tradition (2014) and A Perfect Portrait. A Novel set in
18th-Century Germany’s Weimar (2016). He may be contacted at
petschauerpw@appstate.edu. 

The Perversion of American Democracy
Danielle Knafo—Long Island University
Rocco Lo Bosco—Author and Poet
Keywords: Trump, perversion, Orwell, 1984, post-truth
Abstract: The authors focus on the Trump administration in terms of perversion instead of narcissism. From objectification to technological fetishism, perversion runs rampant in the administration and has numerous
consequences. George Orwell’s 1984 is a key example of a perverse
state, which is applied to the current political situation in the United
States.

A number of recent articles and analyses on President
Trump have labeled him a narcissist, even a malignant narcissist.
Trump’s narcissism, amply exemplified in his obsession with numbers, ratings, and image, is unquestionable. Yet Trump is not
alone. Christopher Lasch observed in the late 1970s that ours is a
culture of narcissism. Not surprisingly, this trend has continued, as
evidenced in 2013’s word of the year: selfie. Although Trump embodies an extreme form of narcissism, he also represents a passage
to an even darker time. We believe viewing the current admin-
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istration through the framework of perversion rather than narcissism removes a lot of confusion from today’s analyses. Tellingly,
post-truth is 2016’s word of the year.
What we call “the age of perversion” is marked by the
ubiquity of commodification, objectification, and technological
fetishism, as well as the rise of dehumanization and depersonalization. Perversion goes beyond sex and includes the cultural, social,
and political spheres. Practiced in the bedroom, the boardroom,
the war room, the courtroom, and the church or temple, perversion
can also be found in the Oval Office.
Perversion proceeds by seduction and betrayal, transgresses
against norms, destroys healthy boundaries, fosters dangerous illusions, and attacks truth. It forbids authenticity and creates pacts
between people and among groups that are exploitative, destructive, and rife with cruelty. As a social and political activity, perversion takes root in any human system whose aims, purpose, and
meaning are, by the very operation of that system, undermined,
violated, or destroyed.
Most dangerous of all are political leaders who pervert the
order they are sworn to uphold, living above the law and violating
the trust of their constituents while debasing the institutional, legal,
and moral frameworks that organize society and foster trust and
commitment among citizens. The most extreme example of such
mass perversion is found in the nation state run by a dictator or in
an oligarchy of gangsters that represses and exploits its citizens,
robbing their freedom and subjecting them to continual war and
even genocide. With the horrors of Nazi Germany and Stalin’s
Russia in mind, George Orwell wrote 1984 (1949), which is nearly
a perfect model of the perverse state. Orwell was aware of this and
said of his masterpiece, “My recent novel [1984] is not intended as
an attack on Socialism […] but as a show-up of the perversions” (emphasis added; Sonia Orwell and Ian Angus, eds., 1968,
502). The current administration led by Donald Trump is already
perverting the traditional and ethical norms of our democracy.
Like the perverse sexual enactment that creates a grand illusion
while hiding weakness and forbidding authenticity, Trump’s ascendancy was marked by his deluded insistence that he won spectacularly and only lost the popular vote because millions of illegal
votes were cast.
Key to controlling an Orwellian dystopia is keeping the lie
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front and center; therefore, it is no surprise that Trump’s administration has identified the free press as the “opposition” and is doing everything possible to discourage our belief that it brings us the
truth. When the lie prevails and the opposition is silenced, the man
of action is celebrated. Thereafter a period of barbarity often
looms; future barbarity is already almost certain. Trump has issued
a flurry of hasty executive orders, some of whose cruel consequences are already apparent, like the travel ban on immigrants from seven Muslim majority countries. In denying the reality of climate
change and granting carbon-generating industries a toll-free highway, our president guarantees a bitter fate for billions of people.
President Trump refuses to separate himself from his businesses, violating the foreign-emoluments clause. His significant
financial interests and governmental entanglements all over the
globe create an unprecedented number of conflicts that are already
a perversion of his political role. After promising to drain the
Washington swamp, he is stacking his cabinet with millionaire and
billionaire executives as well as Wall Street royalty while huddling
with wealthy donors who lobby for favorable treatment and government appointments. He antagonizes our allies while encouraging
our enemies. He puts people in charge of federal departments designed to protect and support the citizenry who, in fact, aim to undermine those very departments. He flouts the rule of law and the
guide of political tradition while calling himself a traditionalist.
Seduction, lies, betrayal, the casting of illusions, the destruction of healthy boundaries and norms, the transgression against
the law and political tradition, the relentless attacks on truth, the
foreshadowing of future atrocity—all of these are elements of sociopolitical perversion that have found a home in the White House.
Danielle Knafo, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and psychoanalyst, a prolific author, and a professor at Long Island University-Post Campus in its clinical psychology doctoral program. Also,
she is faculty and supervisor at NYU’s Postdoctoral Program for
Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis and maintains a private practice. Rocco Lo Bosco is an author, poet, and massage therapist.
Together they are the authors of The Age of Perversion (2017) and
may be contacted at danielleknafo@gmail.com and roc11849@
gmail.com. 
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A Tale of Two Presidents:
Hoover and Trump
Glen Jeansonne—University of Wisconsin
Keywords: Herbert Hoover, Donald Trump, Republicans, comparison
Abstract: This essay compares, contrasts, and contextualizes Republican
presidents Herbert Hoover and Donald Trump. It utilizes Hoover as a
tool to understand Trump as a case study in opposites. Hoover, a Quaker
orphan, was shy and inhibited. Donald Trump runs in overdrive, a hyperactive billionaire businessman. The current president is confrontational and savors political combat. Trump sets a frantic pace, attacks
opponents with relish, and veers away from compromise unless it is absolutely necessary. In personality and temperament, Hoover and Trump are
polar opposites and thus offer valuable lessons in contrast.

Hoover and Trump are two Republican presidents with extremely different personalities who come from radically different
backgrounds and styles of leadership. The 31st president was a
Quaker orphan from a farming community in Iowa and the 45th is a
Presbyterian surrounded by family from Queens, New York City.
Both are second sons, but the Midwesterner came from humble
economic beginnings and the Easterner was the son of a multimillionaire. The former was a highly reserved person while the
current president is quite outgoing. Both became highly successful
economically and politically, but neither at the moment is regarded
highly by the historical community. This essay will start with Hoover and proceed to compare and contrast him with Trump.
The fact that Herbert Hoover was a Quaker and an orphan
shaped his entire life and can hardly be overestimated in shaping
his personality, character, and policies as president. Hoover was
born almost at the stroke of midnight on August 10, 1874, in West
Branch, Iowa, which was an almost completely Quaker hamlet of
400 on the cusp of the frontier. The family included Bert (short for
Herbert), his older brother Tad, and his younger sister May, who
were descended from six generations of Quakers. The citizens of
West Branch were hard-working, subdued, highly religious, honest,
and straight-forward. They abstained from alcohol and took life
seriously.
At home, Bert was permitted to read only the Bible and other religious books. Both his parents died of contagious diseases by
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the time he was nine, leaving him an orphan. After living for two
years at his Uncle Allen’s nearby farm, he traveled 2,000 miles
alone by rail to join his Uncle Henry John Minthorn at Newberg,
Oregon in order to obtain a superior education at Friends Pacific
Academy, founded by Minthorn. Bert had numerous chores and
Minthorn instilled a work ethic in the young boy. These years contributed to his inward-looking personality.
The traditional historical ranking of Herbert Hoover, who
rose from humble beginnings to become president, resembles an
escalator stuck in the down direction. Historians have described the
Quaker Chief Executive as a “do nothing” president who presided
over a government as disorderly as scrambled eggs after the economic disaster following the stock market crash of 1929. Hoover,
so it goes, led the nation into a destiny with doom. His journey at
the White House resembled Alice’s mixture of trials after she fell
into a rabbit hole and ended up in Wonderland. Hoover’s story,
however, did not have a happy ending. He ended up near the bottom of the heap in the ranking of presidents and is frozen there.
Franklin D. Roosevelt ran against Hoover in four consecutive elections, although Hoover was actually only on the ballot in 1932.
The truth is more enlightening and less sober. Hoover was
the most activist president in history during hard times leading up
to the end of his term. He did not defeat the Depression, but he did
mitigate it; he set precedents and programs that outlived his presidency. Hoover built dams, highways, bridges, and public buildings. He created the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC),
which loaned money to banks and businesses, as well as created
jobs. Highly intelligent, a superb organizer, part engineer, part
government efficiency expert, Hoover crafted a program that made
life more bearable for farmers and factory workers. He had a brilliant mind and a vivid imagination. But he also had an introverted
personality in a profession that penalizes reserve and modesty. He
was happy to serve without pay or public adulation, whereas Trump
is quite oriented to making money. In life beyond the presidency,
he wrote 32 books (many of them bestsellers), chaired two government commissions on reorganization of government under Harry S.
Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower, raised money for charities, and
helped President Truman feed a hungry world during the aftermath
of World War II. His great loves were his wife Lou, all his children, and fishing. He died at the age of 90 in 1964.
Another historical anomaly that bears correction is the de-
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scription of President Donald Trump, who is many things to many
people, but not a Populist in the historical sense of the word. He
could not be more unlike the men who founded the Populist Party
in the 1890s, whose champion was William Jennings Bryan. The
only thing Trump and the Populists have in common was and is a
desire for change. The Populists of the 1890s were primarily dirtpoor farmers who resided in the West, many of whom were devout
fundamentalist Christians. Trump belongs on the opposite end of
the spectrum: a prototypical, purely urban New York billionaire.
Hardly a religious fundamentalist, he has married three times.
Trump is difficult to categorize, but love him or hate him, he is not
a Populist in the historical sense. In his own way, he is as misunderstood as Herbert Hoover. By assigning Trump the moniker
“Populist,” the press has conveniently rearranged the living room of
history by stuffing the sofa into the bath tub.
Hoover was the first President who never held a previous
elective office, nor served in the military, and Trump is the second.
Many regard this as not necessarily a liability, although it can be;
they may draw upon different perspectives than career politicians
and bring new and fresh ideas to the Oval Office. (Trump, however, never served in any part of the government.) Hoover was more
at home in his previous role as Secretary of Commerce under Warren G. Harding and Calvin Coolidge, the only Secretary of Commerce ever elected president. Harding gave Hoover a voice in every economic issue, which made him Secretary of Commerce and
undersecretary of everything else. The Quaker became the cornerstone of domestic policy.
During the brief recession of 1921-1922, Hoover foreshadowed his activism as president. He chaired a national commission
that helped mitigate the effects of the downturn by construction of
homes and development of infrastructure such as highways, the
dredging of rivers and harbors to make them navigable, and the
planning/onset of dams such as the Boulder Dam on the Colorado
River and the Grand Coulee Dam on the Columbia River. Hoover
considered infrastructure construction the balance wheel of the
economy. He also created job exchanges to match workers’ skills
with available positions. The commerce secretary attempted to inspire farmers to plant less because overproduction was the enemy
of higher prices. He also urged farmers not to cultivate marginal
lands, but to instead plant them in cover crops, which would deter
droughts. However, he could not persuade farmers that by planting
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less they would earn more.
Hoover encouraged science and developed an Aviation and
Radio Division in the Department of Commerce. Among his
friends were such brilliant men as Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, and
Charles Lindbergh. The recession that began in 1921 did not last
long and Hoover grew concerned that the economy might overheat.
He and Wisconsin Senator Irvin Lenroot wrote a series of letters to
the Federal Reserve Board asking them to raise their interest rates
because the existing rates encouraged runaway speculation. The
Board ignored these Cassandra-like warnings of imminent doom. It
was wallowing in the growing prosperity after the end of the recession in 1922.
Hoover was in his element as Secretary of Commerce—
whereas in the presidency he was a square peg in a round hole—
and his personality blossomed in the Cabinet. He had the trust and
friendship of both Harding and Coolidge and wrote legislation and
speeches for both of them. Hoover had long private chats in the
evening with Coolidge, and their wives paired off as well and became intimate friends. He had a gift for friendship and bonded for
life with people. It was said he had enemies but no ex-friends, and
he was a gifted conversationalist and storyteller in small groups, a
side of him the public never saw. He was in his element as Secretary of Commerce in a sense that he never was in the presidency
because he was shy before the masses and failed to inspire during
the doldrums of the Great Depression. The Quaker enjoyed the
work portion of the presidency, but disliked the political side. It
made him uncomfortable to boast about himself and tout his
achievements. He did not like to cajole Congressmen. If he had
not run for president, he might be known in history as one of the
greatest cabinet members in history.
Hoover’s shy, introverted personality grew largely from his
Quaker childhood, rugged discipline, and the fact that he was orphaned. As a youth he was often alone, and as an adult (except
with people he knew) Hoover did not mix well. Losing his birth
parents left him undernourished in love as a child and as an adult,
shy with women. At Stanford he met Lou Henry, the only woman
he ever dated, whom he married. It was a wonderful match made to
last. Unfortunately, Lou died in 1944, 20 years before her husband.
Hoover never sought female companionship after her death. Being
orphaned instilled a lifelong love for all children. Seeing children
hungry or starving made him privately, but not publicly, cry. His
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love for children was the chief motivation for his charitable work
and his feeding of the starving during and after the Great War.
During the Great Depression, he did not tour bread lines and soup
kitchens because he feared breaking down in public. He was a sensitive man whose life’s work was to help the helpless and he did not
desire publicity or credit. His joy, like his suffering, was internal.
Trump is an enigma who talks incessantly and whose unfavorable ratings are in the stratosphere. Some people believe he is
mentally unbalanced, though that diagnosis has never been made by
a doctor who treated him. It is more likely that he is simply uninhibited, unpredictable, egotistical, and a novice in politics. He is
also stubborn, although at times he can be pragmatic and compromise. He gets along with many foreign leaders, although he alienates others, and can be his own worst enemy. Trump is extremely
emotional and unlike Hoover, he flouts his emotions, his love and
his hatred, publicly and repetitiously, frequently tweeting after midnight about the “lying press” and anyone who has offended him.
Many wonder whether Trump has the temperament to succeed in
the presidency. He is the opposite of Hoover. While Hoover was
too stoic for his own good as a politician, Trump harms himself
with his lack of emotional restraint. He lashes out and never apologies. Trump has been warned of this public display of emotion and
demonization of his enemies, yet persists. It is probable that, like
Hoover, he is a better person on the inside than on the outside—
certainly his family thinks highly of him.
Trump and Hoover are clearly opposites and different in
style, personality, and program. Trump seems to be impulsive and
has a swollen ego. His early morning tweets are demeaning to the
stature of the presidency, as are his repeatedly heated exchanges
with the press, claiming they are unfair to him. While Hoover was
composed, Trump is bombastic and nervous with a massive ego,
perhaps insecure at a subconscious level. Trump revels in the public glare that made Hoover uncomfortable, sometimes exploding in
public, unable to focus on his crafted speech and rambling, whereas
Hoover was direct and, if anything, overly discrete. Both men were
self-made in important ways: Hoover as an engineer and politician
and Trump as a celebrity and politician. Hoover spent the first half
of his life as a geological engineer making money and the second
half giving it away. He is blamed for the Great Depression but did
not cause it; he was simply there when it happened. What will happen in the seventh decade of Trump’s life remains to be seen.
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The fact that Hoover was a Quaker played a major role in
shaping his personality inwardly, specifically concealing his emotions, which made him a poor politician. Trump is overly flamboyant and critical, which strains his relationship with the media and
damages his programs. Trump seems caught on a moral merry-goround and his image suffers from his own inconsistencies and his
tendency to act first and think later. Trump does not lack intelligence, but he does lack patience, and he is a born activist. If he discarded his ego and channeled his enormous energy, his powerful
drive could be an asset. Trump needs to focus his supercharged
energy, cease striking out at his enemies publicly, and stop habitually over-promising. Trump is, in fact, often successful when he
focuses on one task at a time.
Both men appear to me to be of high intelligence when
compared to other presidents. Their weaknesses are related more to
temperament; Hoover was understated while Trump overstates.
Both have the energy of a locomotive, which Hoover could harness
while Trump dissipates his energy. Perhaps a composite of Trump
and Hoover in a single person might make an excellent president.
It is quite possible that Trump will grow on the job, as Hoover did,
if he can learn to tame his runaway ego and listen to sound advice.
Hoover, at least, was well organized and accepted innovative ideas
brought to him by some extremely able friends. His hobby of fishing also enabled him to unwind, relax, and enjoy the nation’s forests and streams. Trump could benefit from a less frenetic pace and
focus his energy on one thing at a time. The tendency of each
man’s temperament, in opposite ways, is a liability. Hoover was
too inhibited; Trump is too uninhibited.
We should not prejudge Trump. He has great potential; he
just needs to demonstrate more self-restraint. Endless energy can
be either an asset or a liability. In his post-presidential life, Hoover
poured his relentless energy into writing and published an enormous number of books, as well as working for charities such as the
Boys Clubs of America. Trump also should find outlets other than
politics to direct his excess energy. Even some reading in a quiet
setting could bring relaxation to Trump, although there is scant evidence that he reads. Hoover set aside two hours per night to read
for pleasure even while president, which took his mind off the hustle-and-bustle of the Oval Office. In the context of the presidency,
getting along with people is more of an asset than sheer intellect, an
asset neither man completely mastered; Hoover was too reserved,
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Trump is too dominating. Finally, with their momentous aptitudes,
each man can learn from the example of others. Quiet relaxing at
night might comfort Trump more than tweeting, and learning to
dance might have mellowed Hoover’s shyness.
Glen Jeansonne, PhD, is Professor Emeritus of History at
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, where he taught for 37
years and earned three teaching awards. He is the author or editor
of 15 books, including most recently Herbert Hoover: A Life (New
York: Penguin Random House, 2016). His website is glenjeansonne.com and he may be contacted at gsj@uwm.edu. 

Donald Trump and America’s Death Wish
Tom Ferraro—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
Keywords: Durkheim, anomie, Arendt, Lasch, Carveth, Davis, deathwish, nihilism
Abstract: The author frames America’s death wish in its historical context, tracing it through the work of Émile Durkheim, Hannah Arendt,
Christopher Lasch, Don Carveth, and Walter Davis on the American psyche. He posits that the election of our current president Donald Trump
may be an expression of the collective death instinct and sense of despair.

Freud wrote that mankind is controlled by two drives: Eros,
the life instinct, and Thanatos, the death instinct. Let us observe
how our collective death instinct may apply to our selection of
Donald Trump as the 45th President of the United States. The world
seems bewildered by the selection of Donald Trump, a man with no
obvious political motivation, a stunning array of conflicts of interest, no experience in politics, and a tendency to bully and insult.
How could the American people choose a man whose most notable
characteristics are that he likes to tweet, loves the art of the deal,
adores television, has impulse control problems, no moral compass,
and a tendency to present false facts and claim they are true? Let
us take a leap into our spiritus mundi and see what we can discover
hidden beneath.
Anomie and the Disillusionment of the American Soul
Émile Durkheim coined the term “anomie,” which he described as a state of widespread disillusionment, disappointment,
and instability resulting from a breakdown of standards, values,
purposes, or ideals (Suicide, 1897). Durkheim believed an over-
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identification with the state and under-identification with local
community leaves individuals without sufficient social feedback,
thus they fall back upon self-interest, greed, narcissism, isolation,
and despair. Anomie was the term he used for this state of mind
and unwittingly he was an astute predictor of the growing problem
of narcissism in America. It is an apt description of the current
state of mind in America. The nation is filled with disillusionment,
disappointment, and a startling lack of beliefs with the exception of
being able to achieve conspicuous consumption.
A Weakening of the Moral Code
Hannah Arendt coined the term “the banality of evil,” describing the mental state of having no ability to self-reflect and thus
becoming an instrument of evil for the state. Adolf Eichmann was
her prime example. Picking up on the idea of the banality of evil,
Philip Zimbardo of Stanford University conducted prison experiments in 1972, where he demonstrated how people showed a profound lack of morality by willingly inflicting pain on others when
instructed to do so. Zimbardo called this the Lucifer Effect. Zimbardo’s work supported Stanley Milgram’s findings at Yale University in the 1960s, which verified people’s apparent lack of moral
compass as they freely shocked others when instructed to do so.
This body of work articulated the weakness of the American hold
on morality in the face of direction by authority.
The Underlying Anger and Self-Punishment in America
Christopher Lasch in The Culture of Narcissism (1979) also
described how morality had been apparently weakened in our culture of narcissism because of the media’s destruction of role models
to emulate. Lasch posited that as the country lost a sense of role
models and conscience, it would be replaced by a far darker and
more primitive superego.
York University Professor Don Carveth in his book The Still
Small Voice: Psychoanalytic Reflections on Guilt and Conscience
(2013) pointed out that psychoanalysis has failed to focus on guilt
and superego function. He went on to say, much as Lasch did in
1979, that when conscience evaporates, the superego does not disappear but rather sinks deeply into the unconscious, whereupon it
becomes even more harsh, primitive, and self-punishing.
The Tragic Imperative that Looms
The most recent discussion of morality, guilt, and our death
wish is seen in Walter Davis’ book Death’s Dream Kingdom: The
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American Psyche Since 9-11 (2006). Professor Davis is Professor
Emeritus at Ohio State University and suggests that embedded
within the American psyche is unresolved and deadly guilt over the
unnecessary use of two atomic bombs dropped over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, which incinerated over 100,000 Japanese within seconds.
Dr. Davis posits that America is trapped in a repetition compulsion
based upon this American guilt and unless we face our own traumatic guilt, we are destined to repeat this atrocity with selfinflected wounds. He cites the provocation of the Middle East,
which resulted in 9/11, as an example of our repetition compulsion.
Enter the President
This brief review of America’s psyche takes us to the election of Donald Trump as our 45th President. A recent skit on Saturday Night Live may prove enlightening. Alec Baldwin, playing
Donald Trump, is in the Oval Office with an actor playing Steve
Bannon, Trump’s chief strategist. Bannon is dressed as the Grim
Reaper and is urging President Trump to call various heads of state,
insult them, and then threaten to go to war. This fantasy of the angel of death may be closer to the truth than one wants to admit. At
the time of this writing we see provocation by Russia, Iran, and
North Korea, which have the potential to escalate into all-out war.
In his documentary film Generation Zero (2010), Steve Bannon has
openly stated his belief that global conflagration is inevitable—
fortunately, Bannon’s role in the White House now appears to have
diminished.
It was noteworthy to me that Trump’s campaign commonly
played the Rolling Stones’ “Sympathy for the Devil,” which recounts the devil’s control over human existence. By the way, the
Stones were not asked permission to use this song. The President’s
frequently unconscionable behavior, his flagrant conflicts of interest, as well as his daily insults leveled against the judiciary system,
both branches of Congress, the free press, and allies such as Mexico
and Australia, plus his cozy relationship with Russia, have served
to alarm many in the U.S. and elsewhere. If Durkheim, Arendt,
Lasch, Carveth, and Davis are correct, their hypothesis is that we
are now under the sway of a massive death wish.
The sense of despair in the American psyche comes from
many places, five of which I will explore below. One, wages have
stagnated over the last 35 years for the majority of Americans and
income inequality is at an all-time high. As Trump articulated
many times, the American dream is dead. No one really believes
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that the underlying issues that caused the 2008 economic collapse
have been resolved. Many if not most Americans feel left out and
left behind. Two, constant exposure to images of smiling, happy,
successful people on TV has produced feelings of shame and anger,
as John Berger pointed out in his book Ways of Seeing (1972).
Three, unbridled consumerism produces profound feelings of emptiness. One of the most popular rock and roll songs in history is
“Satisfaction,” written by Mick Jagger and Keith Richards, and the
lyrics scream that satisfaction is not ours. Four, Harvard professor
Robert Putnam, author of Bowling Alone (2000), and James Kunstler, author of Geography of Nowhere (1993), both describe an
America with no sense of community and that we are left with
chronic feelings of estrangement, paranoia, psychosomatic illnesses, and depression. There are an estimated 30,000 suicides per year
in America. Five, the most discernible value for most Americans
consists of either making or spending money. Two of the most
popular film quotes of the last 30 years are Michael Douglas in the
film Wall Street (1987) saying that “greed is good” and Cuba
Gooding Jr. shouting “Show me the money” in the film Jerry
Maguire (1996).
Glen Gabbard felt we can surmise much about the American
psyche by studying our favorite films. Let us observe the popularity of zombie or walking dead films and TV shows. One of the most
popular television series is called The Walking Dead (2010-). Two
of Hollywood’s big blockbusters were I Am Legend (2007) with
Will Smith and World War Z (2013) with Brad Pitt. Both films
were about a world filled with humans who were walking dead. I
suggest that this genre reveals a sign of deep despair, anxiety, and
deadness at the center of the American soul.
Nihilism in America
America’s wish to die may stem from our anomie, as Durkheim foretold. Perhaps our death wish is due to a regressed and
primitive superego as Carveth, Lasch, and David Lotto suggest
(“The Problem of Regression,” Clio’s Psyche, Vol. 23, No. 2, Winter 2017). Davis tells us it is due to tragic guilt of dropping the
atomic bomb. Robert Putnam and William Kunstler tell us that
failure to establish a genuine sense of community produces a sense
of despair and paranoia; we are given the Great Wall of Trump as
the ludicrous answer to all these woes.
Freud explained that the two human drives, Eros and Thanatos, are always in battle. Eros in America is now dominated by
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Thanatos. We are absorbed by competition, anger, and a desire to
win at all costs. Trump’s much repeated campaign promise was to
help America win again. He took this message from the darkest
part of the American soul. The golden age of neo-capitalism has
arrived and we elected a businessman to run things and finally get
them right. However, we do well to remember what Joel Bakan,
Professor of Law, filmmaker, and Rhodes Scholar, said about the
mindset of all corporations. In his award-winning documentary
The Corporation (2003), he described the personality of successful
corporations as purely sociopathic and how they exist to do one
thing: to make profit for the shareholders. But it seems patently
obvious that government is not a business and exists to run a country, not a company. A democratic government has the job of upholding arcane things like ethics, freedom, stability, safety, compassion, rule of law, freedom of the press, a moral code, propriety,
mores, politesse, and altruism. It is not in the job of profit making
or profit sharing. But a choice has been made and the people have
selected a president who gave voice to the anguished American
soul.
J. Robert Oppenheimer, who was a professor of physics at
Princeton and Berkeley and the creator of the atomic bomb,
watched the first mushroom cloud and uttered the words from Hindu scripture, “I am become Death, the destroyer of Worlds.” He
warned that a time would come when all mankind would curse the
names of Los Alamos and Hiroshima.
The Rough Beast has arrived at the gate, but I keep wanting
to imagine the end of the Federico Fellini masterpiece 8½ (1963),
when the crew and the cast of the film got together, held hands, and
danced around the ring as the circus band played on. Such are the
solutions that artistic geniuses come up with. I am prompted to
send President Trump a copy of this film and suggest to him that he
watch it at least once a week.
Tom Ferraro, PhD, is a psychoanalyst, sports psychologist,
Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum and commentator
on contemporary society who lives on Long Island and may be
reached at DrTFerraro@aol.com. 
Members of the Psychohistory Forum
receive Work-in-Progress Papers, invitations to meetings,
research group updates, and our journal.
To join, write cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Jews for Hitler: A Cautionary Tale or
Unwarranted Hysteria?
Ira Brenner—Jefferson Medical College
Keywords: Trump-supporters, Hitler, anti-Semitism, Jews, Niemöller,
Himmler
Abstract: The bizarre and shameful story of German Jewish organizations that supported Adolf Hitler is cited as a cautionary tale in light of
Donald Trump’s Jewish supporters. Himmler’s chilling notion of each
German having his “decent Jew” and Pastor Niemöller’s famous quote,
“First they came for the Socialists...” are incorporated into this look at
how members of a minority could vote for a leader who degrades and
insults them.

Immediately after the election, the postmortem dissection of
details and statistics sounded very much like a post-game analysis
by a team of sportscasters. How could such an upset occur? How
did it happen? Why did the polls not predict that Mr. Trump would
win? Even if Russia interfered and the FBI influenced some voters,
could that many people have changed their minds at the last moment? What about the cultish Trump supporters who, all along,
may have kept their sympathies to themselves and fooled everyone?
In the midst of all this analysis and anguish, one particular question
keeps coming up: “How is it that so many members of the very
groups that were insulted, degraded, and assaulted by Donald
Trump still vote for him?”
How could any self-respecting Muslim, Mexican-American,
African-American, Latino, handicapped person, traumatized veteran, prisoner of war (POW), woman, LGBT+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender) member, evangelical Christian, or Jew vote for
such a person? A number of well-reasoned, articulate, and thoughtful articles by respected members of these groups then appeared,
explaining their rationales. Their arguments usually boiled down to
not taking the degradation or hate talk seriously and wanting to believe that it was part of the well-known theatrics Candidate Trump
engaged in during the heated campaign. He was not to be taken
literally. Instead, they focused on an issue that was of greater importance to them. Such priorities have included repealing Obamacare, restoring jobs, addressing trade issues, reversing Roe v. Wade,
preserving the Second Amendment, defeating ISIS, and halting immigration of potential terrorists.
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In the case of about 25% of his Jewish supporters, it was his
right wing leanings that promised a strengthening of ties with Israel, the supporting of West Bank settlements, and a vision of peace
in this most hotly contested region, not through neutral mediation,
but from a position of strength. In other words, the restoration of
national pride in his patented slogan, “Make America Great Again,”
appealed to the heady nostalgia of the post-1967 war era in those
Jews who believed he could also “Make Israel Great Again.” Appealing to the “masculine” strivings of a show of strength by
reestablishing a sense of dominance and power through America’s
mighty military forces, along with his much touted “genius” at deal
making, these campaign promises were evidently very seductive
and effective for many.
Trump’s supporters may have seen his bravado and tough
talk as refreshing and “honest,” as his ardent followers vicariously
enjoyed him speaking his mind and relishing not being “politically
correct.” His spokesmen (and women) contended that he was only
speaking what was secretly in others’ hearts. His special talent was
that he could put words to their feelings and truths, a gift that had
benefited him greatly throughout his turbulent and glamorous career. His profound sense of entitlement, tiresome belligerence, uncanny mastery of the media, and disturbingly fluid relationship with
reality were greeted with naïve hope by the true believers of his
sales pitch.
Trump’s less rabid supporters may have been a bit less taken in, seeing his dramatics as a performance and a means to an end.
Wanting to see him as a basically reasonable man, and overlooking
or not appreciating the overriding significance of the leader’s psychopathology, they assumed that once elected, he would settle
down, become “presidential,” and surround himself with trustworthy and stable people. Surely he would then properly distance himself from the extreme right wing, neo-Nazi support he enjoyed and
stop the mutual flirtation that he engaged in throughout his campaign. Therefore, his optimistic but uneasy Jewish followers, approximately 24% of Jewish voters, maintained that even the spontaneous outbreak of post-election hate crimes, such as painting swastikas and making bomb threats to Jewish institutions, must surely
die down after the initial expression of Jew-hating exuberance over
his victory.
As a longtime student of the origins of genocidal persecution in fascist states, I have been asked this same set of questions
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about Jewish voters since the election results were proclaimed on
November 9th (which incidentally is the anniversary of Kristallnacht [“Night of Broken Glass”]). Can we learn anything from
history that might be relevant here? How could Jews vote for a
man who fails to convincingly denounce blatantly anti-Semitic
leaders and hate groups that openly endorsed him? Wouldn’t it be
seen as pandering to these forces with his own references to an international conspiracy of bankers and financiers bent on world
domination? After all, that paranoid worldview is the theme of notorious 1903 “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” (Ira Brenner,
“Contemporary anti-Semitism: variations of an ancient theme,” The
Future of Prejudice: Psychoanalysis and the Prevention of Prejudice, ed. Henri Parens et al., 2007), which is essential reading for
neo-Nazi extremists. Perhaps this homage to white supremacists is
tolerated, in part, because American Jews are overwhelmingly
“white” and many are so assimilated that they believe they can conceal their Jewishness in public. After all, if he is truly a “friend” to
Israel, despite his seemingly turning a blind eye to what has been
fomenting here in the U.S., then he can be forgiven.
However, hate talk followed by hate crimes is a harbinger of
worse to come unless it is condemned vigorously at the highest level of government. Indeed, Donald Trump’s appointment of a high
profile and very influential white supremacist as his chief strategic
advisor was a huge blow to those hoping for reassurance. Moreover, the administration’s concerted efforts to discredit the press and
undermine the other branches of government have posed an enormous challenge to the checks and balances of our fragile democracy.
As public sensitivity to these issues has increased since his
controversial cabinet nominations and tumultuous first weeks, it
was quite significant that Mr. Trump failed to explicitly mention
the unique fate of the Jews under Nazi rule when his office issued a
proclamation for Holocaust Remembrance Day. This glaring omission reminded me of my first trip to the Sachsenhausen concentration camp near Berlin, shortly after the unification of East and West
Germany. As this region was under Soviet domination, the signs
on the camp reflected a political message from that era about how it
was the site of Nazi brutality to the Soviet people. There was no
mention of the Final Solution or of the Jewish people at all.
The obliteration of names and anniversaries by layering
them over with a new “truth” is a well-known strategy, which has
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been employed throughout history in an attempt to destroy memories of the past (Freud, Moses and Monotheism, 1939). This phenomenon occurred again when Mr. Trump issued his hastily drafted
executive order to ban the entry of Muslims from seven countries, a
highly controversial move that curiously coincided with Holocaust
Remembrance Day. Met with confusion, outrage, and global chaos,
this move was decried as grossly discriminatory and un-American.
Curiously, the group known as “American Muslims for Trump,”
founded by Sajid Tarar, an attorney born in Pakistan, has kept a
very low profile, according to a Google search at the time of this
writing.
In great contrast, one of the loud voices to protest was former Secretary of State Madeline Albright. Raised as a Catholic to
hide her Jewish identity during the Nazi years in Europe, she was
outraged at the blatant discrimination of any religious group—by
the President of the United States, of all people. She proclaimed
that if such a mandate led to a Muslim registry, she herself would
register as a Muslim. As outspoken as she was, another prominent
Jewish individual who had been catapulted into the public eye was
conspicuously silent. Mr. Trump’s brilliant son-in-law, Jared
Kushner, an Orthodox Jew who was elevated to the position of senior advisor to the president, has often been cited as proof that
Trump is not an anti-Semite. He has been touted to be the one best
suited to broker peace between the Israelis and the Palestinians.
Skeptics, however, wonder why he has been silent on relevant domestic matters and fear that he may ultimately serve as mere
window dressing, being Trump’s “favorite Jew.” Such a worrisome
contention calls to mind Heinrich Himmler’s chilling words in a
speech to the S.S. in 1943, in which he said that among all the German people, “each one has his decent Jew. Of course, all the rest
are vermin, but this one is an A-1 Jew” (“Speech to S.S. MajorGenerals at Posen”). Even the infamous commander of the S.S.,
who was very proud of his key role in the “extermination” of the
Jews, recognized that one may have a soft spot in his heart for his
favorite Jew.
A little known, shameful historical fact is that there were
actually two organizations of German Jews who, early on, supported Hitler and the Nazi Party. The Association of German National
Jews was the more well-known group, and it espoused total assimilation and dissolution of Jewish identity. It also supported the expulsion of their embarrassingly uncultured and highly religious fel-
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low Jews from Eastern Europe. These immigrants were easily
identified, as they were conspicuously dressed and aroused suspicion in the German public. In an ill-fated attempt to become exempt from persecution and be accepted as equals to the Christian
majority in Germany by renouncing their brethren, the members of
this group seriously miscalculated. It was summarily dissolved in
1935. Its founder, Max Nauman, was humiliated and imprisoned
by the Gestapo, and terrorized until his death in 1939 (Robert S.
Wistrich, Who’s Who in Nazi Germany, 1982). The genocidal persecution of the Jews followed shortly thereafter, as the Final Solution was implemented methodically by the State.
We need not be reminded that the U.S. in 2017 is quite different from Germany in 1939, and that Donald Trump is not Adolf
Hitler. Nevertheless, human nature has not changed in such a short
period of time; the lure of being in power is intoxicating and irresistible to certain character types. In response to authoritarian leadership, “identification with the aggressor” quickly follows suit. The
psychology of the leader becomes amplified in small groups as well
as in large groups, like a country where, for example, a rise in nationalistic strivings is linked to strong measures to “protect” its people from dangerous foreign invaders. Polarization and splitting prevails and “either you are with us or you are against us.” As a result,
for many, their submission to the new norm is inevitable because
“if you can’t beat ‘em, you have to join ‘em” (Vamik Volkan, Killing in the Name of Identity, 2006; Ira Brenner, Dark Matters: Exploring the Realm of Psychic Devastation, 2014).
Members of minorities who have cast their lots with the
new regime may be having serious doubts by now, but as another
aspect of human nature would have it, those not directly targeted
may feel that they will be exempt and remain exempt. The very
famous and haunting words of Pastor Niemöller have as much relevance today as they did in Nazi Germany:
First they came for the Socialists, and I did
not speak out because I was not a Socialist. Then
they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not
speak out because I was not a Trade Unionist. Then
they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out because I was not a Jew. Then they came for me and
there was no one left to speak for me.
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The extent to which this way of coping is operative in members of the groups in question here can only be speculated. What is
most important now is whether “watchful waiting” in the form of
“let’s give Trump a chance” will be tantamount to allowing a malignancy of uncertain virulence and clinical course to spread unchecked, or whether this approach is the only fair and “American”
thing to do at this time. Clearly, the growing resistance and continued protests around Trump Tower as well as throughout the country
are giving us a great indication of the level of concern these days.
Ira Brenner, MD, is Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia and Training and Supervising Analyst at the Psychoanalytic Center of Philadelphia, where he
is also Director Emeritus of the Adult Psychotherapy Training Program. He has a special interest in the area of psychological trauma and is the author of over 90 publications. He has co-edited two
special issues of The International Journal of Applied Psychoanalytic Studies and has written five books. Dr. Brenner has lectured
nationally and internationally, and has a private practice of adult
and child analysis in the greater Philadelphia area. He may be
reached at Irabrennermd@gmail.com. 

Some German Reactions to Donald
Trump’s Early Presidency
Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University
Keywords: German-opinions, Trump, voters, EU, authoritarianpersonalities, Berlusconi, Erdogan, Putin, Peron, Christoph von Marschall, Herfried Münkler, Hans Ulrich Jörges, Peter Lange
Abstract: From the coffee shop owner to the surgeon, the secretary to the
author, most German opinions assess President Donald Trump as a
threat to traditional Western values. They are especially concerned that
he will undermine the European Union with its unique accomplishments.
They tend to see him as an authoritarian figure, like Erdogan, Putin, and
Peron, who undermines the press and attacks the judiciary with lies and
innuendo.

A few days before Clio’s Psyche’s Call for Papers on aspects of Donald Trump’s presidency, I bought a book in Salzburg,
Austria, which attempts to explain Americans to Germans. Christoph von Marschall wrote What Is It About the Americans? About
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Our Conflicting Relationship with the U.S. [German titles were
translated into English by the author] a few years earlier with a different subtitle, and republished it in 2016. He reworked the book
not because of Trump’s arrival in the White House, but to explain
the significant differences between German and American thinking
and behavior. He wrote from the context of a German journalist
assigned to the U.S., including places such as the White House.
Several of von Marschall’s points make immense sense. As
a group, Germans view the state as a guarantor rather than a restraint on their freedoms and liberties. By contrast, Americans traditionally have viewed the state’s activities as an intrusion into
their freedoms and liberties. Health care is a good example of this
difference. Germans consider health insurance for all a guarantee
for their continued wellbeing, if not independence, in case of a catastrophic illness; it is a societal obligation. Americans generally
perceive a federally mandated obligation for everyone to have
health care a government intrusion that results in them losing the
freedom to have or not to have health insurance. Von Marschall
astutely points out an obvious, more recent contradiction in American thinking and behavior. While Germans resist the state’s incursion into their private lives with various security measures, Americans are almost eager, since 9/11, to allow their federal government
to grant access to almost every aspect of their private lives so as to
assure them of a greater sense of security.
Because of books like this, as well as extensive and continuous media coverage of the U.S., Germans generally know more
about the United States than Americans do about Germans.
Trump’s uninformed rhetoric reinforces the American ignorance.
Let me confirm only these few facts: Germany is one of the four
largest economies in the world and its relatively small family businesses that are the engine of the economy are doing well; for 2017,
economists anticipate a growth rate of 1.6% for the country. It is a
very middle-class nation, especially Bavaria, the state in the southeast part of the country, with its mostly Catholic, conservative population, and with a literacy rate of 99%. A few decades ago, it was
the most backward German state, but thanks to astute political
leadership, it is now one of the most successful.
As von Marschall indicates, even before Trump, because of
high tax rates, the German federal and state governments can afford expenses that would make many Americans cringe or envious.
They looked at America’s supposed wealth and wondered why we
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run such enormous deficits, do not have health care for everyone,
have an infrastructure that is crumbling, and are constantly in a
fight about the role of the federal government. Also, why did so
many hate Obama so much? Why did we not close Guantanamo?
Why? Why? Why?
In the area of Bavaria east of Lake Chiem where we live
right now, men, women, and their offspring seem to be outside their
homes the moment the sun shows itself, walking, sitting, and in
conversation with each other and anyone else near them. That is
why, for the most part, I let this talkative group have their say without imposing my questions and ideas. I’d like to sort the 40 or so
individuals who spoke with us into two basic categories. First,
there were the men and women of farm and working backgrounds
who usually asked questions. Second, there were women and men
in the middle to upper classes like doctors, intellectuals, and owners
of businesses who tended to share clearly developed opinions.
They rarely asked questions.
The most frequent questions I heard this winter were: Why
did so many people vote for Trump? Are they nuts? What is this
Electoral System? Why is Trump against the EU and Germany?
Why is the German press so obsessed with this man?
Before discussing the observations I heard, I will set the
scene with a relevant political joke, since Germans love to tell
them. The announcer of the Bavarian classical radio station warned
his audience that a lone driver is headed in the wrong direction on
Autobahn A9. “Please watch out for a car headed east.” The man
headed east looks at the on-coming traffic and mutters to himself:
“He must be wrong. All these cars…they are all headed in the
wrong direction.”
One doctor, our primary care physician, whose brother is an
exchange faculty member at the University of Pittsburgh, commented that it is odd to him that the university’s president expressed to
the faculty his support of their opposition to the travel ban against
seven Muslim countries. He added: “Things must really be bad!”
A neurosurgeon whom I see for my back problems told me that his
whole world has been shaken up. He understood the world in
which we (Europe and the U.S.) stood by each other until now and
cannot fathom how things will continue “in this unsettled way.” He
asked, “Are they all afraid? Why?” “Well,” he finally said, “I am
definitely concerned about what I am hearing and reading.”
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A neurologist said that he can hardly believe that so many
American voters chose Trump. “Did they not read or hear that he is
a total liar and has rather unique views of the world?” In this older
man’s opinion, Donald Trump is untrustworthy. In contrast to this,
Peter Lange, a journalist with Deutschlandradio who is now stationed in Berlin and Prague, and recent author in Clio’s Psyche, in
an email dated February 13 doubts that Trump is the only one to
blame. “Trump did not win,” he wrote, “because so many people
wanted to vote for him but rather because Hillary Clinton was so
pitifully weak” as a candidate.
A close friend, an active psychologist in her mid-80s, sees
in Trump the textbook version of the narcissist. She said that in her
50-plus years of counseling, “I have never seen such an obvious
version of this phenomenon.” Although, as she put it, she hesitated
to analyze from afar, her greatest fear is that he will lash out at the
whole society if he is hindered in a significant way, or sees a connected opportunity to assume complete control over the government. She additionally expressed her concern that Trump scowled
every time she saw him in interviews: “He never seems to smile.”
Most importantly (she emphasized this twice), she perceives him as
cold, brutal, aggressive, and manipulative. After she had made the
last point, she ventured, “There is an obvious lack of self-control…
and deep inner anger.”
The owner of a furniture store commented, “We had this
before in this country, twice really [the National Socialists regime
and the communist German Democratic Republic], we do not need
it again.” I asked if she was afraid that Trump’s presidency would
encourage right-wing groups in Germany and in Europe, to which
she said, “Natürlich!” (“Naturally!”) Others offered the opposite
view, namely that Trump’s erratic behavior encourages people to
think twice about supporting right-wing groups. This opinion was
expressed strongly for a few days in various dailies.
Initially several other persons, knowing or sensing somehow that we are Americans, saw Trump as another Berlusconi (the
former Italian prime minister): laughable at best. But since early
February, more conversations and TV analyses mention Trump in
the same breath as Turkey’s Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and Russia’s
Vladimir Putin. The authoritarian tendencies in all three and the
similarities in their aspirations are seen as more obvious. I am not
certain about the origin of this awareness, but the press, TV, and the
Internet definitely play a role. Hans-Ulrich Jörges, a member of
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Stern’s editorial board (#5, January 25, 2017, 14) strongly urged
Europeans to stand by what has been accomplished since 1945 and
1989, admonishing them to not turn from the world and traditional
values by embracing right-wing types like Trump.
On February 10, I watched a conversation on TV between
Michael Krons and the political scientist and Humboldt University
of Berlin professor Herfried Münkler. Münkler is the author of numerous books, including The New Germans: A Country Before Its
Future (2016) and The New Wars (2004). He took it for granted
that Trump, Putin, and Erdoğan belong in the same category of authoritarian personalities and that they consciously undermine democratic institutions, having used them to attain power in the first
place. He noted that Trump is using familiar tactics to attain his
goal of undermining democratic institutions, namely spreading fake
news with the intent to erode the authority of the press, ignoring
traditional bureaucracies, co-opting the legislature, and attacking
the court system.
Maybe I should not have been surprised how rarely Hitler is
mentioned in this context. My daughter, who lives in Germany and
writes extensively in different venues, says that she is reminded of
the period before the accession of Hitler in 1933. The political chaos in the U.S. is to her indicative of what is about to happen; namely, the complete splitting into aggressive camps as well as false and
abusive language that enabled an authoritarian figure like Hitler’s
success.
One of my childhood friends, the conservative author of
some 25 books and hundreds of articles, shared a different opinion:
“Stephen Bannon reminds me of Joseph Goebbels.” Goebbels was
the Third Reich’s propaganda minister and one of Hitler’s closest
confidants and aides. When I doubted this assertion, he offered,
“Look at his extreme nationalistic program and where he sits in the
hierarchy.”
Peter Lange shared my doubt about the connection to Goebbels. In the same email from February 13, he wrote, “Hitler and
Goebbels are unique and cannot be used as a club against Trump.”
He argued instead that “whenever ‘conservative revolutions’ are
pronounced, Caesarian, Napoleonic, and Pre-fascist regimes are not
far off.” These are authoritarian figures who have entered into an
alliance with the lower classes and in this way pushed or push out
traditional elites. The Argentinian President Juan Peron is a perfect
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example of this phenomenon. Lange wrote, “This is where I see
the most significant parallel to Trump.” Connecting the Third
Reich with Trump gives the American too much importance.
One theme that returned often in these conversations is that
American voters must be dumb to have voted for Trump. A secretary in a doctor’s office said that she cannot believe such foolishness, commenting “What’s wrong with them?” Münkler’s response
was unique. He said that it may well be that many white male voters were disillusioned with the American system because of their
exclusion from access to good jobs and prospects. But he added
that while some voters have a deep understanding of aspects of a
society, the majority has neither the time nor capacity to analyze
the complexity of many issues facing most modern societies.
Münkler did not say so, but some of our conversation partners indicated that Trump’s ignorance is an appeal to some; an ignorance
that reflects their own and his prejudices and in his case a concentration on real estate and not on the complexities of his own country, let alone those of the world.
Peter Petschauer’s bio may be found on page 24. 

Student Papers and Teaching the
Election
Voicing the Unpopular Opinion
in Academia
Taylor Gilson—Ramapo College
Keywords: Pro-Trump, anti-Clinton, conservative, young-Republican,
polarization
Abstract: An undergraduate student describes her experience as a Republican on a liberal college campus. She explains several possibilities for
why some voters chose Trump, even if he was not their ideal candidate.
Economic policies and voting outside the establishment are explored as
her primary motivations, which likely apply to other Trump voters as
well.

The 2016 American presidential election was one of the
most vitriolic and unpredictable elections in modern history. The
amount of insults hurled back and forth between nominees Hillary
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Clinton and Donald Trump, along with the “scandals” each camp
promoted about the other, made the entire affair seem like a reality
show as opposed to an election to determine who would become the
most powerful individual on the planet. Incidentally, this election
was also the first presidential election I was old enough to vote in.
At many different points during election season, I felt as if I was
being asked to vote for the lesser of two evils as opposed to who I
believed would be a better president. Personally, it was never an
option for me to vote for Clinton, as I believe her corruption and
blatant pandering for votes has no place in the White House. The
way I saw it, I was left with two options: throw away my vote on a
third-party candidate who had no shot at winning the state—let
alone the presidency—or vote for a candidate who was only my
13th choice to win the party nomination. Although Marco Rubio
was my first choice, ultimately I voted for Trump, as I believed he
was a better fit for the Oval Office than another Clinton.
While Trump was not my ideal candidate in any way, there
were many aspects of his platform that did align with my political
views. Trump’s neoliberal economic policy better suits the needs
of my family, as opposed to Clinton’s heavy tax increases on the
middle class, and even as President-elect he kept manufacturing
jobs in America. I also see a great benefit in Trump being a successful businessman, as he knows how corporations operate and
how to cut down on excessive spending (something our government
needs to learn how to do). Then there is Trump’s experience dealing with foreign investors and business owners, an asset that will be
essential when dealing with foreign leaders. Additionally, being
from a family that has an abundance of police officers and military
personnel, I believe that Trump will better protect our veterans and
make sure they receive the benefits they have earned and the
healthcare they deserve.
Another big factor in my voting decision was keeping Bill
Clinton away from the White House. Bill Clinton’s globalization
policies and implementation of structural adjustment programs in
developing countries is something that most of the world cannot
afford to have repeated (not to mention his pastime of preying on
interns). While neither Trump nor his wife Melania have political
experience, it is my belief that the political establishments need to
be readjusted to better serve the American people and take the special interests out of politics. These factors generally outweighed
the negatives of a Trump presidency in my eyes, as I suspect that
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most of the outlandish statements made by him on the campaign
trail were just to garner attention and most of his outrageous policy
proposals will not come to fruition.
As president of the College Republicans (CR) at a liberal
college, I am used to receiving backlash for my political views or
complete dismissal of them by my peers. I also unapologetically
opposed Clinton during the election. However, Trump’s campaign
awakened a new type of polarization between Democrats and Republicans, and instilled a new type of fear and uncertainty toward
the future of many minority groups. This fear and anger toward
Trump manifested itself in anger toward the College Republicans.
Never before had I experienced total strangers walking up
to me in the hallways questioning my political beliefs or accusing
me of being racist, sexist, Islamophobic, etc. (none of which are
true). Students stopped showing up to our events, or yelled insults
at us during them (the most confusing was during election night
when the CR table was deemed the “Nazi table” by a group of
Clinton supporters). This reaction from my peers was even more
alarming considering the fact that the Ramapo College Republicans
openly denounced Trump and did not partake in any fundraising or
campaigning on his behalf (the first time in many years that this
club did not campaign for the Republican presidential ticket). After it was determined that Trump would indeed become the next
president of the United States, protest marches against his presidency erupted nightly across campus.
As I stood on my balcony and watched the protesters go by,
chanting that Trump was not their president or that America had no
room for Trump’s hate, I wished I could explain to them the reasons why I voted for Trump. I wished I could have told them not
everyone who voted for Trump did so for bigoted reasons; some of
us simply have more conservative political values, which Hillary
Clinton was the antithesis of. It remains to be seen whether Trump
will be the president that I hope he will be, or if I made a terrible
mistake with my vote. For now, all I can do is follow the progress
of Trump’s transition and hope that he will make good on his
promise to “Make America Great Again.”
Taylor Gilson is a senior Global Communications major
with an International Studies minor at Ramapo College of New
Jersey. In addition to being the president of the College Republicans, she serves as secretary to the New Jersey College Republican
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Committee, president of Ramapo’s Leaders in Service organization, and holds a seat on the Ramapo Student Leadership Council.
Gilson is also a member of the National Society for Collegiate
Scholars and the Alpha Lambda Delta Honors Society. She may be
contacted at tgilson@ramapo.edu. 

Against Trump
Christian Polemeni—Ramapo College
Keywords: Trump, other, sexism, feminism, progressivism
Abstract: Donald Trump repeatedly displayed a flagrant disregard for
the rules of professional discourse and human decency, and won the
votes of millions despite, or more likely because, of this. The author rejects Trump’s candidacy on the grounds that his unprofessionalism as
well as his lack of knowledge and experience make him unfit for public
office.

As a third-year college student, I made the decision to vote
for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 election entirely based upon my
whole-hearted rejection of Donald Trump and Trumpism, the socio
-political ideology he espoused during his rise to power. I have
come to see it as the modern era’s manifestation of an age-old strategy of fear mongering and xenophobic nationalism. It also relies
heavily on a belief in a kind of mythical “Real America,” one that
has somehow been defeated and disenfranchised, and must be
saved. The inhabitants of this “true” nation, who they are, what
they fear, and what they want, will be examined later on.
The origins of what would lead to Trumpism can be traced
back to the election of Barack Obama in 2008. The election of the
nation’s first black president was followed by eight years of remarkable progressive milestones. Gay marriage was legalized, the
deaths of unarmed African-Americans became front page news and
spawned an enormous protest movement under the banner of the
phrase “Black Lives Matter,” and the Affordable Healthcare Act
granted life-saving healthcare coverage to millions of the nation’s
poorest citizens, many of whom are people of color. At every turn,
these milestones faced fierce backlash. The argument given in opposition each time was that as a nation, we were “losing” something, some part of our makeup that we had inherited from our past,
and in the process were forsaking the principles upon which we
were founded.
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America has become more visibly, unashamedly, and
proudly black in ways that it never was before. To deal with
Trumpism, we must confront this new reality of race in America.
The right lambasts movements like Black Lives Matter as dangerous. The argument is that they are going about something good—
raising awareness for issues important to the black community—in
a “bad” way. Here we come to the concept of the “other,” the beating heart of Trumpism. Whether it be at the hands of Mexican immigrants, African-American protestors, Muslims, or liberals, the
“true” nation is declared to be under attack and in need of saving.
It is a tale told repeatedly by those seeking power: there are people
who are different from you, and they want to destroy your way of
life.
Donald Trump may never have uttered a racial slur, and this
is precisely what makes him so dangerous to me. Trumpism is the
form in which prejudice, based on fear of the “other,” inserted itself
into the national discourse in 2016. It did so by lowering the name
of its great enemy—liberalism—to the level of a slur. To be called
a liberal, a leftist, or a Democrat, was to be branded a heretic not to
be trusted and an enemy of the “true” people. The dialogue is
therefore not between two ideological equals, but between good
and evil incarnate. This does away with any shred of compromise
or unity, and brought Trump enormous support because he stood
for the absolute victory of the “true” nation, which crucially believes itself to be under threat.
The inhabitants of the so-called “true” nation do not, I believe, harbor prejudicial hatred in their hearts. But they do see any
progressive change in the nation in which they live as an attack on
them and their way of life. But who are they? They reveal themselves by being the opposite of the change that has occurred. As
America became more visibly black, it became less visibly white;
as it challenged norms on sexuality and gender, it became less
straight and gender-conformed; as a wave of feminism broke in the
culture, it became less male-dominated. So we see who is left on
the opposite shore of this river of change: white, heterosexual
males.
By no means do I presume to suggest that it was the work
exclusively of straight white males that elevated Trump to the presidency. It was the passions, fears, and hopes of those who sympathize with and depend upon the values and way of life put in place
by a society dominated by straight white males who did so. For the
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old way of life, in which we as a nation did not have to face these
new, sometimes harsh realities of race, sexuality, gender, and feminism, Obama and his presidency were an immense failure. By
binding himself completely to these fears and hopes, by demonizing the changes that had occurred and castigating anyone involved
in making them, Donald Trump made himself absolutely bulletproof in the eyes of his supporters.
The ability to bend all conventional orthodoxy and reason
in order to conform to the need to support one man continues to
confuse and disturb me. This is a man who dodged the Vietnam
War draft, disparaged prisoners of war, and yet still managed to
stand on a stage packed with Medal of Honor recipients there to
pledge their support to him. A man who was married three times
and had open affairs and yet won the overwhelming support of
Evangelical Christians. Someone who, on video, described his
ability to grab women by their genitals if he pleased and still got
the votes of millions of women. A man who filed for bankruptcy
multiple times, who was lauded by his supporters for his business
acumen.
If anyone raised a flag, disagreed, or offered a fact that contradicted anything Trump said, they were immediately invalidated
by claims of a “liberal bias.” After all, when you don’t have the
power to shut down dissenting speech by force, the next best thing
is to convince people that the dissenters are liars. By doing so, every contrary fact, every negative light shed on Trump’s candidacy,
only made him stronger by reinforcing his narrative of “us against
them.” By automatically invalidating every opposing argument or
fact, Trump sealed his supporters in the same impenetrable armor
he wore when he disparaged minorities or made sexist comments
on the campaign trail. This reversal of logic, how we are not racist
or sexist because we say so, creates supporters who are both increasingly irrational and profoundly loyal.
Perhaps the most common reason given for supporting
Trump is opposition to Hillary Clinton. She was an imperfect candidate. But all of her faults absolutely pale in comparison to the
reality of Donald Trump. I voted for Hillary Clinton because
Trumpism both frightens and disgusts me. His inability to articulate a coherent position on any major issue, his lack of governing
experience, and his appeal to the worst fears and hatreds of human
nature all made it glaringly, shockingly, almost unbelievably obvi-
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ous to me that he is totally and completely unfit for the office of the
President.
Christian Polemeni is a senior history major at Ramapo
College who works part-time in a bookstore and hopes to earn a
doctoral degree in history. He may be contacted at cpolemen
@ramapo.edu. 

Trump’s Continuing Appeal
David Cifelli—Ramapo College
Keywords: defense mechanisms, denial, displacement, election, great,
hope, intellectualization, loyal, middle class, supporters, suppression,
Trump, white
Abstract: The author elucidates the motivation of Trump’s supporters.
Although the approval ratings of the newly inaugurated president are at
record lows, there remains a large segment of the population loyal to
Donald Trump because they strongly identify with him and his message.
For them, he still represents the hope of positive change for white, working class Americans. They are able to look past the lies and inconsistencies of the President using various defense mechanisms, including but not
limited to denial, displacement, intellectualization, and suppression. In
this way, they are able to preserve their perception of him as the maverick
about to save their jobs and the greatness of America.

While support has dwindled for Trump after the election (he
was inaugurated with the lowest approval ratings of any president
ever), most of his voters support him despite his contradictions,
lies, and poor initial performance coming to light. Most who remain supportive of President Trump cling to the hope that his contradictions and flip-flops are meaningless in the pursuit of jobs for
working class Americans in the rust belt and beyond. While it has
been difficult to gauge the personal opinions of those outside of my
bubble of suburban New Jersey, the following article represents my
understanding of the continuing support of Donald J. Trump.
For many, the Clinton/Trump dichotomy has not disappeared three months after the election and their support for Trump
stems from the attitude that he is “still better than Hillary” and replaced the abhorred Obama administration. Trump’s continued unfounded attacks on Obama helps foster this. Besides that, the denial of Trump’s obvious falsehoods plays into the refusal to give up
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the hope that Trump will be the maverick who saves America. In
fact, his constantly shifting stances and unwillingness to elaborate
on any of his positions give hope to some that he is not an ideologically entrenched typical politician. Still, others support Trump’s
campaign promise to allow Americans the freedom to speak their
minds and secure America’s position in the world. They are deaf to
the rest of Trump’s controversial message.
Trump has artfully and conspicuously encouraged his supporters to use the defense mechanism of displacement. In each crisis he has faced since his candidacy began, he has either shifted the
blame to his enemies, such as the alleged purveyors of “fake news,”
or most recently the Freedom Caucus, or else he has responded by
shifting attention to another crisis, like Hillary’s emails or Obama’s
supposed wiretapping of his campaign. He provides ready scapegoats for his supporters to blame. On some level, his supporters
must recognize that his excuses are at best dubious and speculative,
but their unconscious desire to not give up on the fantasy of
Trump’s revolution leads them to accept his excuses and blaming
of others. Similarly, others may recognize his lies, which are so
widely publicized and constantly pointed out by respectable institutions and fact-checkers, but choose to deny the truth.
Intellectualization is also at play when supporters see
Trump’s demeanor and the way he treats others. The video clips of
him mocking a disabled person, demeaning women, and labeling
Mexicans as rapists, contrary to popular belief, does indeed inspire
negative emotional reactions among some Trump voters. In a
group of women I met in the grocery store line, one woman said,
“You know all that stuff is a real shame and I would be ashamed if
that was my son speaking and acting like that. But you know what,
we don’t have to elect a nice guy, we have to elect a president.”
His supporters are able to dismiss their emotional reactions and attempt to continue their version of a logical approach toward voting.
This rationalization has continued in response to Trump’s falsehoods and other un-presidential behavior during his first 100 days
in office.
On a conscious level, many Trump supporters I’ve spoken
with use suppression to look past our President’s deficiencies in
personality and leadership. When confronted with him picking
fights with Arnold Schwarzenegger or any of the scandals of his
first 100 days, they respond with “let’s talk about the real issues,”
such as securing the border, defeating ISIS, and healthcare. While
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they may recognize the scandals as flaws, they choose to ignore
them. Trump elicits this response when he downplays each scandal
as mere white noise from the “fake news.”
Why do these people believe strongly enough in the candidate to go to these psychic lengths? What I hear from supporters is
resignation to the fact that he is president. One college student,
whose parents escaped Cuba, said, “You know what, he’s our president now, and all of our wagons are hitched, so let’s just support
him and hope to God that he is a great president.” Another friend
of this student, a white male who resides in a wealthy town, went
on to say he voted for Trump, and that he felt a responsibility to
now support the president he chose, “in light of all the current
stuff.” For older people in my conservative-leaning hometown, the
fantasy they have of Trump restoring the greatness of not just
America but specifically the middle class is a powerful force.
Many of the people I met in a local dental office were working class men who, after complaining about how expensive dentistry is, offered their opinions on Trump. Their comments of, “when
will this ever happen again,” hint at their vision of the incumbent.
It is a sentiment I heard echoing in the words of parents of friends,
mostly white, upper-middle-class moms who had to go back to
work after the recession. For them, Trump is the last man standing
in the way of a cascade of higher taxes, immigrants, and political
correctness symbolized by Obama. In pursuit of this, to reverse the
pendulum, they’re willing to displace, deny, intellectualize, and
suppress if it means keeping the dream alive. To recognize
Trump’s flaws would be to lose hope for the idyllic America of
their dreams—this is unthinkable.
David Cifelli is a member of the Psychohistory Forum and
a junior honors student at Ramapo College who will start Rutgers
School of Dental Medicine in the fall. He may be contacted at
dcifelli@ramapo.edu. 

Teaching the 2016 Election
Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College
Keywords: Teaching, election, gender, partisanship, media, politicalcorrectness, Trump, Clinton
Abstract: Teaching the 2016 election to first year students was quite chal-
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lenging mostly because the partisanship of the campaign spilled over into
the classroom. There was a considerable discrepancy between the traits
students said they wanted in a candidate and who they actually voted for
on November 8th. The professor found it to be a challenge to allow free
expression of thoughts in a class dominated by young men and also to
keep the attention of the impressionable young students after the excitement of the election was over.

Teaching the 2016 election to first semester students at
Ramapo College was a considerable challenge in the fall semester.
I knew it would not be easy based on my experience teaching the
2008 and 2012 presidential years, when the freshmen students were
much more focused on adjusting to college than on knowing about
who might have a significant control over their lives for the next
four years. I also found in those courses that the interest of the students in the president-elect diminished dramatically the week after
the election. So I was trying to develop strategies for reviving their
waning attention.
The course description stated that the students would be introduced to the 2016 election, Clinton and Trump, the electoral process, and the role of money and voters—including the responsibilities of first-time voters, and what students should know about the
election. It would answer the questions: Who are the candidates?
As college freshmen, what were they like? What were their interests and goals at your age? What were their uncertainties and
struggles as young adults? What did they plan to be when they
graduated from college? What were their paths to politics? What
made them run for office? What is the process of running for office
like? How does it impact family life? How does the ambition to be
president relate to effectiveness in the office?
I pointed out that my specialty as a presidential psychobiographer is studying the childhoods, coping methods, core values, decision making processes, life crises, personalities, policies, and
styles of leadership of candidates and presidents, as well as the ambivalence, patterns of behaviors, and unconscious wishes of the voters. To keep the students focused on the presidency, I had them
write a two-page report following each of the four debates and four
more reports on a particular media outlet that they chose to follow
in 2016. These outlets ranged from CNBC News to well beyond
The New York Times and Washington Post. For students whose
family has a strong identification with other cultures, I had one
each of the following: East Asian news, Puerto Rican news, NS
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Spanish news generally, as well as a very capable student following
world news. Students had to write an outline and bibliography
(divided between primary and secondary sources) for an eight-page
research paper and oral report on a topic. A very wide range of topics were offered, although the majority wrote about Clinton,
Trump, and related issues. As always, the class met in one of the
very few seminar rooms at my college. I encourage participation
from day one by having the students introduce themselves and talk
about their interest in the election.
The composition of the class was 14 males and nine females. Seventeen of the students were white (though in class I normally refer to us as the “beige people,” since I like to deemphasize
racial distinctions), three are of Hispanic descent (but two are lighter skinned Hispanics), two are East Asian (Korean-Americans), and
one student was of Arab descent. The male dominance in composition ultimately made a noticeable difference in the dynamic of the
class. As one of my fellow first-year seminar professors, who happened to be auditing another one of my courses, commented, “I’m
fortunate that my freshmen are mostly girls because they are much
easier to teach, in part because they talk more openly and with less
competitiveness than the boys.”
From the first meeting of the course, some of the guys got
“all Trumped up,” talking about how much they liked the businessman celebrity candidate, which had an intimidating effect on the
young women in the class and the few young men who leaned toward Clinton. The several strong supporters of Bernie Sanders
spoke out initially and subsequently appear to have voted for Clinton or the libertarian candidate, but never spoke for Hillary in class.
As young, insecure freshmen in their first week of classes, students
are very subject to peer pressure and wanting to fit in. Thus, my
encouraging immediate free discussion inadvertently inhibited
Clinton supporters by allowing the loudest male Trump advocates
to come to the forefront early on.
This mirrored what was happening in so much of the nation,
which was focused on Trump. His pronouncements and continuous
denigration of his competitors (Low-Energy Jeb, Liddle Marco, Lyin’ Ted Cruz, and Crooked Hillary—he called Elizabeth Warren
Goofy and Pocahontas) took center stage. This name-calling
worked! The students remembered the monikers. While in the
country, Trump supporters were inclined not to be very vocal in
public settings, outside of the relatively few who attended his elec-
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trifying rallies, the Trump guys in my class felt empowered. In
fact, my guess is that there was a self-selection of more Trumpsupporting students coming to my class. Whenever I teach about
politics, I tend to have more male than female students. In the context of making it clear to my students that I was open to a variety of
political views, I mentioned that a good friend of mine is an 89year-old retired blue collar worker, veteran of Iwo Jima, and
Trump supporter, who has always favored outsider candidates such
as George Wallace and Ross Perot.
Political correctness is stressed in the first-year seminar (the
college does not refer to it as a freshman seminar, since that would
be considered sexist). The summer reading was Claudia Rankine’s
Citizen: An American Lyric (2014), which is a free-verse ramble on
political correctness and micro-aggressions from the perspective of
an African-American professor. The book contains a controversial
page marked “In Memory of” with a list of black men who died at
the hands of police. Beside the list is text that reads, “because
white men can’t police their imagination, black men are dying” (134-135). Professor Rankine spoke at the college’s convocation, which was described by virtually everyone who spoke about it
to me as a mumbled, totally uninspiring, rambling, and dull monologue. When she spoke in person to a smaller group of honors students, she was described as having a “dull, professor-like, droning
tone and style of speech.” Despite these characterizations, she has
been appointed from her professorship at the University of South
Carolina to a distinguished professorship at Yale University. The
Trump supporters in class were quite vocal in expressing their dislike of the author and her book, which fit in with some of the appeal of Trump. Since March 2016, I’ve been arguing in print that
an important part of Trump’s appeal is precisely his political incorrectness in a society where so many are growing tired of a focus on
political correctness and its ever-expanding vocabulary. One or
two female voices in the class very softly said they found some value in Rankine’s work.
As a way of combatting the loud, intolerant tone of the male
Trump supporters, I did several things. One was to start the discussion on several days by having the young women in class speak
first about the topic, which made for a more even-handed approach
to our subject. Second, in the course of discussing the media, I encouraged some of the very conservative students, such as one who
was following Fox News, to go back to what Fox News said about
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Trump before he became the Republican standard-bearer. This enabled the young man to understand that the conservatives he listened to did not start out as fans of the New York celebrity businessman. He gradually changed his attitude from one of “my professor, who must be a liberal because Fox News says all professors
are liberals, isn’t going to dissuade me from supporting a good conservative businessman,” to being aware and slightly critical of the
particulars of Trump’s policies, personality, and leadership style.
Though I have little doubt that on November 8th he voted for our
president, he was somewhat more nuanced about this candidate as
the semester progressed. This fit in with my goal of getting the students to understand the personalities, policies, strengths, and weaknesses of whomever they voted for.
For the first time ever in teaching about the candidates and
elections, at the end of October I stated my political preference, as I
promised I would at the beginning of the year. This fit in with my
having published “A Presidential Psychobiographer’s Countertransference to Trump” in Clio’s Psyche (Fall 2016, 1-8), when I
briefly stated my reasons for my support (but did not focus on
them), and the class listened quietly. Given the depth of my feeling
that the country was on the verge of making a terrible mistake in
selecting Trump as president, it is clear to me that if I had not
trained and practiced as a psychoanalyst, which honed my ability to
listen and respond in a nonjudgmental manner, I would not have
been able to maintain an analytic tolerance in teaching this course
and dealing with some of the intolerant pro-Trump students.
Political amnesia is such a powerful force in an election
year and was manifested very clearly among my students, especially when it came to the issue of who won the presidential debates.
In the media reports following the debates, almost all students declared Clinton the winner. However, following the logic that whoever won the presidency must have won the debates, a fair number
of the students decided retrospectively that Trump must have won
the debates because how else could he have won the election. This
was despite me pointing out on at least two occasions that debates
typically only change the votes of about one or two percent of the
electorate. Shortly before the election we had an in-class debate, in
which one team spoke for the Republican candidate and the other
for the Democratic candidate. It was quite disappointing because
two of the most vocal Trump supporters were unprepared and disrespectful of the clearly spelled out rules of the debate, turning it
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into a shouting match. This was a reflection of what was happening in the mass media as well as on social media, where there was
a lot of shouting opinions without evidence and ignoring other
points of view, often just attempting to shout them down.
A class was devoted to the students specifically spelling out
what were the backgrounds, characteristics, experiences, personality traits, and values they thought desirable in a president. I added a
few, including the ability of a president not to act in a crisis when
there was great pressure to take dangerous action. Each student
then came to the next class with a comparison chart of how Trump
and Clinton fit into these categories—which we discussed at
length. If the students took their presidential standards seriously,
then they would have been very pro-Clinton and in the end a majority would have voted for her. Such was not the case. I am fond
of telling all my students that “people live in their emotions”: that
emotion is what energizes us and is the greatest factor in our decision-making. Although I would rather it was otherwise, the disparity between what these freshman students said they wanted in a
leader, and whom they supported and voted for, is a reflection of
this discrepancy. In a carefully administered, very anonymous
written poll after the election of whom each student voted for, the
majority voted for Trump.
Hillary Clinton won 48.5% (65,853,516) of the popular
vote, as opposed to 46.4% (62,984,825) for the winner Donald
Trump, but lost the Electoral College by 232 to 308. Thus Clinton
had 2,868,691 more votes than Trump, but 76 fewer electoral
votes. When one of the brightest and most articulate students came
to me asking to do an extra credit report, I suggested he do a report
on the Electoral College and other undemocratic elements in our
system and the ways to remedy them. I laid out the ways very explicitly for him to develop. These ways extended from eliminating
the Electoral College, to ratifying the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact, to taking money out of politics, ending electoral
gerrymandering, compulsory voting, allowing convicted criminals
to vote, eliminating overly strict voter identification laws, and so
forth. Although the student did a competent job of presenting the
arguments in a PowerPoint presentation, the ideas were met with
indifference. I don’t think that his own views, as reflected in his
being the only student to ever come to class with an “elect Trump”
t-shirt, made any difference. Even more than the electorate generally, my students were exhausted by the campaign. They saw the
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election as being over and did not want to think more about it or
the processes involved. They were moved far more by emotion
than facts.
As much as I enjoyed working with these young people as
they began their college careers, I was frustrated in teaching the
election. While I don’t know if in three years I will attempt to
teach the 2020 election to first year students, I do know that this
coming fall I will focus my first year seminar on students’ heroes,
mentors, and role models. I am confident that their interest will be
sustained for a longer time than it was last year.
Paul H. Elovitz, PhD, taught at Fairleigh Dickinson, Rutgers, and Temple universities before becoming a founding faculty
member at Ramapo College of New Jersey. He is editor of this
journal and a presidential psychobiographer who may be contacted at cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com. 

Climate Change
Allan Mohl—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
The permafrost in Siberia has melted.
Glaciers have melted.
Coastal cities are under water.
Bangladesh and New Orleans are gone.
The heat is unbearable,
Even in January in what was New York City.
The mammals are gone, including humans, but
Insects are doing well!
Typhoons, earthquakes, and hurricanes
Remain unwanted guests.
Somewhere on the barren
Siberian turf, there are
The remains of a decaying hotel
On which one may notice
The eroding letters in Russian
Titled “Trump Siberian Towers.”
And protruding from the
Barren, methane-laden
Landscape of death and decay,
One may notice a broken sled,
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Which has the name Trump
On its rusting, gold-plated steering gear.
Allan S. Mohl, LCSW, PhD, is a part time psychotherapist
who has a private practice in Dobbs Ferry, NY. He is a Research
Associate of the Psychohistorical Forum who also volunteers time
at White Plains Hospital and the Senior Unit of Westchester Jewish
Community Services. He can be reached at Mo9Al@aol.com. 

The Trump Symposium and
Commentaries
The Implications of Trump’s Need for
Conflict on His Presidency
Paul H. Elovitz—Psychohistory Forum
Keywords: Trump, conflict, disrupter, childhood, patterns, narcissism,
splitting, self-defeatism, inexperience
Abstract: Donald Trump’s combative and narcissistic personality predisposes him to conflict and seeing those who don’t agree with him as enemies. These personality traits are influencing the U.S. with Trump as our
president. From an early age, he was a disrupter, always looking to be
the center of attention, usually by causing trouble. As a media celebrity
he received enormous free publicity. When he turned to politics, he got
this publicity by being a birther and attacking the political establishment.
His narcissism and splitting tendencies have led him to see people and
events as either all good or all bad and to act on these assumptions. His
campaign was marked by personnel turnover and his presidency so far by
a war against the press. The author writes from his perspective as a psychoanalytically-informed scholar whose politics are more liberal than
conservative.

Introduction: The Great Disrupter
Our nation’s 45th presidency is off to a rocky start as Donald
Trump attacks “so called judges” for blocking his immigration order, Nordstrom for dropping his daughter’s line of clothing, and
“the dishonest press” with its “fake news,” instead of focusing on
policy issues. He appears quite un-presidential due to this combativeness, which is an integral part of his personality. Personalizing
virtually every disagreement induces combativeness in others, resulting in unprecedentedly low approval ratings. Thus, as president
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it took him only eight days to achieve majority disapproval as
compared to 1,205 for George W. Bush, 1,136 for George H. W.
Bush, 936 for Barack Obama, 727 for Ronald Reagan, and 573 for
Bill Clinton (William Jordan tweet, “Days until achieving MAJORITY disapproval from @Gallup,” January 29, 2017). President Trump’s intense need for conflict interferes with his ability to
function effectively as leader of the world’s greatest superpower,
which has maintained close alliances with countries around the
world.
When a new occupant moves into the White House, allies
need reassurance that the United States will be with them supporting the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), checking Chinese expansionism and North Korean nuclear threats, and generally being a stabilizing force. However Trump, “who likes [to] play
to people’s fantasies” and “test people” (Donald Trump, The Art of
the Deal, 1987, 58), is busy picking fights and then having to backtrack in many cases, as when he sharply criticized the Australian
prime minister for carrying out a prior arrangement regarding refugees being transported to the U.S. in the first days of his presidency. In public, he shows evidence of not understanding proper
boundaries, as when he told talk show host Howard Stern that it
was all right to call his daughter Ivanka a “piece of ass.” All this is
extraordinarily disruptive, not stabilizing, in America and to the
world order. These disruptive tendencies may be traced back to
Trump’s early childhood and are ultimately self-defeating for his
policies and disruptive for our country.
Disruption as an Early and Basic Part of the President’s
Personality
Donald John Trump’s need for disruptive conflict is an integral part of his personality and can be traced back to his childhood, including preschool, which like all his other schooling was
private rather than public. As a child, he delighted in “being bad”
and being the toughest kid on the block. To satisfy his craving for
attention, Donnie Trump became the family troublemaker, even if
it sometimes meant paddling with a wooden spoon, “time outs,”
and ultimately being sent away to military school at age 13. As a
“very aggressive” “troublemaker” (his own words), he disrupted
school by testing the rules, throwing spitballs, talking without permission, passing notes, and even, so he claims, giving his second
grade music teacher a black eye. Some classmates called detention
“DT” since Donnie had it so often. At birthday parties he was in-
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clined to raise a ruckus by throwing cake and water balloons.
When the neighboring kid’s ball landed in the walled yard of his 23
-room house in Queens, instead of throwing it back, his response
was to keep it and threaten to call the police.
He says he was growing into a “pretty tough kid” who
“wanted to be the toughest kid in the neighborhood, and had a habit
of mouthing off to everybody, while backing off to no
one” (Donald Trump, Crippled America: How to Make America
Great Again, 2015, 129). At summer camp he was described as “an
ornery kid” who “figured out the angles” (Gwenda Blair, Donald
Trump: Master Apprentice, 2005, 10). His eldest sister, inactive
Federal Circuit Judge Maryanne Trump Barry, said “He was a
brat” (Timothy O’Brien, TrumpNation: The Art of Being the Donald, 2005, 49). Talking tough as the bad boy of American politics
worked for Trump in winning the 2016 election, but how it will
work in the actual presidency is another matter. Before probing
this issue, I will focus some more on the childhood of our 45th occupant of the Oval Office to deepen the reader’s understanding
about the development of his personality and worldview.
Donald idealized his father Fred, an ambitious workaholic
businessman who made no time to play with his children, but
would sometimes take them to work where Donnie could pick up
bottles and cans for the deposit money. At some point, the boy also
had a paper route and on rainy days he would be driven in the family limousine while making his deliveries. The first biographer of
the Trump family reports that, like his father and grandfather, Donald would ultimately share the characteristics of being “energetic,”
having “a range of solid, practical skills,” doing “almost anything
to make a buck,” and having “a certain ruthlessness,” and “a free
and easy way about the truth” (Gwenda Blair, The Trumps: Three
Generations of Builders and a Presidential Candidate, 2015
[2000], 456). There is absolutely no question that Donald absorbed
his father’s message that he should be a king, a winner, and “a killer” (Michael D’Antonio, Never Enough: Trump and the Pursuit of
Success, 2015, 39). However, the bad reports from school, talking
back, and his general rebelliousness strained Donald’s relationship
with his parents. They decided drastic action had to be taken when
they discovered that, with a wealthy playmate, he was secretly taking the subway to Manhattan and buying switchblade knives
(Gwenda Blair, The Candidate, 10). Later in life Trump reported
that, “I was very bad. That’s why my parents sent me to a military
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academy” (O’Brien, TrumpNation, 5). Switchblades were a manifestation of his wanting to be seen as tough. Can you imagine how
tough he may feel with the most powerful military and largest nuclear arsenal in the world?
Trump’s Splitting of the World into Good and Bad and
Narcissism
Trump lives in a world of good and bad. Something that
serves his purpose is good, such as leaks during his campaign, and
bad when it impacts negatively on him, such as leaks once he became president. His splitting into good and bad turned out to be an
advantage with his electoral base. Wherever he was at his rallies,
he told people “I love you” since his supporters were the “good
people” and lashed out at the “bad people”—the news media, any
demonstrators who showed up, and of course, Hillary Clinton who
was so bad that she “should be in jail.” At his rallies his adherents
could feel his love and those he branded as his enemies could and
can feel his contempt. At the beginning of his presidency it is the
news media that is his primary enemy. This is the same media that
made his rise in politics possible by their intense focus on him during the election, resulting in literally billions of dollars of free publicity. He lives in a world of walls that serve to split off the bad
from the good. He sees bad Mexicans, Muslims, and terrorists behind those walls, while he as a good person can travel the world
doing business wherever he sees the potential for a profit.
The narcissism of Donald John Trump is one of his most
outstanding characteristics. While most reject labels such as narcissism, he embraces it, most explicitly in his first book The Art of the
Deal (1987). In it he justifies this quality by quoting a psychoanalyst’s assertion that narcissism can be a useful quality when starting
a business. Thus “a narcissist does not hear the naysayers. At the
Trump organization, I listen to people, but my vison is my vision” (Michael Maccoby, The Productive Narcissist, the Promise
and Peril of Visionary Leadership, 2003). Trump then proceeds to
write that “Almost all successful alpha personalities display a single
method determination to impose their vision on the world, and a
rational belief in unreasonable goals, bordering at times on lunacy.”
He then proclaims his own “alpha personality,” determination, and
“very large ego” (Trump, Billionaire, xviii). This embrace of narcissism, near lunacy, and alpha male type leadership helps to explain why candidate Trump kept defying his advisers when they
wanted him to sound more like a typical presidential aspirant.
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What it means for his actual presidency is yet to be determined, but
it does not look promising.
However, at age 13 while in summer camp prior to his being exiled to military school, his sense of himself was seriously
challenged. When feeling down he would sprawl on his bed staring
at the words he painted on the inside of the cabin door—“Trump
59.” Donald’s answer to his early adolescent angst seems to have
been to strengthen his grandiose self. Therein lies the genesis of
Trump Atlantic City Casino, Trump Books, Trump’s Carousel,
Trump’s Castle, Trump Classic Cars, Trump Drinks, Trump Education, Trump Ice, Trump Pageants, Trump Palace, Trump Parc,
Trump Payroll, Trump Resorts, Trump Restaurants, Trump Steaks,
Trump Tower, Trump Ties, Trump University, and everything he
can get his name on. To my mind this represented a defense when
feeling unloved and abandoned by his parents. He would be better
than everyone else and in the process not let others get close to him.
At the New York Military Academy (NYMA), his narcissism would be challenged. An ex-combat soldier used physical,
social, and psychological force to impose discipline on the young
Trump and get him to literally stand tall—thus his excellent posture. Donald is reported to have “learned respect for other people
[…and…] self-discipline,” while still striving “to be number one, in
everything” (D’Antonio, Never Enough: Donald Trump and the
Pursuit of Success, 43). He would do anything to win.
Yet, buried deeply below Trump’s almost lifelong grandiosity, I suspect there is a sad and vulnerable boy who is terrified of
being called a loser, a label he likes to project onto others including
the war hero Senator John McCain. He is unable to make close
friends because he is in need of the instant gratification of feeling
superior to others. Trump is too competitive to allow anyone to be
truly close to him emotionally, as described by his first year military academy roommate. While he took his father’s mantra to be a
winner, king, and killer seriously, this striving covered over his vulnerability and neediness. Trump’s need for things and the applause
of others is insatiable, which is why D’Antonio chose his title of
Never Enough and writes “Donald Trump came to express a personality that was practically all id, all the time” (D’Antonio, 10).
Trump craves attention, which can be negative as well as
positive. He is at war with his critics and this state of war is virtually lifelong. Trump calls himself a “counter-puncher,” thus he
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gets his energy from responding to the criticisms of others. More
than most competitive people, Trump defines himself by his enemies. This reminds me of the discredited Richard Nixon declaring,
according to Senator Bob Dole at Nixon’s funeral, “I just get up
every morning to confound my enemies.”
The President’s insatiable need for adoration runs counter
to his intense combativeness. While many conservatives and voters in red states clearly approve of his attacks on the political establishment, for all but his most devoted followers it is not easy to
adore someone who is constantly picking fights with a wide variety
of people and institutions. My impression is that much of the
American establishment is now becoming a counter-puncher to the
constant attacks emanating from him and his administration.
When Trump tweets to his 24.7 million followers, he feels they are
on his side. But for how long? When he issues a hiring freeze,
those who voted for him and had hopes of bettering themselves
now find that their path may be blocked. When his voters realize
the extent to which the world fears and distrusts America under
Trump’s leadership, their support for him will quite likely weaken.
Ultimately, Trump’s behavior is unproductive and even selfdefeating because the rule of celebrity which is that virtually all
publicity, whether good or bad, helps your celebrity, no longer pertains when you are president. People want their president to lead
them to a better place, rather than simply to be the center of attention as he was as a birther, candidate, beauty pageant owner, and
TV personality.
The essence of being presidential is to have your own longterm objectives and long-term interests of the country as your main
priorities. Being presidential requires prudence and forming alliances with disparate groups rather than a barrage of criticisms.
Our 45th occupant of the White House simply does not know how
to do this because his need for adoration and constant turmoil get
in the way.
In business Donald Trump, building on his father’s wealth
and reputation, has had sufficient success to make billions; yet
throughout his life, Trump has had more failures than successes.
His failures include Trump Shuttle, Trump Vodka, Trump Mortgage, Trump Casinos, Trump Steaks, Trump Magazine, Trump
Tower (Tampa), the United States Football League, Trump Atlantic City Casino,* Trump’s Castle,* Trump Classic Cars,* Trump
Drinks,* Trump Education,* Trump Pageants,* and Trump Uni-
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versity* (an asterisk indicates that these appear to have gone out of
existence). Yet he does not seem to have been daunted by these
disappointed ambitions any more than by his two failed marriages.
He has used a “shotgun” approach in starting many different things,
some of which have been successful and most of which have spread
like buckshot at a distance, missing their target. His attitude toward
failure has been to deny it by claiming victory, blaming it on a system being rigged, or simply ignoring it. Ultimately, none of these
methods is likely to be successful in the media hothouse of the
presidency, where the eyes of the world are on him and American
policies. This may be part of his reason for going to war against the
media, calling it “the enemy of the American people.”
Is Trump a Self-Defeatist?
In 1978, as I was writing a chapter entitled “Jimmy Carter
as a Self-Defeatist” as part of a book on our 39th President, I became discouraged by my assessment of this idealistic, wellintentioned young president I voted for. It seemed to me that Carter
was like the pilot of the plane on which I was a passenger and that
it would not be helpful to write in this vein. His sister Gloria wrote
me that the President had read my chapter in a 1977 book on him.
As a somewhat insecure presidential psychobiographer, I put the
project aside and turned my attention from self-defeatism to the innovators of the English Industrial Revolution, which did so much to
transform our world. Subsequently, I wrote more about Carter, but
never focused on his self-defeating tendencies and did not publish a
book about him.
At the present time I am much more confident of my craft,
as well as the limited impact of my analysis. I do not have any illusions that Donald Trump is interested in or would read anything
that I wrote about him. Furthermore, I see the ship of state that he
is at the helm of as being much more like an ocean liner than an
aircraft. It is one that is either adrift or zig-zagging according the
vagaries of politics, international relations, and his latest emotional
outbursts and whims. We will be lucky if under Trump’s guidance
we don’t hit a floating mine or nuclear iceberg. I see the country
under Trump regressing to international chaos rather than progressing toward a safe harbor.
Trump’s America appears to have self-defeatist potential
because it is insufficiently knowledgeable about the world and has
chosen a leader who appears to be incapable of following a steady
course for the betterment of the country and world. Despite his
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claim that his administration is like “a fine-tuned machine,” its first
months’ governance was marked by chaos because he did not begin
proper planning for the new administration, fired his transition team
leader Chris Christie, and did not vet his nominees for cabinet offices as early as possible, while blaming the Democrats for obstructionism (they wanted to know about nominated officials’ backgrounds and viewpoints, as well as to obstruct some of them). In
fact, his campaign and his transition team have been marked by the
turnover of its staff at the highest level, as witnessed by Corey
Lewandowski and Paul Manafort being forced to step down.
There is very little evidence for Trump’s personal selfdestructive tendencies. When dealing with Carter I had clear evidence based partly on his deliberately and repeatedly cutting himself when severely hazed as a cadet at Annapolis and making some
politically disastrous choices leading to and during the Iran Hostage
Crisis. Am I saying that Trump is less likely a self-defeatist than a
potentially dangerous, inexperienced, and unpredictable leader? Or
am I saying that he is so inexperienced and mercurial that the country will be in danger of economic, nuclear, or political destruction?
Certainly the latter is a possibility given that our out of touch President is ill-informed and overconfident—as President-elect he declared that he was so smart, he did not need daily intelligence briefings. Can the argument for Trump being a self-defeatist be based
on his going into activities with inadequate knowledge and overconfidence? A significant reason why he did so poorly in Atlantic
City was that he simply didn’t understand the business of gambling.
Does overconfidence and insufficient knowledge represent selfdefeatism? In the past he had to be bailed out by his family and
then by the banks because he was too big to fail in Atlantic City.
Will the U.S. have to bail out Donald J. Trump?
What is the difference between self-defeatism and overconfidence? He is overconfident because he knows he’ll be bailed out.
Will he end up being impeached and convicted? This is unlikely
because it would not serve the interest of his Congressional Republican allies nor ultimately of their party. Going to the DSM-III
(revised—the only DSM to use this term to the best of my
knowledge) for a definition of self-defeatism did not prove to be
very helpful. There is no clear evidence for Trump being a selfdefeatist.
Conclusion
The Great Disruptor Trump seems incapable of following a
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steady course, except in his rhetoric, beyond what he perceives to
be his personal self-interest. In choosing his cabinet, rather than
draining the swamp of Washington and New York insiders as he
promised, he has hired “the swamp”—including the Goldman
Sachs financial leaders he condemned Clinton for associating
with—that he expressed such contempt for during the campaign.
His Republican allies with their domination of the House and Senate appear to be following a much steadier course in the name of a
balanced budget, laissez faire economics, favoring their major
wealthy donors, and supporting their reelection. There are indications that at some points they will clearly seek to put the brakes on
Trump when his plans do not serve Republican interests. However,
this leaves him with incredible leeway as Commander in Chief. As
such he has chosen former generals, like James “Mad Dog” Mattis,
to fill positions normally held by those with civilian backgrounds,
to be key advisors.
One of the great dangers with Trump as President is that he
will pick fights with other countries as a way of showing that he is
in control. This is likely to especially manifest itself as his agenda
and that of his Republican allies diverge. Foreign military action is
an arena in which he can feel strong. It remains to be seen where
the Great Disrupter will take our country.
Paul H. Elovitz’ bio may be found on page 62. 

Why Are Voters Drawn to Trump’s
Narcissism?
C. Fred Alford—University of Maryland
If President Trump is so narcissistic, as I believe he is, then
why would millions of voters choose him to be president? (Of
course, a plurality of voters didn’t. Hillary Clinton won the plurality [48.2%] of popular votes, and only 28% of those eligible to vote
voted for Trump.) Still, Trump won the Electoral College, and
needs to be taken seriously.
One way to take Trump seriously is to ask why so many
voted for a man who seems obviously unfit for high office. Narcissism in a leader is attractive when it reflects the ego ideal of those
who vote for him. In Freud’s early work, the ego ideal is the counterpart of narcissism. In Freud’s words, “Not willing to forgo his
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early experience of narcissistic perfection in his childhood. […]
That which he projects ahead of him as his ideal is merely his substitute for the lost narcissism—the time when he was his own ideal” (The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of
Sigmund Freud [SE], 1914, 14:73-104).
Although narcissism is quickly absorbed into the superego
in the course of Freud’s work, the key point remains. The ego ideal
is the counterpart of narcissism. As the individual matures, so too
does the ego ideal, which comes to include social and cultural ideals. To the extent that the individual is able to live up to these ideals, thereby reducing the distance between ego and ideal, narcissistic satisfaction results. To be sure, the satisfaction that stems from
living up to a mature ego ideal is highly modulated or sublimated.
Nevertheless, it remains narcissistic satisfaction in so far as gratification is obtained not from external objects, but from a relationship
with oneself, between ego and ego ideal. Janine ChasseguetSmirgel’s The Ego Ideal (1984) remains the best book on the topic.
The mature ego ideal imposes conditions upon gratification,
censoring modes incompatible with itself and thereby civilizing
narcissism. What happens when this development goes wrong?
Instead of living up to the highest ideals, the ego ideal is lowered.
The ego longs to reunite with its ideal one’s whole life. In civilized
maturity, this is accomplished when the individual achieves their,
and society’s, highest standards. For immature or pathological narcissism, the ego ideal is lowered so that it can be reached without
undergoing the work of civilization and maturity.
In spite of Elovitz’ insightful essay, I’m always a little suspicious about psychoanalyzing people at a distance, even though
we all do it. Psychohistory just does it in a more disciplined way.
I’m more comfortable thinking about Trump’s appeal. I think the
answer is that a large and passionate portion of the population (but
far from a majority) decided that living up to high ideals is impossible, too difficult, or simply incomprehensible. Better to choose as
our leader someone who lowers the ideal in order to meet it.
One characteristic of an immature ego ideal is the pervasiveness of paranoid-schizoid thinking, as Melanie Klein called it.
Paranoid-schizoid thinking divides the world into good and bad, us
and them. If I am suffering, then someone or some group must be
inflicting it on me.
Often those we choose as leaders are those most creative
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and imaginative in their characterizing and labeling the bad and
dangerous. When I say creative and imaginative, I am not referring
to complex thought, but passionate denunciation. Often the most
threatening objects (as object relations theorists call people) are
those who represent the bad outside having penetrated the good inside. The result is terrible confusion: who’s bad, who’s good, and
how can I tell them apart? One way is by building walls, psychic as
well as physical.
There are always people like Trump. The more difficult and
puzzling question is this: under what circumstances do citizens
make people like Trump their leaders? When they themselves find
it impossible to live up to a high ego ideal, such as being a good
mother or father, supporting and protecting one’s family, and being
able to set their own children on the path to maturity? When that
all becomes too difficult, almost unimaginable, often for real material reasons, then the second best choice is to choose someone who
has succeeded by mocking these ideals.
The ego and its ideal will have their reunion, for that is what
makes life meaningful. What we should worry about is not so
much that people like Trump exist, but about the social developments that make him a plausible leader. Ultimately these are seen
in the lowering of expectations for oneself, one’s family, and one’s
nation. “Make America Great Again” is not, as it turns out, about
living up to a higher ideal, but choosing a lower one. We become
great by redefining greatness down. Redefined down, in this case,
means pretend, bluster, and magical thinking replace seriousness,
hard work, and reality testing.
This would explain another odd feature of the Trump presidency: the sense that he doesn’t quite believe what he is saying, or
it doesn’t matter, for we all know that it’s not quite real. The trouble is, the consequences generally are real. Emotional development
means the hard work of living up to high standards, which includes
engaging seriously with reality. For many Americans, this seems to
have become an impossible ideal.
C. Fred Alford, PhD, is Professor of Government and Distinguished Scholar-Teacher at the University of Maryland, College
Park. He is the author of over 15 books on moral psychology. His
most recent is Trauma and Forgiveness (Cambridge, 2013). Alford
is Executive Director of the Association for Psychoanalysis, Culture and Society, and Co-Editor of the Psychoanalysis and Society
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Book Series with Cornell University Press. He curates the blog
About Trauma (www.traumatheory.com) and can be reached at
calford@umd.edu. 

A Response to Paul Elovitz’ Trump
Symposium
Nick Duffell—Centre for Gender Psychology
It would be hard to find fault with Paul Elovitz’ well researched and carefully worded article, or to disagree with his wisely
argued conclusions. It’s just that when I read it, I remembered an
Irish joke about a motorist who stopped to ask if he was on the right
road to Sligo: “Sligo?” replied the bemused pedestrian. “If I were
you I wouldn’t have started from here if I wanted to get to Sligo.”
The problem for me is that I am not sure if Elovitz is asking the
most relevant questions. The classic way of doing an individual
analysis on a famous person at a distance may no longer be how
psychohistory shines the most useful light on our world.
I was very occupied with these questions when building a
website to showcase my 2014 book Wounded Leaders: British Elitism and the Entitlement Illusion: A Psychohistory. This book explores whether the leadership in recent British politics is connected
with the normalized neglect and institutionalization at boarding
schools of the elite’s children, who then go on to become the oftelected political masters. In creating the website, I found myself
asking fresh questions on the reader’s behalf about how psychohistory actually works (http://woundedleaders.co.uk/what-is-psycho
history/). Below are some of the ideas I considered.
One, psychohistory follows how individual attitudes shaped
under stress or trauma morph into group psychopathology, which
over time become crystallized as a group identity. Two, psychohistory reveals how groups tend to scapegoat voices that do not collude to conform to consensus values. Three, psychohistory asks
uncomfortable questions, such as: “Under what conditions would
this crazy-seeming behavior make sense?” An example is the outbreak of mutism among shell-shocked WW1 veterans; what they
had witnessed was unspeakable, but they were treated as hysterical.
Four, psychohistory employs systemic thinking over an individualized apportioning of blame. How would it respond to the repeated
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murder of children in their schools by apparently mad individuals,
for example? It might hear an expression of the problems of innocence and violence spoken by an unconscious but active instrument
of the society. Finally, psychohistory takes soundings from art and
literature of the period examined. This tends to reveal both conscious and unconscious voices within a society, and points both to
what the society may not yet be able to recognize and toward emergent Zeitgeists or paradigms.
It’s the fourth statement that I consider most important here.
Instead of reworking the one rotten apple in the barrel hypothesis,
which has proved utterly impotent in solving the recurrent horrors
of shootings in American schools, for example, psychohistorians—
in my opinion—are more used to asking systemic questions. These
could include: “What does this mean for my society?” Or, in the
case of an insecure, blameful, narcissistic president who stirs up
very primitive and sometimes violent emotions: “Do societies get
the leaders they deserve?” More specifically: “Does the character
of this new leader reveal anything meaningful about the character
of the society we inhabit?”
With the U.S. now as divided as my own country, Britain,
we may feel we only ever get a partial answer. Yet examining one
half of an answer in light of what the other half projects is exactly
where the study of the unconscious began. The relevance of a systemic approach is that we may have to ask some of these questions
from “outside the box” because of the problems of cultural normalization referred to in the first suggestion.
From this side of the pond, American normalization of selfarmed citizens and the appalling statistics of homeland violence,
including the recent figures on unarmed black men shot by police
officers, means that having a president who, as Elovitz predicts,
“will pick fights with other countries as a way of showing that he is
in control and because conflict is second nature to him,” makes perfect sense. To some extent, it even feels a bit more realistic, not
that I imagine it represents a conscious move towards greater transparency.
That U.S. society was founded on mass genocide of its aboriginal peoples and was powered by slavery (within a relatively recent historical timeframe) seems to have been deleted from the national narrative in preference for a mythology of “the land of the
free and home of democracy.” In the protectionist language of an
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individual’s pathological narcissistic entitlement structure, this
translates as: “I am good.” No wonder Trump is busy yelling:
“Let’s make America great again.” It makes perfect sense.
As an Englishman, I cannot help feeling some ancestral and
complicit responsibility in the disowning of America’s brutal history. However, both Canada and Australia have made some recent
moves to come out of denial about this, whereas the U.S. has not,
and instead elected Trump. The Canadian government recently
poured several million dollars into an in-depth psychohistorical examination of their residential schools for indigenous peoples and
freely published the shocking results on the web in the report Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future: Summary of the Final
Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
(2015). What we do know from individual psychotherapy is that,
until what Jung called the Shadow is fully owned, the patient will
go on acting out.
If I am right that this is a collective problem and not simply
one of an individual narcissist busy projecting the importance of his
outer shell, his name (as Elovitz pertinently reveals), while classically concealing his internal wretchedness (as Otto F. Kernberg and
Heinz Kohut taught us), then there is some collective work to do.
Psychohistorians should start here, I think. Hard as it is to even
bring it up, we can’t help but wonder whether the disastrous and
half-hearted American foreign policy interventions in the Middle
East may have been preventable if more national curiosity about the
meaning of the ghastly 9/11 attacks had been possible. However,
as Elovitz rightly points out, overconfident narcissism does not permit self-reflection and must have someone else to blame. Lest people imagine this to be another one-sided attack on the U.S., I should
say I consider this systemic imperative to affect all societies and
even our whole civilization.
Recently, I have been collaborating with entrepreneur and
political activist John Bunzl on The Simpol Solution: Solving global
problems could be easier than we think (2017). Bunzl’s argument
is that our entire culture is in denial about how globalization and
the digital revolution causes governments to universally accept and
pursue an “international competitiveness agenda,” which ensures
we’ll never solve our global problems. That is, until we have an
emperor’s new clothes moment and start shifting our perspectives
to acknowledge that we now have to think in a world-centric fashion to match our new context.
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In the light of this argument, Trump’s protectionism is
simply a fear-based regression to support the denial of our collective new reality. In fact, we seem to be standing on the brink of a
worldwide political shift that needs more international cooperation,
not less. Once we start seeing the world as a systemic reality, as
joined up, we get new eyes, and solutions toward appropriate action
may announce themselves. One such action is Bunzl’s Simultaneous Policy (“Simpol”), a deceptively simple, bottom-up citizens’
campaign designed to break the stranglehold of destructive competitiveness by applying effective electoral pressure through which
voters can drive politicians to implement cooperative global solutions. Asserting how psychohistory can help reveal new solutions
and not simply expose pathology offers us, I believe, a real way
out.
Nick Duffell, MA, is a London-based psychotherapist and
psychohistorian, author of The Making of Them: The British Attitude to Children and the Boarding School System (2000), Wounded
Leaders: British Elitism and the Entitlement Illusion: A Psychohistory (2014), and Trauma, Abandonment and Privilege: A guide to
therapeutic work with boarding school survivors (2016). He may
be contacted at nickduffell@btinternet.com. 

Trump and the Group
John Jacob Hartman—University of South Florida
Paul Elovitz has given us another excellent appraisal of the
personalities of presidents and presidential candidates. Building on
his own previous work on Trump and based on numerous biographies and statements of the President himself, Elovitz anchors his
view of Trump’s personality on narcissism and a lifelong need to be
disruptive. In his analysis, Elovitz stresses the role of Trump’s use
of the defense of splitting as a preferred means of dealing with inner conflict.
Psychohistory has had two major domains of inquiry. The
first is psychobiography, in which the psychohistorian attempts to
apply psychological understanding, often psychoanalysis, to an individual historical subject. The second domain involves the application of small and large group social psychology to understand
how history can be understood in terms of group structure and process. From this perspective, a group as large as a country can be
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seen as sharing common emotions and solutions to here and now
conflicts in the group. Groups can also be seen as sharing fantasies
and myths. The personality of the leader can be understood as resonating with and responsive to the emotional needs of the group at a
particular point in the group’s history.
I would like to take Elovitz’ paper as a starting point and
extend the analysis to Trump’s role in the group as a whole. By
doing this, I hope to address the issue of Trump’s appeal to those
who support him against what would appear to be their own values
and best interests.
Those who voted for Trump included evangelicals who voted for a thrice-married and irreligious man; Rust Belt white working class men and women who voted for a billionaire developer
who often refused to pay his workers; women, including collegeeducated women, who voted for a misogynist; and mainstream Republicans who voted for a man who advocated dismantling important elements of Republican orthodoxy and picked fights with
prominent Republicans like John McCain and George W. Bush.
How can we account for an electoral majority voting for a man with
Trump’s apparent disadvantages as a candidate?
The answer is that the electorate was under the sway of a
powerful, shared unconscious fantasy, and that Trump was seen as
the embodiment of that fantasy. Trump understood the emotional
needs of a good deal of the electorate and they responded positively
to his message and personality. Being the “narcissistic disrupter”
was a distinct advantage rather than a liability, and I will briefly
attempt to explain why.
Wilfred Bion was among the first psychoanalysts to delineate fantasies shared unconsciously by members of a group. He
called them basic assumptions and asserted that the dependency,
fight-flight, and pairing assumptions stood opposed to the conscious task orientation of the group’s mission. The basic assumptions are irrational but can exert a powerful influence in group behavior (Experiences in Groups, 1948, 1961).
Utilizing Bion’s framework, Trump can be seen as articulating, leading, and embodying the fight-flight group solution to distress shared by his diverse supporters. Other forces within the
group as a whole can be seen to have acquiesced to the fight-flight
group by not turning out to vote in opposition (the Democrats), by
offering free advertising to Trump (the media), and by weakening
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his opponent (the FBI). Elovitz’ convincing work on Trump’s personality indicates how well suited he is to lead the fight group. His
own use of defense mechanisms of splitting, projection, and projective identification involve a kind of black/white dichotomous
thinking that divides the world simplistically into good/bad, winners/losers, U.S. versus “Them” zero-sum situations. This use of
splitting and projection exactly mirrors the very processes seen in
the fight-flight group, where an enemy is identified and attacked.
Vamik Volkan has spelled out the process of identifying enemies
in his detailed explanations of ethnic conflict and war in just these
terms.
I suggest that what we are experiencing in the aftermath of
the 2016 election is a reciprocal synergy between Trump’s personality and the needs of the group to strengthen its identity, selfesteem, and boundaries by finding enemies and vanquishing them,
thereby returning to some ideal of greatness from the past. Volkan
has termed this process a return to “chosen glory” and he contrasts
this with the “chosen trauma” that is often at the heart of such irrational quests.
In the case of the United States in the 2016 election, the
chosen traumas that I believe have not been worked through are
the 9/11 attacks plus the Great Recession of 2008-2009. The assault on the Twin Towers in New York was an assault on American collective self-esteem and on American Exceptionalism in general, and it is a blow from which we have not yet recovered. Added to that, we have experienced the most serious recession since
the 1930’s. Globalization and automation complicated the economic recovery considerably.
Despite considerable effort, the task of mourning the implications of the 9/11 attacks and the recession has not been effectively handled. President Bush conducting wars in Iraq and Afghanistan did not bring a satisfying victory. President Obama was characterized as continuing the unsatisfying wars while the dangers
from Al Qaeda and its successor ISIS are seen as continuing the
murderous humiliation in countless continuing attacks in the U.S.
and in Europe. War was seen as the solution to mourning, and this
has brought only more death and disappointment. The attacks and
the recession are experienced by the group as humiliations rather
than limitations and difficulties that need to be accepted and addressed as problems to be solved. Trump’s solution is to counter
the perceived humiliations with the fight group’s quest for an ever-
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increasing enemies list, a tightening of the borders, and an America
first white Christian nationalism. There is no acceptance of the fact
that our geography or our arsenal of weapons no longer make us
immune from attack or that our exceptionalism has its limits.
Viewed in this context, Trump’s attacks on McCain as a
failed warrior (because he was captured), as well as George W.
Bush and Barack Obama, begin to make sense. Who better to redress America’s humiliation than a narcissist who thrives on disruption and making enemies?
Trump’s Christian Nationalism
(America First) can be seen as a formula for the redress of narcissistic humiliation through the employment of the fight group with
its identification of enemies, tightening of in-group boundaries, and
the vision of a return to greatness. Trump’s assertion that he witnessed (on TV) Muslims in New Jersey celebrating the collapse of
the Twin Towers can also be seen in terms of narcissistic humiliation, which he promises to redress. In this sense, the needs and solutions of the leader and the group merge in a shared irrational
group fantasy.
Even the opposition to Trump, the “Resistance,” can be
viewed as part of the fight-flight basic assumption. The more
Trump is irrationally opposed, the more another enemy is identified
and blamed—the Democrats, the press, etc. The opposition may
employ techniques of belligerent obstruction or even violent
demonstrations that also fit more with basic assumptions than with
constructive opposition and problem solving.
Finally, I would like to address the issue Elovitz raises
about Trump and self-defeat. I agree that there is no evidence that
Trump has any inner need to defeat himself. In his business ventures some of his projects have failed and some have succeeded.
His chosen role as the disrupter-savior has not only failed to hurt
him, but also was one of the factors in his widespread appeal.
However, it is unlikely that the Trump presidency will succeed as
his reliance on basic assumptions and the promotion of group fantasy is bound to collapse under the weight of reality and the lack of
effective problem solving. Disappointment is certain to follow
when the fantasy solution does not work. Bion has observed that
the activity of basic assumptions is ubiquitous, but that successful
leaders are able to harness the energy and passion of basic assumptions to enrich realistic compromise, competence, and commitment
to problem solving. To this point in his presidency, Trump has given no indication that he has either the skills or the inclination to
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lead the country in any direction other than to disruption, alternative facts, and the identification of a growing list of enemies.
Our best hope is for the reappearance of the task group and
leadership with workable alternatives to grandiose fantasies of
greatness, as well as identifying and making enemies. Finding such
a task group may allow us to accept the disappointments of modern
life and the realities of a “good enough” country that can always be
made better.
John Jacob Hartman, PhD, FABP, is Affiliate Professor in
the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science at the University of South Florida and a Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. He is a Training and Supervising Analyst at the Florida Psychoanalytic Center and maintains a private practice in psychoanalysis. He may be contacted at jjhartman2@gmail.com. 

Make It Super Short: Trump’s Restless
Attention
Juhani Ihanus—University of Helsinki
Numerous commentators have pinpointed Donald J.
Trump’s dubious personality characteristics and conflicts and even
proposed diagnostic categories that seem to imply his grave incapabilities for the presidency. From a psychoanalytically-oriented
point of view, Paul H. Elovitz compiles several biographical details
about Trump’s childhood, youth, family relationships, disruptive
tendencies, defense mechanisms, and grandiosity verging on perilous national and international political scenarios. Psychohistorically, we could also add that Trump’s public self-presentation as a
wonderful “fixer” has a background in his acknowledged “bad-boyself” identification that is rooted in the early threat and realization
of parental rejection resulting in his exile to military school.
The strong splitting tendencies have made it possible for
Trump to externalize the evil, bend the truth, and replace the ethics
of (Obama)care with the right of the ruling powers. On the one
hand, while Trump felt humiliated by Barack Obama, he craves revenge and the destruction of his predecessor’s achievement. On the
other hand, the accusations against Hillary Clinton are directed
against disturbing “terrifying mother” images. Repeatedly, Trump
needs compensatory acts in different contexts, and is even inclined
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to chase and get ruminatively stuck in trifles to prove that, in the
end, he is always right.
A special feature of Trump’s self-presentation and selfbelief is his unashamed admission of his “bad” traits that he claims
to have turned into innovative and successful narcissism. Traditional good character and moral certitude, as well as cultural and
environmental values, can be sacrificed to economic assets. His
father’s heritage (to become a “king,” a “winner,” and a “killer”) is
a crucial part of hegemonic masculinity and patriarchal family values tied to risk-taking, sensation seeking, and prowess in combat.
This kind of heroism gets adoration from Trump’s followers and
even from other members of a community seeking protection from
external enemies. The amalgamation of the military hero image
and idealized masculinity (also meant for female soldiers) is a missionary feature of American culture that Trump stresses in his
speeches, such as when he demanded that “we have to start winning wars again” (February 27, 2017).
Focusing on Trump’s intrapsychic and intersubjective conflicts is important in analyzing Trump’s narcissistic and “alpha”
personality, but it is not enough when trying to get a hold of the
elusive phenomena surrounding the un-presidential President. An
issue concerning Trump’s cognitive processing has been hinted at
by stating that he seems to have a “short attention span.” He is said
to prefer Fox media and their easily digestible sound bites. In an
interview, Trump admitted that he likes to have his briefings short,
ideally super short, as one-page summaries. “I like bullets or I like
as little as possible. I don’t need, you know, 200-page reports on
something that can be handled on a page” (Mike Allen and Jim
VandeHei, “Reality Bites: Trump’s Wake-up Call,” Axios, January
18, 2017). Tony Schwartz, the ghostwriter of Trump’s work The
Art of the Deal (1987), has mentioned that Trump could concentrate only very briefly during the interviews for the book. When
Schwartz asked Trump to describe his childhood in detail, Trump
became impatient and bored, “like a kindergartner who can’t sit
still in a classroom” and remembered almost nothing. Schwartz
also doubted that Trump has ever read a whole book during his
adult life (Jane Mayer, “Donald Trump’s Ghostwriter Tells All,”
The New Yorker, July 25, 2016). The same doubt arose in the interview by Allen and VandeHei; when asked about books on his
desk, Trump showed one, Adams vs. Jefferson: The Tumultuous
Election of 1800 (2004) by John Ferling, and to the interviewers’
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question about whether they should read it he answered, “I wouldn’t.” As much as Trump detests “wrong” media, he firmly presents
his media history through self-aggrandizement and a victim role:
“In the history of politics, there’s nobody that has been treated
worse by the press than I have” (ibid.).
The examples of Trump’s short attention span can be expanded to include a “hyper-attentive” cognitive style that has
emerged in the flow of information; linking; networking; scanning
for opportunities, contacts, and media celebrity; as well as restless
tweeting. “Hyper-attention” is not limited to Trump but affects
global web-surfing audiences. N. Katherine Hayles has compared
deep attention and hyper-attention. The former “is characterized by
concentrating on a single object for long periods […] preferring a
single information stream, and having a high tolerance for long focus times” (“Hyper and Deep Attention: The Generational Divide
in Cognitive Modes,” Profession, 13, 2007, 187). The latter refers
to “switching focus rapidly among different tasks, preferring multiple information streams, seeking a high level of stimulation, and
having a low tolerance for boredom” (187).
Neuroscientists have started to study what kind of brain
changes accompany such neural addiction to constant networking.
It may be that the humanistic belief in the superiority of deep attention and the disciplined focus on the traditional integrative and coherent narrative must be reevaluated. In the global data and communication flow, while we need others’ attention and instant gratification, we cruise among the fragments of anti-narratives and postfactual story pieces. We still try to navigate our drifting selves onto
multimedia platforms that leave our identities, motivations, fantasies, and desires unfinished. A shrinking group of voters sees
Trump as a skillful captain of this fantasy cruise.
Trump is reported to sleep only some four to five hours and
to be awake early. Such an alert state may become distressful and
be part of hypomanic symptoms. Anyhow, Trump is probably not
interested in “psychobabble” and can manifest an alarming lack of
introspection and an overgrowth of a public “persona,” one that is
impatiently ordering the U.S. to finally win wars—or to be a lousy
loser. What we can be almost sure of is that Trump will not read
these symposium papers, not even if somebody bullets them on one
page.
Juhani Ihanus, PhD, is Adjunct Professor of Cultural Psy-
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chology at the University of Helsinki, Adjunct Professor of the History of Science and Ideas at the University of Oulu, and Senior
Lecturer and Member of the Board of Directors at the Open University of the University of Helsinki. He is also an international
member of the Psychohistory Forum who has published books and
articles on psychohistory, cultural and clinical psychology, and the
history of psychology. Dr. Ihanus may be reached at juhani.ihanus
@helsinki.fi. 

Response to Paul Elovitz’ Characterization
of Donald Trump
William R. Meyers—University of Cincinnati
Paul Elovitz is an outstanding scholar of the presidency, and
his article is an astute and very much needed contribution to understanding the terrible times that we are experiencing. Elovitz’ conclusions are in my view well formulated, well expressed, and well
supported with data. I am in strong agreement with Elovitz’ conclusion that Donald Trump is narcissistic, combative, as well as dishonest, and that he splits the world into all good versus all bad, and
that his aggressive conflict-provoking personality carries with it the
risk that he will involve us in war. In accord with Elovitz’ portrayal of his bellicose nature, Trump has already sent 400 troops, with
substantial armaments, into Syria, making our total troop commitment there 1,000.
Some Prominent Personality Characteristics
I would like to outline several salient aspects of Donald
Trump’s character and personality. I think many or most of these
formulations are consonant with what Elovitz has proposed. We
know that Trump is untruthful; for example, his inaccurate comments on the size of the crowd at the inauguration, the size of the
popular vote, and the number of Electoral College votes. But to
what extent is he delusional? Does he really believe his untruths?
How can we tell how much is lying and how much is delusion?
Trump has a sense of being called, of being chosen, a special person to whom rules do not apply, a kind of messianic idea.
Exemplars include Joan of Arc, Martin Luther, Napoleon, Hitler,
and Mussolini. A feeling of being chosen by God or destiny for a
special role of leadership, and having special intuition that results in
insights denied to all others. A belief that only he “can make
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America great again.”
Trump appears to have strong destructive, even sadistic,
needs. Referring to women: “Grab ‘em by the pussy.” Advocating
torture: support of waterboarding “and much worse.” Referring to
Hillary Clinton: “Lock her up.” Chanted by his followers at
Trump’s rallies, without his dissent: “Kill her! Kill the bitch!”
Trump appears to be impulsive and conflict seeking. For
example, hanging up the telephone on the prime minister of our ally, Australia. Or claiming that Obama spied on him at Trump Tower in Manhattan, and that it was done by means of the British Security agencies. The danger is that he will involve the United States
in armed conflict, starting or extending wars. As noted earlier, he
has already sent 400 additional troops into Syria.
Trump also demonstrates anti-intellectualism. He is happy
to defy and reject scientific opinions on climate change and its danger to the environment; he aims to destroy the agencies that study
climate and environmental change, which try to help us cope with
these threats. Trump claims that he knows more than the scientists,
that he has special insights. His money making scheme establishing “Trump University,” in addition to being a confidence scheme,
also shows lack of respect for what a university is and what universities can accomplish.
Trump clearly has the characteristics of the narcissistic personality as stated by Paul Elovitz, which include self-absorption,
intense need for admiration by others, inability to truly care about
others, and weak superego controls on activities that serve to magnify the glory of the self. But I believe Trump also has the additional characteristics of a megalomaniac. These include a sense of
exaltation: “I will make America great again”; a sense of a duty to
prevail over all opposition and doubts by others, as well as moral
restrictions; the idea that one has enemies and one is entitled to do
anything to prevail over them; a need to dominate; aggression
against minorities and other supposed opponents; paranoia; a belief
in a destiny of expansion; and a tendency to wage war. Examples
of what I consider megalomaniac leaders include the Führer, Il Duce, and Napoleon. In Germany, the belief in the absolute authority
and wisdom of Hitler was called the Führerprinzip.
It is becoming more and more obvious that Donald Trump
is characterized not only by a sense of grandiosity, the idea that he
can accomplish anything, but also by a sense of impunity, the idea
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that he can get away with anything. Examples are his comments
about “And when you’re a star, they let you do it. You can do anything” and “I could stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot
somebody and I wouldn’t lose voters.” A sense of impunity reflects not only a sense of being special, but also of being above the
law. For example, as I write this, evidence is emerging in a New
Yorker article, “Donald Trump’s Worst Deal,” suggesting that
Trump seems to have had dealings with the corrupt Minister of
Transportation of Azerbaijan, which would be in conflict with the
Corrupt Practices Act (Adam Davidson, March 2017, 48-57). Violations of this act can lead to prison sentences, so all (or almost all)
American corporations doing business abroad perform the legally
required “due diligence” to make sure they are not violating this
legislation.
The Need for Consensus
In closing, I would like to call attention to the complex
question of how the reader can know which of the many current
assertions about the personality of Donald Trump are correct and
accurate, versus those that are inaccurate or mistaken. One reason I
ask this question is illustrated by the following cautionary example:
Daniel Pick’s book, The Pursuit of the Nazi Mind: Hitler,
Hess, and the Analysts (2012), is the story of the American and
British studies during World War II of the personality of Hitler,
conducted by a series of eminent psychoanalysts separately in Britain and the United States. (Walter Langer’s work on this project in
the United States inspired his brother William Langer to promote
psychohistory in his presidential address to the American Historical
Association [AHA].) But Daniel Pick, a careful scholar, psychoanalyst, and historian, carefully documents that no agreement was
reached on the clinical aspects of Hitler’s personality; not in Britain, nor in the United States. In fact, Hitler was alleged by various
psychoanalysts to have had about every syndrome known to psychiatry and psychoanalysis. Surely this is an outcome to be avoided in
characterizing Donald Trump.
It will be a distinct help to the scientific value of our work
and its practical usefulness if we could obtain, through symposia
and other extended interactions among qualified experts, some consensus about what the major components of Trump’s personality
are and what these portend for the future of America and the world.
The interchange produced by a good symposium, such as the one
planned here, is a major and important first step. A more sustained
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and repeated interaction could be the next step in authenticating
characterizations of political leaders.
A different strategy would be to do social science and psychohistory (which I treat as a kind of social science) as one does
literature. A political leader could be depicted, for example, in the
way Julien Sorel is portrayed in Stendhal’s The Red and the Black
(1830), or how Harry Haller is pictured in Hermann Hesse’s Steppenwolf (1927), or Berenger in Eugène Ionesco’s play Rhinoceros
(1959). The authors of these works were doing psychology.
I agree with Freud that there is some empirical validity to
certain literary portrayals: for example, Oedipus, Lear, and
Raskolnikov in Crime and Punishment (1866), say something empirically true about human nature. This is one path that psychohistory in particular and social science in general could follow, but if
we followed only that path, we would be impeded by disagreements, as in the depictions of Hitler by American and British psychoanalysts. I believe we should also use procedures designed to
help us reach whatever consensus proves reasonably possible. Iterative interaction of experts as advocated by Herbert Blumer
(Symbolic Interactionism, 1986) is one method. So are disconfirmable risky predictions. I have tried to illustrate both methods, empirically, in Social Science Methods for Psychodynamic Inquiry:
The Unconscious on the World Scene (2015).
As I look back at what I have written above, I realize of
course that my critique of Donald Trump is more severe than some
others, but as I write additional evidence emerges, such as Paul
Manafort, Donald Trump’s campaign manager, having signed a
contract with a Russian oligarch very close to Vladimir Putin,
promising to promote the interests of the Russian government at the
highest levels of the American government. The future is not
promising.
William R. Meyers, PhD, is Professor Emeritus in Psychology at the University of Cincinnati. He studied history, law, and
sociology at Harvard from where he earned a doctoral degree in
clinical psychology. Dr. Meyers has served on the faculty of Harvard and M.I.T., and as Director of Research for the Peace Corps,
as well as authoring three books. He can be contacted at meyerswr@fuse.net. 
Join the lively psychohistory conversation in the online leg of the
Psychohistory Forum. To do so contact Molly Castelloe at msc214@nyu.edu.
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Trump’s Popularity, Ideology, and
Incoherence in Psychohistorical
Perspective
Kenneth Rasmussen—Santa Monica College
The turbulent opening months of the Donald J. Trump presidency have understandably brought a renewed interest in the role of
psychopathology in his presidency and leadership. As Paul Elovitz
persuasively shows in this issue, our 45th President is characterized
psychologically by an overweening narcissism, which includes selfabsorption, grandiosity, poor impulse control, and a penchant for
disruptive conflict. (For another cogent analysis of Trump’s narcissism published in a very conservative publication prior to his capture of the nomination, see Arlen Williams’ interview with Sam
Vaknin, “Donald Trump and Narcissistic Personality Disorder: An
Interview with Sam Vaknin,” American Thinker, March 6, 2016).
The larger historical context for the Trump phenomenon can
easily be missed given the spectacle of controversy and conflict that
his peculiar leadership style brings. Just as Hitler and Hitlerism
were the culmination of the socio-economic and cultural crisis of
German (and European) history from the late 19th century into the
1930’s, wherein far-reaching change—economic change (especially
for Germany, which had rapid industrialization under the Second
Empire), social change (democratization vs. an aristocratic order),
and cultural-spiritual change (the crisis of faith and belief, what
Nietzsche termed nihilism)—outstripped an ability to cope. So today, we are ill-equipped to adequately understand and address the
“discontents” that accompany the digitalized globalization that has
transformed our lives.
Contextualizing Trump both politically and ideologically, it
is clear that our new president stands as the erratic, impulsive, and
“post-truth” epicenter of an unstable coalition. The growing ideological polarization in the U.S. and the backlash as well as resistance by progressives to many of Trump’s radical rightist policies have created a period of serious political conflict and divisiveness.
What is needed is an analysis of both the psychological and
the historical dimension of the “Trump effect.” From a psychohistorical perspective, Trump’s image as an “outsider” who castigated
“elites” on behalf of ordinary and working class Americans allowed
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him to promote himself as the champion of those who felt forgotten
and ignored by the party that traditionally had been identified with
the interests of the middle and working classes in opposition to big
business and the wealthy. Progressives’ concern for the rights and
interests of sexual and racial minorities was seen as replacing any
serious concern for the plight of hardworking and struggling nonminority individuals within mainstream America. Most of these
voters were willing to overlook Trump’s bullying and bombastic
tweets and speeches as well as his misogynistic tendencies as unfortunate but essentially unimportant compared to their faith in a
demagogic leader who promised to get rid of the entire corrupt system wherein the elite serves itself and not “the people.” As one
supporter said, “He may be a bully, but he is our bully.”
This nihilistic populist feeling dovetailed well with the
grandiose narcissism of a man who offered simplistic solutions to
complex problems and confidently proclaimed, “I alone can fix
this.” As Elovitz shows, Trump developed early on “a need for disruptive conflict” and proclivity for “splitting the world into good
and bad,” which meshes with the emotional needs of those who are
socio-economically and culturally distressed but who are bewildered by change, feel powerless, and who are not prepared for or
able to tolerate complexity.
Trump’s appeal cannot be explained away with a variant of
the Marxist concept of “false consciousness,” as if his supporters
are simply bamboozled and illogically vote against their own interests. As UC Berkeley sociologist Arlie Russell Hochschild points
out in her new book, Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and
Mourning on the American Right (2016), Trump was “an emotions
candidate” and “his supporters have been in mourning for a lost
way of life. Many have become discouraged, others depressed.
They yearn to feel pride but instead feel shame. Their land no
longer feels like their own.” But “joined together with others like
themselves, they now feel hopeful, joyous, elated” (225).
Trump is essentially incoherent in his political ideology.
His ghostwriter for his bestselling Trump: The Art of the Deal
(1987) has written that in his many months of working with him, he
never saw a book at his home or office, and that Trump simply does
not read (Rachel DeSantis, “Trump ‘does not read books’: report,”
Entertainment Weekly, January 25, 2017). With essentially no historical knowledge or thought-through political beliefs, Trump
proudly states that he relies only on “common sense” and the preex-
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isting knowledge he has accumulated from over three decades as a
businessman. He therefore tends to make snap judgments that are
ungrounded in a consistent philosophy or ideology, relies on getting
his information from watching cable news, and is drawn to conspiracy thinking such as that of Alex Jones with his website Infowars.
It is well known, even among his erstwhile and current conservative supporters, that over the last 30 years Trump has taken
many political positions that have been either liberal or centrist.
During the campaign against Clinton, previous opponents of Trump
and the overwhelming portion of Republicans fell in line behind
him due to their vehement hatred of Clinton. This coalition of convenience between Trump and ultra-conservatives has, however, already showed significant strains with the Freedom Caucus torpedoing Trump’s health plan in late March.
Trump’s instincts and inchoate policy ideas fit within the
category of what his strident advisor Steve Bannon calls “economic
nationalism,” a populist ultra-conservatism which, unlike the Tea
Party/Freedom Caucus Republicans, has a “social” and “big government” dimension. This ideology is shared by the anti-immigrant
new rightist movement in Europe that Steve Bannon, on behalf of
Trump, has reached out to in order to forge an alliance of kindred
movements. For example, Marine LePen’s National Front in
France hailed Trump’s victory. With its fascist origins, the National Front resembles the European fascism of the 1930’s with an emphasis on supporting welfare programs for the working class. Interestingly, LePen’s party has relied on loans from a Russian bank,
and sees Vladimir Putin, with his authoritarian ultra-nationalism, as
an ally and kindred spirit.
A disturbing dimension of the rise of the ideologue in our
political life and the decline of the political moderate is the absence
of an ethical compass. Just as the pathological narcissist has no
empathy or concern for those personally injured by their compulsive drive for self-aggrandizement, the ideological fanatic (left or
right) disregards the human cost or suffering resulting from their
policies in their single-minded quest to fulfill their belief system.
As Karl Jaspers once pointed out, an ideology functions not only as
a way of making sense of the world, but also as protection against
uncertainty and complexity that easily becomes an obstacle to
“practical wisdom” and realistic problem-solving (see Karl Jaspers,
Psychologie der Weltanschauung, 1919).
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Trump’s questionable ethics in business are well known, as
is his unprecedented fusion of personal/private economic interests
with his presidency. His ideological fixations allow disregard of
the suffering imposed by hastily contrived travel bans on refugees
and immigrants, proposed mass deportations, his promise to go after the families of terrorists and disregard for mounting civilian casualties, and his jettisoning of “soft diplomacy” for a military-first
(“bomb the shit out of ISIS”) approach to foreign policy.
It is here that recent psychoanalytic insights into the nature
of trauma can be of help. As the psychoanalyst Robert Stolorow
has pointed out, collective trauma involves experiences that involve
the collapse of a world of “human significance and sensemaking,” which profoundly shakes the ability to feel safe and secure. Whether it was the shocking 9/11 terror attack on America,
the collapse of the Soviet Union, or the abrupt transition in late 19th
-century and early 20th-century Germany from triumphant empire to
defeated republic, such collective traumas tend to breed
“resurrective ideologies” that promise to “restore the grandiose illusions that have been lost” (Robert Stolorow, “Trauma, Death, Resurrection: A Russian-American Conversation,” Psychology Today,
May 2, 2012).
Similarly, the psychoanalyst Doris Brothers has illuminated
how trauma tends to result in an anxious search for certitude as well
as clinging to rigid beliefs and ideologies that function as a defense
against the terror of vulnerability and mortality (Toward a Psychology of Uncertainty: Trauma-centered Psychoanalysis, 2008).
Brothers extends the scope of trauma’s effects to politics and cult
membership, illuminating how people can be attracted by the
“fervent certainty” of the charismatic leader (who, quoted by Heinz
Kohut, “display apparently unshakeable self-confidence and voice
their opinions with absolute certainly”). Trump’s blurring of truth
and reality in the service of self-vindication dovetails with the social psychological phenomenon of “blue lies” in which deception is
acceptable if done in the interest of our group or “tribal” selves
(Jeremy Adam Smith, “How the Science of ‘Blue Lies’ May Explain Trump’s Support,” Scientific American, March 24, 2017).
As his presidency proceeds, Trump’s incoherency and lack
of a steadfast intellectual or philosophical center is likely to bring
increasing chaos and controversy rather than the “Make America
Great Again” changes that his followers fervently hope for. On the
one hand, there are contradictions between the populist economic
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nationalism of Trump and his closest circle of advisors. On the other hand, the rigid ideology of Tea Party and Freedom Caucus antigovernment conservatives will likely continue to stand in the way
of a successful presidency that is able to follow through on its
grand promises. It is, however, unwise to underestimate the danger
that a Commander in Chief with an unsteady and vindictive character (and who embraces a simplistic ultra-nationalist ideology) poses
for triggering horrifically destructive global military conflict.
In another time of crisis for our republic, Abraham Lincoln
said, “the occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must rise —
with the occasion. [...] Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history” (Abraham Lincoln Online, “Annual Message to Congress -Concluding Remarks”). In our present era of international volatility and digitized globalization with its attendant crises, let us in the
near future find (and elect) a kind of leadership that, contrary to
Trump, unites rather than divides, calms rather than exacerbates our
fears, and is sufficiently free of pathological narcissism to embody
both practical wisdom and a strong sense of ethical responsibility.
Kenneth Rasmussen, PsyD, PhD, is an historian and psychoanalytical psychotherapist who teaches at Santa Monica College and has a private practice in Santa Monica. His research interests include the psychohistory of political ideologies, left and
right, and the psychological dimension of philosophy and
“philosophy as therapy.” Dr. Rasmussen may be contacted at
erasmus472001@yahoo.com. 

Psychoanalytic Free Associations on
Trump
Neil Wilson—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Writing about our president is a fun, confusing, and daring
project. The Goldwater Rule, written in 1973 by the American Psychiatric Association, states that no diagnosis can or should be made
regarding a public figure who one has not interviewed. I agree with
that limitation and no diagnosis will be offered. However, obvious
character traits can and should be appropriately described. Elovitz,
as a veteran presidential psychohistorian, does this quite well.
There are three unflattering character traits that are attributed to Trump. He is seen as paranoid, narcissistic, and psycho-
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pathic. The President apparently really believes that the Obama
administration, and also England, bugged him. These and other
accusations are startling. In part, paranoid thoughts are due to projections of one’s own usually unconscious ideation, so his calling
his opponent “crooked Hillary” and now the “crooked press” also
fits the bill. These behaviors put his political supporters on the spot
since many don’t know how to respond to reporters asking for their
opinions on these accusations or proof of his claims.
Psychopathic tendencies are readily apparent, such as the
way he has explained his refusal to release his tax returns. He
claims that if someone’s taxes are being audited, one is not allowed
to reveal them. However, when one’s returns are audited, you are
sent a letter from the IRS stating there will be an audit. It would be
simple to release the letter, if it exists.
Trump’s appearance alone leads to one wondering about his
narcissism. Comments about his hair style and his gorgeous wife
are plentiful. Having huge buildings with his name prominently
displayed over their entrances is not the product of a modest man.
Another issue regarding his mental health relates to his sleep pattern. Apparently he wakes up at 3:00 a.m. or so to tweet. The
tweets are mostly in response to his critics. Clearly he becomes
terribly disturbed by criticism; it seems he feels the need to retaliate
if criticized. Interestingly, if someone has a sleep disturbance it
would usually arouse sympathy for that person. However, Trump
arouses no sympathy or even concern in most people I know because presidents are routinely appraised and criticized.
In my private practice, all but two of my patients hold
sharply anti-Trump sentiments. The two enthusiastic Trump voters
are both older men who had been multimillionaires and then lost
almost all their money. They both feel and hope that our new president will be the one to make the economy boom and they will recoup their losses. Let’s hope they are right.
It is too early in his presidency to say with confidence what
Trump’s character traits will mean in terms of policy and the execution of the awesome responsibilities of his office. Will his narcissism lead him to be out of touch with his supporters, the political
establishment, the American people, and world leaders? Are his
paranoid inclinations likely to lead to foreign leaders being especially cautious in dealing with him or to wars? What do psychopathic tendencies mean for the public’s perception of the President
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and for his grasp of the realities of the complex issues of domestic
policies, war, and peace? Might there be long term policy effects
of the disturbed sleep of this impulsive man? In the next four or
eight years we will have answers to these questions.
Neil Wilson, PhD, is a psychoanalyst and psychologist who
cofounded the New Jersey Institute for Psychoanalysis in Teaneck
and directed its low cost clinic for decades. Currently he is in private practice in Teaneck where he may be contacted at neilwilson6776@gmail.com. 

Trump, Trump, Trump: Are We Making Too
Much of Him?
Paul H. Elovitz—Clio’s Psyche
Donald Trump’s incredible ability to draw our attention has
resulted in an unprecedented number of papers on him submitted to
this Psychohistorical and Psychobiographical Studies of Trump
Special Issue. The office he holds compounds his media magnetism. This gives him enormous power over our country and the
world. Six colleagues honored me by writing their papers as commentaries for “The Implications of Trump’s Narcissistic Need for
Conflict on His Presidency Symposium.” These papers and the issues raised by them will be my primary focus, although I will also
draw upon some of the other submissions, the unfolding events of
the Trump presidency, and additional thoughts I have.
The insights of C. Fred Alford, the Distinguished ScholarTeacher Professor of Government, always deepen my knowledge of
any subject he writes about. His emphasis on the ego ideal as both
a counterpart of and substitute for the lost narcissism is especially
insightful. First of all, in a journal in which we attempt to not highlight psychoanalytic theory, it is still good when we’re reminded of
its importance. More significantly, it helps us to understand why
people are drawn to a narcissistic candidate for president, even one
who lowers the status of our national leader as a presidential ego
ideal. My impulse is to quibble when Alford implies that I have
been “psychoanalyzing people at a distance, even though we all do
it.” As the recipient of intense and lengthy psychoanalytic training,
I insist that analysis requires a willing subject lying on a couch for
an extended period of time. While there are always people like
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Trump around, Alford rightfully stresses the circumstances in
which we collectively make these people our leaders.
It is my contention that Trump could get elected on a vague
program of making “[Crippled] America Great Again,” because of
nostalgia for a time when America dominated the world after
WWII. The reality is that for all our problems, America is great,
and not crippled, despite the balance of power system constitutionally built into our government, sometimes making for a level of national political deadlock. Yet much of our population sees us as
declining. In the post-World War II era, we sought to rebuild our
enemies in our capitalistic democratic image and succeeded. Furthermore, our mastery of mass communications and creation of the
Internet brought the world much closer together and created a large
number of economic customers and competitors, while electronically bringing the dangers and fears of the world to our attention.
We have come to gain awareness of dangers beyond our
own shores so we now fear not simply what is happening in our
own localities and nation, but also around the world. It is shocking
for many white Christian Americans that by mid-century we may
have a non-white majority, which includes numerous nonChristians—even many millions of Muslims! As illustrated by
9/11, the U.S. is no longer protected by the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. What Trump and so many of his frustrated voters see as
our crippled loss of greatness, to me, represents an unintended consequence of our success. There is no question that Professor Alford
is correct in pointing out that the results of the 2016 election represent a lowering of our standards nationally and personally. Most
Trump voters were sick of feeling like they were expected to be
politically correct and live up to high and sometimes incomprehensible ideals and standards. Many, I suspect, also felt guilty about
not living up to these ideals.
The British psychohistorian, Nick Duffell, whose books are
mostly on how political leaders are being scarred by their British
public school (that is, private school) education, might have noted
in his commentary that Trump was sent to a military high school.
This seems to have influenced the President in choosing an unprecedented number of defense and national security leaders in uniform.
This worries me because people who were trained for war see it as
a much more viable option than those who were trained to avoid
war. Our new Secretary of Defense, General “Mad Dog” Mattis,
saying that you should “have a plan to kill everybody you meet,” is
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not reassuring. Duffell shares my fear that Trump, when frustrated
by the difficulties of making domestic changes in our nation’s capital, will pick fights around the world as a way of showing he is
strong. I like Duffell’s discussion of what he sees as the four major
roles of psychohistorians, approaches which enable us to see what
other analysts so often miss. However, his emphasis on America’s
failure to disown a genocidal history regarding Native Americans is
overblown when he says that the Australian and Canadian governments have made reparative efforts while the U.S. has not. Our empowering efforts, mostly through the laws enabling Indians to have
more say in their own affairs, show some inclination along the lines
of what our northern neighbors and the Australians have done.
Duffell is quite right that our difficulties are currently based
not only in having a narcissistically-inclined individual as president, but also in our collective selves that have given leaders like
George W. Bush a free pass to start two wars, one of which destabilized the already shaky Middle East. He finishes his essay on an
optimistic note, based on a grassroots popular movement for worldwide systemic change.
Kenneth Rasmussen is a California historian and psychotherapist who provides useful insights into Trump’s inchoate ideology and appeal to people who wish to feel pride, rather than shame,
as Americans. He sees Trump’s rise as a result of collective trauma
experienced by Americans. Our Finnish colleague Juhani Ihanus
focuses on Trump’s splitting tendencies, as well as his extremely
short attention span. He is quite correct in everything he says, but I
wonder what underlies Trump’s boredom and impatience when he
had to discuss his childhood for The Art of The Deal (1987). I’ve
been hoping to find more data so that I can understand more about
the pain that underlies these feelings, using empathy for the young
Trump as an important instrument of insight.
John Jacob Hartman’s paper took me back 40 years to the
early days of the International Psychohistorical Association, when I
learned an enormous amount about groups from his insightful
presentations and writings. When we humans are in groups, we
give up a great deal of our individuality and operate as Wilfred R.
Bion pointed out in his brilliantly insightful studies, such as
“Experiences in Groups” (1961). I found Professor Hartman’s Bion-based ideas on group behavior to be correct every time I utilized
them in my classes. Subsequently, I realized that they predictably
worked because I was failing in my essential role as leader by not
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providing structure, thus raising the anxiety level of the students.
Students, like all people in groups, need leaders who provide them
with a safe environment and nurture them. I fear Trump in part because his disruptive personality and narcissistic needs may make
him incapable of providing a safe environment for our national
group.
Professor William Meyers presents a scholarly exploration
of my analysis and expands on it. He specifically covers Trump as
“untruthful,” somewhat “delusional,” “of being chosen, a special
person to whom rules do not apply […] with a messianic idea,”
who has “a sense of impunity” and “grandiosity,” with “strong destructive, even sadistic needs,” “impulsiveness,” “conflict-seeking,”
“demonstrating anti-intellectualism,” “an inability to truly care
about others,” and “characteristics of a megalomaniac.” As a serious social scientist, he wants to know if “many current assertions
about the personality of Donald Trump are correct and accurate,”
and which “are inaccurate and mistaken.” He points out that the
danger, as with Hitler, is that we may be on our way to coming up
with every possible psychiatric syndrome to describe a president
who is extraordinarily unpopular with clinicians, professors, and
intellectuals in general. In keeping with the search for truth, are we
truly living in “terrible times” or is it that we are afraid that we are
in for terrible times because of our president’s lack of governing
experience, our dislike of his personality and values, our fears as to
what he will do, and an element of sour grapes because our preferred candidate was defeated? Shouldn’t Trump be seen as more
of an attention-seeking, blustering celebrity businessman who is out
of his depth in the presidency? Aren’t we paying too much attention to Trump’s tweets in the middle of the night, which reflect his
primary process inclinations, not the realities of politics?
During his first 100 days, despite his tweets, he has been
much more measured and inclined to reverse his extreme statements regarding increasing the number of nuclear powers, being
anti-NATO, anti-UN, critical of the Federal Reserve chair, criticizing the Export-Import Bank, and so forth. In his seventh decade,
does Trump have the energy or the political skill to go against his
conservative Republican allies to endanger our democracy? Despite his authoritarian inclinations, at worst he is likely to be seen in
the end as an American Silvio Berlusconi, who is now viewed more
as a bombastic Italian clown rather than as a Mussolini or Hitler.
Even if he has the instincts or inclinations of the two fascist leaders,
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our democracy is not as fragile as was that of Italy in the aftermath
of World War I and Germany in the Great Depression. As an historian, I can vouch for America having survived some pretty bad
presidents, although I can never completely forget that they lived
before the nuclear era.
My inclination is to say to my respected colleague, Juhani
Ihanus, that yes, Trump will not be reading these papers even in
bullet points, but we need to see past our own impulse toward contempt for the non-intellectual, since the American electorate seldom
elects an intellectual as president.
Neil Wilson’s brief paper is thought provoking. Since terms
like narcissism, paranoia, and psychopathic are commonplace these
days in discussions of Donald J. Trump, Wilson, a psychologist and
psychoanalyst, thinks these terms should be used by psychiatrists
and psychologists, despite the Goldwater Rule prohibiting it without the subject’s cooperation. Wilson’s solution is to declare that
he abides by the Goldwater Rule—the unofficial name of the
American Psychiatric Association’s (APA’s) Section 7.3 ethics
rule—and will not diagnose Trump, but rather refers only to his
character traits. Regrettably, his distinction does not hold up since
the rule forbids “commenting on individuals’ mental state without
examining them personally and being authorized by the person to
make such comments.” Actually, the Goldwater Rule only applies
to psychiatrists who are members of the APA, so he is not bound to
follow it. I am glad that Wilson and so many psychologicallytrained colleagues are willing to help educate the public about the
personalities of their leaders.
At our last Psychohistory Forum meeting, Irene Javors of
Yeshiva University pointed out that in academic and political circles in this area, it is becoming politically incorrect to speak positively about Trump and that this represents a danger to free speech;
I thoroughly agree. Our fellow Americans voted for Trump for
many different reasons. Most who voted for Trump did so because
he was the Republican on the ballot and they didn’t like Clinton.
Some were just tired of having a Democratic president. During the
campaign, a doctor friend of mine mentioned that he just didn’t feel
comfortable publicly acknowledging his support for the Republican
because he feared being mocked in the intellectual community.
Although he is inclined to vote Democratic, he felt that the Affordable Care Act that Clinton was committed to had severely hurt
medical practice. One need not go to red states to find both fervent
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and ambivalent supporters of our President. During the campaign, I
heard the postal clerk, with whom I’ve had friendly relations for at
least 23 years, commenting that “If Trump doesn’t win, you will
see me on the top of the George Washington Bridge, jumping!” To
me he always appeared to be a hard-working, frustrated man who
felt stuck in what he considers to be a dead end job. While he feels
incapable of changing his job, he could project his hopes for change
on the presidency. In class this morning, there was so much antiTrump sentiment expressed, without a word of challenge, that one
would never guess that less than five months ago, the majority of
the students I polled voted for him. We need to be careful not to
denigrate those who don’t share our political judgments and preferences.
Paul H. Elovitz’ biography may be found on page 62. 
<><><>CP<><><>

Why Hillary Lost: Economic, Political,
Psychobiographical, and Psychohistorical
Factors
Ken Fuchsman—University of Connecticut
Paul H. Elovitz—Ramapo College of New Jersey
PHE: In 2015 and ’16 I was so busy hoping that we would have
our first woman president and focusing mostly on Trump in my
writings, that I missed what a poor candidate the Democrat was, as
well as her pattern of losing, as she did with health care reform in
1993 and against Obama in 2008. (Please note that for the purposes
of this discussion we are not focusing on Russian hacking and proTrump leaks, the FBI Director’s role at a crucial point in the campaign, or the undemocratic elements in our Electoral College.)
KAF: Like you and many pollsters, I expected that Hillary would
triumph in the Electoral College. I was flabbergasted when it became evident that she would lose to Donald Trump. During the
campaign, I was surprised that Hillary did not run more on the state
of the economy at a time when many were still suffering from the
lingering impact of the Great Recession. I remember being heartened by a noontime appearance before the New Hampshire primary, where she spoke about economic needs and the way her hus-
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band, as president, had dealt with the recession he had inherited,
bringing prosperity and a budget surplus. But rarely after that did
her rallies focus on the economy. I was puzzled why she underplayed that issue, not only to win the election, but because jobs and
growth are so important for the nation’s well-being.
PHE: Many Trump voters were enraged that prosperity came to a
few while they stagnated. Clinton’s failure to consistently focus on
the economy was certainly quite damaging. As you have often
pointed out, it was compounded by her predecessor’s failure to
have a jobs bill as one of his highest priorities in 2009. In the latter
stages of the election, she was busy going to red states in the hope
of creating a Democratic landslide victory instead of campaigning
sufficiently among union workers in some traditionally Democratic
areas. My greatest concern is what in her personality and leadership style led to her defeat. I hope we can devote most of our dialogue to these factors.
KAF: Hillary Clinton, like many of us, is double-sided. On the
one hand, she can be collaborative, collegial, and work hard to
bridge the gap between those holding opposing positions. On the
other hand, she can be self-righteous, arrogant, and overestimate
her own strength and appeal. This over-confidence manifested itself in 2016 after the political conventions. She campaigned much
less than Trump. According to the Boston Globe, between August
1st and October 10th, Hillary Clinton held 52 campaign events. In
the same period of time in 2012, Barack Obama had 74 events and
Mitt Romney had 76 campaign stops. Also, between August 1st and
October 10th, Donald Trump held 88 rallies. In other words, in this
ten-week period, for every three campaign events Hillary Clinton
had, Donald Trump had five.
Only a small portion of her inactivity can be attributed to
her pneumonia, as she took less than a week off from campaign appearances due to her illness. It should be remembered that she had
many fundraisers in August, but few public events, and she would
withdraw from public appearances while doing debate prep. Basically, Hillary Clinton let Trump out-campaign her. This is not a
winning strategy. A cardinal rule of close campaigns is that you
outwork your opponent. Hillary Clinton failed to do this and lost to
someone who campaigned much harder than she did. How much of
this is due to her sense that her victory was inevitable and how
much is due to other factors, we are not yet in a position to know.
PHE: I agree that Hillary’s failure to campaign as much as her op-
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ponent really hampered her electoral efforts. Voters want to be
asked. Furthermore, she was unable to inspire her supporters sufficiently. Part of her problem was that she had a sense of overconfident entitlement since she had been a loyal Democrat who had built
her resume since losing to Obama in 2008. After all, she was running against a Republican with no governmental experience whatsoever and major character flaws, so it was easy for her and others
to underestimate her opponent.
KAF: I, too, think that Hillary Clinton had trouble inspiring the
electorate. Voter turnout in 2016, according to CNN, was the lowest in 20 years. But here is the big thing: according to the Pew Research Center, Barack Obama pulled in a higher percentage of
women voters than Hillary Clinton did. While 54% of women voted for Clinton in 2016, in 2008, 56% of females voted for Obama,
and in 2012, he received 55% of the women’s vote. In 1996, the
Roper Center reports, Bill Clinton won 55% of the women who
voted.
Also, in 2008, when a self-identified African-American was
nominated for president, according to the New York Times, the turnout jumped from 60% to 65% of eligible blacks. In 2016, with Hillary Clinton running, the increase in female voters was just 1%.
Hillary did not lose so much because she was a woman but because
she did not sufficiently appeal to women.
This was especially the case among non-college-educated
white women. The census bureau says that in 2015, men and women over 25 had graduated college at comparable rates, and 57.2% of
whites in 2015 did not have any college degree. This is a big chunk
of voters, as almost two-thirds of all Americans and about the same
number of women are white. In 2016, exit polls showed that white
women without a college degree gave 34% of their votes to Clinton
and 64% to Trump. This group of females voted overwhelmingly
for a man who regularly and publicly said degrading things about
women rather than cast their ballot for someone of their own gender. Again, Hillary lost less because she was female but rather because women voters did not surge to her, despite the overt sexism
of her opponent.
PHE: Part of my enthusiasm for wanting Hillary to break the presidential glass ceiling had to do with the first woman president in
countries with strong military traditions or threats to be challenged.
She has to show that she is tougher than her male predecessors.
This situation leads to civil or foreign war or the impeachment of
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the president. Whatever their failings, the driving out of the Brazilian and South Korean presidents within the last year is partly a reflection of this. I thought that with the counsel of her husband
(known as “Slick Willie” in Arkansas), who has a genius for surviving tight situations, she could weather these challenges. However, it turns out that she didn’t even take enough of her husband’s
advice to get elected. What are your thoughts on these subjects?
KAF: As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton was hawkish, idealistic, collaborative, and diplomatic. Two of the major triumphs of
Obama’s second term owe a great deal to Clinton’s efforts in his
first. She worked skillfully to get a diplomatic rather than a military solution to the Iranian threat of developing nuclear weapons,
and she was instrumental in starting what became a climate change
agreement. Her idealism came through in the ways she worked
globally for women and children. On the hawkish side we have her
role in supporting the raid on bin Laden, undermining regimes in
Libya and Egypt, and her condemning the corruption of a Putin-led
Russian election. Hillary’s multi-dimensional approach to foreign
affairs distinguishes her from “Iron Lady” Margaret Thatcher. A
major failing was that Hillary certainly did not focus on the economy as Bill did both times he was the Democratic candidate.
PHE: Yes, Hillary is a complex individual. Her commitment to
helping children clearly goes back to her time at Yale Law School
when she worked at the psychoanalytically-based Yale Child Study
Center, which produced The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child.
KAF: Like many of us, Hillary Clinton has changed as she has
gotten older. By the time she ran for president in 2016, she seemed
more comfortable talking at Goldman Sachs events than with middle-aged white working class males. Do you think this is accurate?
Do you think this contributed to her defeat, and if so, how do you
relate this to her personality and leadership style?
PHE: Certainly, it was easier for Hillary to speak to Goldman
Sachs employees who paid big money to hear her but did not necessarily give her their votes. For a senator from New York, Wall
Street was an important constituency. Speaking to them in New
York meant raising lots of money and sleeping in her own bed. It
was another thing for her to speak to those she thought fit into a
“basket of deplorables” because they were inclined to vote for
Trump. It is my impression that Hillary felt morally superior to
them and they could feel it. She had programs aimed at solving
many of their economic problems, but she did not feel for them.
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Trump emotionally reached the white workers in the Rust Belt in a
way she could not. They voted their emotions, not their ultimate
self-interest.
KAF: What strikes me in Hillary’s change over the years is that
for much of her career she campaigned hard to help those who were
less fortunate. Working in Massachusetts right out of law school,
Hillary found that many children with disabilities were not attending school because there were not facilities for them. Her discovery as well as others led to a change in education for the disabled.
As first lady of Arkansas, she spearheaded major reform of the Arkansas school system, which had been one of the worst in the nation. Of course, health care was her cause when her husband was
president. As times changed and different groups became less fortunate, why Hillary did not identify with and fight as much for them
as she had when she was younger is a major question.
PHE: Like almost all candidates, the longer she was in politics, the
more she focused on Washington and less on the ideals of her early
career.
KAF: During your four decades of examining American presidents
and presidential candidates, you have often illuminated how their
childhoods have helped shape who they are as successful politicians. Do you think there is a connection between the different
ways she identified with her dominating father and her admirable
mother and how she conducted herself in running against Donald
Trump?
PHE: There are wonderful moments as a psychobiographer when
you can show a direct relationship between formative life experiences and subsequent actions and policy. When Lincoln says, “I
used to be a slave,” referring to when his father sold his adolescent
labor to neighbors, one can see a connection with his decision to
end slavery. Such a moment with Hillary is when, as a four year
old in a new neighborhood, her mother tells her she has permission
to hit back with the kids who play rough and she proudly comes
home declaring that “I can play with the boys now!” However, in
the campaign I haven’t yet achieved such clarity with Hillary.
Hillary Diane Rodham was her Goldwater Republican father’s favorite child and she strongly identified with his politics until sometime in her college career. Unlike Fred Trump, Hugh Rodham spent lots of time with his kids, but was harsh and unforgiving if Hillary and her brothers did not live up to his standards. Hillary expected a lot of herself and perhaps that carried over into her
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looking down on workers. Hugh had contempt for Chicago Democratic bosses and unions, which probably did not make it easier for
Hillary to warm to them on the campaign trail. Her mother Dorothy was quiet about her own political values and deprived childhood. In law school, Hillary fell in love with Bill Clinton, whom
she believed would be president and was forgiving of his transgressions as her mother had been of her father’s major character flaws.
I suspect she gains a lot of her strength by pleasing a man. But in
running for president everything was up to her, and I don’t know
how confident she really is.
KAF: Tell me more about why you think Hilary has confidence
problems, and how does this connect to the criticism of her being
arrogant and that she assumed she was a shoo-in to be elected
against the unqualified Donald Trump?
PHE: I just don’t see Hillary as a natural politician and she has
said she is not one. She works at it, but it does not come easily to
her. Certainly, in 2016 she did not know how to tie into the emotions and fantasies of the White working and even middle classes as
well as her opponent. The majority of my white male students who
I polled voted for Trump. Clinton’s honesty, and at times lack
thereof, are worth examining. Like virtually all politicians who
have been around for a while, she has been caught in lies and misremembering things, such as when she repeated a number of times
that she flew into Sarajevo under enemy fire.
Much of her problem is that, at times, she has been hurt by
being too honest, as when she focused on helping coal miners
through job training rather than claiming that she could restore their
jobs in a period where the nation is trying to move away from coal
with increased reliance on natural gas through fracking, investment
in clean energy, and the mechanization of the coal industry, which
requires far fewer workers. In West Virginia, where only about 5%
of the population works in mining, her electoral efforts were
crushed because of West Virginians’ identification as a coalproducing state. Trump’s ability to connect with this nostalgic
identification served his campaign well but ultimately won’t be
very helpful to West Virginians. Does honesty in a politician mean
that they are self-defeating?
KAF: Not necessarily. Hillary Clinton has not always been forthright. As first lady, she did her best to keep her documents about
the Whitewater issue hidden. During 2016, she publicly mischaracterized what the FBI Director said about her actions with her
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emails. Then, after stumbling through a 9/11 rally, she came out
the same day and said she was now fine; later her campaign announced she had been suffering from pneumonia. These examples
reinforced a public impression about her lack of honesty. The West
Virginia example to me is more about a lack of political astuteness
than being overly honest. Are there other factors that you thought
led to her loss?
PHE: Loyalty and electoral success don’t always mix. Trump
dropped campaign managers quite readily while Hillary stood by
her longtime aide, Huma Abedin, when it would have been beneficial to dismiss her for the campaign because of Abedin’s husband’s
sex scandals and the fact that she is a Muslim. She lost because she
was a woman and because she couldn’t inspire workers she saw as
deplorables. Unconsciously, I suspect she doubted seeing herself as
being number one. What do you think?
KAF: It is hard for me to decide how much of her overconfidence
mixed in with self-doubt and a repeated pattern of political selfinjury. This includes her actions in relation to Whitewater, her selfdefeating arrogance in handling health care when Bill was President, believing her husband about other women despite so much
evidence to the contrary, and her taking Barack Obama, Bernie
Sanders, and Donald Trump for granted.
PHE: According to a good friend of mine, there are quite a few
ways in which Hillary made choices and took actions that ultimately did not help her campaign, some of which he suggests you might
label as self-defeating. She didn’t do enough to reach out to and
harness the energy of the Sanders voters, and he thinks she should
have chosen Bernie as her vice president. Furthermore, he also
suggests that she should have distanced herself more from her husband and not have had minorities and women so prominent at her
convention and in the campaign. This is part of the reason white
males turned to her opponent. Do you agree with him?
KAF: Well, it was not only white males that led to Hillary’s downfall; she lost non-college graduate white females almost as badly as
she did white males without a college degree. I do think she should
have followed the economic campaign themes of her husband in
1992, campaigning more on his presidential record. Similarly, Bernie Sanders kept talking about the disappearance of the middle
class and the concentration of wealth, and Hillary would have benefited from stressing these themes.
Her campaign theme of “Stronger Together” was specifical-
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ly designed to contrast with Trump’s declaration that only he can
fix things. Yet Hillary’s slogan seemed to echo Obama’s hopes for
post-partisanship, and this has not worked out well. Between 1933
and 1993, Democrats controlled the House of Representatives in all
but four years; since 1994, they have only had majorities in the
House in four years, and after 2014 there were fewer Democrats in
Congress than there were before the Great Depression. Both Presidents Clinton and Obama sought to transcend party, and both saw
Republicans dominate in Congress. Hillary Clinton following in
their footsteps did not help herself.
As a nation, we were not stronger together in 2016. The
Great Recession devastated certain blocks of Americans while others profited enormously. Clinton’s stressing consensus more than
division made her seem out of touch with much of the electorate.
She resides now in a suburban multi-million-dollar compound and
not in the White House.
PHE: It is hard to know if Clinton’s failure to distance herself
from the Clinton Foundation could have made a difference. Just
the name probably made it impossible. The constant hammering
from Republicans of the Foundation certainly hurt Hillary in the
eyes of many voters, which did much to lessen the impact of
Trump’s failure to support humanitarian causes. While there is little question that the Clinton Foundation did an enormous amount of
good, the openness to receiving large amounts of money from dictators and corrupt individuals who wanted access to a former and
potential future president hurt her candidacy. The constant attack
of her using a private email server was also damaging, even though
this was a common practice until very recently. Clearly, hindsight
is 20/20 and it would be easy to simply chalk up every criticism of
Hillary as part of her being a poor candidate. However, I continue
to think that there is much merit in President Obama’s statement, “I
don’t think there’s ever been someone so qualified to hold this office [the presidency],” and that the biggest issue was that she was
running for an office never before held by a woman. She was previously reelected as senator of New York with 67% of the vote and
was highly praised as Secretary of State.
In retrospect, in an election where so much of the electorate
was looking for outsiders like Sanders and Trump, Hillary was far
too much of an insider for a large number of swing voters. Again, I
think she could have won had she campaigned far more among ambivalent Democrats, Independents, and moderate Republicans.
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Though Democrats have thus far been slow to publish books about
Hillary’s failures as a candidate, clearly Trump is hardly the only
American who hates losers, which makes it easy to declare her a
failed, even self-defeating, candidate.
KAF: I do think there is reason to see her candidacy in 2016 as
deeply flawed, which connects to patterns she has shown intermittently in her career. Of course, there is another side as she had to
show many self-affirming traits to achieve as much as she has in
her life. We also need to place the way she ran her campaign in
historical and political perspective.
PHE: The electoral victories in America are so often a response
against the last presidency. Thus, the last five victors have had
very different personality types. Carter (religious and intense) was
replaced by Reagan (the “Teflon President”) and then the elder
Bush (loyal and conscientious) by Clinton (“Slick Willie”), followed by the younger Bush (a tough-taking Texan), who was followed by the intellectual Obama from Chicago. By electing a biracial newcomer to Washington in 2008, most voters felt themselves
to have put prejudice behind them. Instead of hearing on the news
what an unprejudiced people they were in post-racial America,
many white voters heard a very different story. They saw a compromising (therefore, in their minds, “weak” president), the Black
Lives Matter movement, what seemed like endless political correctness, and the first Democratic female nominee, whose campaign
manager was openly gay, and whose closest aide was a Muslim
married to a man considered a national joke (Anthony Weiner).
Voters in the states with the most electors did not want more of the
same and decided to take a chance on a billionaire businessman
who projected decisiveness and strength as a TV personality. Hillary was not a strong candidate, but that is probably not the largest
part of the story.
KAF: Whatever the largest part of the story may be, outside of
possibly Goldwater and McGovern, Donald Trump was the most
vulnerable major party candidate since 1960. Despite her own liabilities, Hillary Clinton should have easily won. She was once
again overly confident, did not campaign enough, and failed to recognize how central economic issues remain. In a country where
almost two thirds of the population is white, and most of them have
no college degree, she lost white men and women without college
degrees by astonishing numbers. Bob Dylan said you don’t need a
weatherman to know which way the wind blows. Hillary, unfortu-
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nately, was in dire need of an accurate weather forecaster. The
short version of why Hillary lost is: she blew it.
Paul Elovitz’ bio may be found on page 62 and Ken
Fuchsman’s bio may be found on page 7. 

Transitional Phenomena in an Age of
Heightened Anxiety
Joyce M. Rosenberg—Psychoanalyst in Private Practice
Keywords: Winnicott, transitional-objects, political-anxiety, comfortfoods, soft-objects, pets
Abstract: Anxiety has increased in the current political climate, leading
people to find comfort in foods, favorite movies, soft objects, and pets,
especially cats. The same phenomenon was observed after 9/11. The
psychoanalyst author draws on the work of the English analyst Donald
Winnicott to help understand this occurrence.

Several of my colleagues have reported since the November
election that they have had an unusual increase in referrals and patients. The owner of two massage salons with whom I spoke to recently said her business has increased substantially. A career counselor said that for weeks after the election, her clients spent entire
hour-long appointments talking not about getting a job, but about
their anger and sadness at the results. Friends have told me they
were spending more time at home with their cats or dogs.
The election and the first months of the Trump
administration have polarized Americans emotionally as well as
politically. While clearly many people are feeling reassured by
having Donald Trump in the White House, many others have said
they feel anxious and have a diminished sense of well-being. In a
survey released earlier this year by the American Psychological
Association and conducted by Harris Poll, 57% of the participants
said the current political climate is a very or somewhat significant
source of stress for them, and nearly half said the outcome of the
election was also a source of stress.
One can infer that the heightened anxiety of many people
has them seeking out comfort from whatever sources are the most
soothing for each person. This recalls to me that in the months
after the September 11, 2001 terror attacks, retailers were selling
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more blankets and other items to make homes more comfortable.
They wanted safe and familiar environments.
Looking at this from a psychoanalytic perspective, many
people who are well into adulthood are returning consciously and
unconsciously to the first year of life, when as babies they sought
soft, comforting things like blankets and plush toys to ease the pain
of separation from their mothers or caregivers. The uncertainty
they feel reminds them of the now-repressed anxiety they felt from
being left alone, perhaps when they were put into their cribs to
sleep.
I’m speaking, of course, of the transitional objects that Donald Winnicott described in “Transitional Objects and Transitional
Phenomena—A Study of the First Not-Me Possession” (International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 34, 1953, 89-97).
Although Winnicott was writing about children as young as four
months, he also recognized that “a need for a specific object or a
behaviour pattern that started at a very early date may reappear at a
later age when deprivation threatens” (91).
Many analytic authors have applied Winnicott’s theories to
adults, including those that have obsessive compulsive disorder and
who need to perform specific actions like counting steps or who
may hoard all kinds of objects to alleviate their anxiety. However,
in between babies and people struggling with debilitating emotional
conditions, there are adults, perhaps all adults, who seek something
comforting or familiar to ease their anxiety, whether it is the result
of events in their own lives or something that is happening locally,
nationally, or globally.
Winnicott used the expression “transitional phenomena” to
include comforts that went beyond blankets and teddy bears. He
cited “mouthing, accompanied by sounds of ‘mummum’, babbling,
anal noises, the first musical notes and so on,” even thinking and
fantasizing as examples of these phenomena. Adults have their
own, individual and idiosyncratic transitional phenomena. I have
had friends tell me that during difficult emotional times, they slept
with the TV on. Many people, when they’re alone, want the TV,
radio, or music playing; silence makes them feel alone and uncomfortable. Many watch a beloved movie that they’ve already seen
dozens of times.
Certainly, people with well-loved animals feel immense
comfort from the emotional connection with them, and if they are
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fur-bearing, their soft coats. After my husband died, I was very
much soothed by the fact that our cat was there every night when I
came home. She was also a comfort to me when I returned to my
Manhattan apartment the evening of 9/11.
Transitional objects also come in the form of food. It’s no
accident that we call foods like mashed potatoes, rice pudding, and
macaroni and cheese “comfort foods.” They either have the texture
of baby food or are the kind of foods that we scarfed down when
we were little and were being fed and cared for by our mothers or
other caregivers.
The outcome of the election sent millions of people marching, including the women’s marches on January 21 and the Tax
Day marches on April 15. While marches are undertaken to express anger and other emotions, the feeling of being surrounded by
other people is also an antidote to being alone and anxious. Reaching for the phone to call or text a friend is akin to the baby or child
crying for a mother or caregiver. Families or friends congregating
around a TV to watch news coverage of a tragedy aren’t just curious.
Many of the marchers wore pink knit hats known as pussy
hats. While I understand that the word “pussy” as a synonym for
“vagina” has taken on political connotations, the analyst in me cannot overlook the fact that pussies are also cats that are soft and can
be very cuddly. The sound and sensation of purring is very calming
and soothing, as is the feeling of a dog’s warm muzzle on your leg.
The soft, handmade pussy hats were also like the tiny bits of wool
or cloth that Winnicott saw babies touching and clutching to soothe
themselves. As such, for many of the people who marched, these
likely were transitional objects, a comfort amidst the uncertainty
and fear they feel in this new political era.
Joyce M. Rosenberg, JD, is a licensed psychoanalyst, member of the National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis
(NPAP), and Research Associate of the Psychohistory Forum. She
has a private practice in Manhattan working with adults and couples. She has taught courses on working with masochistic patients
and resistance analysis and has written papers on the connection
between the psyche and creativity, on empathy in culture and psychoanalysis, and on the Holocaust. In addition, she is a small business reporter at The Associated Press and may be contacted at
psyjourn313@gmail.com. 
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Narcissism, DSM-III, and the Status of
Psychoanalysis
Ken Fuchsman—University of Connecticut
Psychoanalysis, according to historian Eli Zaretsky, was
“the spirit of twentieth-century culture” until the 1970s (Political
Freud, 2015, 16). But things have changed. In the 1960s, significant criticism of psychoanalysis reemerged. It was not only psychoanalysis that was under critical public scrutiny—so was psychiatry. In the 1970s, psychiatry’s scientific and medical legitimacy
was being questioned. This paper tells a story of how both psychoanalysis and psychiatry were criticized, how they responded, and
how the stature of both has altered as a result.
In numerous court cases, psychiatrists representing opposing sides gave conflicting diagnoses. Such “contradictory testimony” led many in the public to believe that the psychiatric profession
did not know “what it was talking about” (Kirk and Hutchins, The
Selling of DSM, 1992, 21-22). Not surprisingly, judges sometimes
overruled testimony of psychiatrists (Decker, The Making of DSMIII, 2013, xvii). There was also an anti-psychiatric movement initiated by psychiatrist Thomas Szasz’s influential 1961 book, The
Myth of Mental Illness, which questioned the legitimacy of psychiatry. Similar judgments were found in works of such prominent
writers as Erving Goffman, Thomas Scheff, and R. D. Laing.
For these and other reasons, the American Psychiatric Association sought to make psychiatry a more respectable medical profession. They did so by revising and improving DSM-II. The individual spearheading this effort was Dr. Robert Spitzer of the Columba University Center for Psychoanalytic Training and Research.
Spitzer wanted to restore psychiatry’s reputation by making a scientific manual of mental disorders. He wanted each psychological
disorder included to be based on empirical evidence. Spitzer and
the psychiatrists allied with him concurred that psychoanalysis
lacked scientific rigor. They were intent on diminishing the place
of psychoanalysis in comprehending mental disturbances. Central
to this endeavor was deleting neuroses from what was to become
DSM-III. They also eliminated psychoanalytic theories of etiology,
as they found no legitimate evidence to support these contentions.
The main focus of the task forces formulating DSM-III was
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to have an elaborate classification system of mental disorders, to
have each disorder backed by reliable evidence, and to specify diagnostic criteria for each disturbance. This empirical approach had
been promoted by psychiatrists at Washington University in St.
Louis, but then others with similar attitudes took the same approach. Much research was conducted, and the results were tested
for reliability.
Such a major shift in orientation as was planned for DSMIII turned out to be not only scientific, but political. Clearly those
behind DSM-III’s construction battled psychoanalysts and other
stakeholders. When push came to shove Spitzer, his cohorts, and
supporters made compromises with the profession of psychology,
but were frequently unbending with psychoanalysis. As historian
Hannah Decker writes, “the rejection of psychoanalysis in DSM-III
turned out to be complete” (Making of DSM-III, xvii). After much
controversy and negotiating, on May 12, 1979 the Assembly of
Delegates at the American Psychiatric Association Convention voted almost unanimously to adopt the new diagnostic manual.
When DSM-III appeared it soon became influential, not only among psychiatrists, but among health professionals and clinicians of many stripes. A significant sign of its success is, as Hannah Decker says, to “get reimbursed from health insurance companies, DSM diagnoses and codes must be submitted.” To Decker,
the DSM has become “the ‘Bible’” for “the mental health clergy” (Decker, 305, xviii, 330). The Economist concurs: “the DSM
series […] has become the global standard for the description of
mental illness. Indeed, the DSM is treated by many people less as a
medical handbook and more as holy writ” (“DSM-5: By the book,”
The Economist, May 18, 2013). Kirk and Hutchins say the DSMIII in “influence alone […] may be one of the most significant
events in psychiatry in the last half of the 20th century” (Selling of
DSM-III, 6).
The psychiatrists’ association had successfully overcome
the withering critiques of their legitimacy as a scientific field.
While the fortunes of psychiatry went up, those of psychoanalysis
did not. In a time when science had high prestige, psychoanalysis
also came under a parallel scrutiny. Yet psychiatry was better able
to counter attacks than psychoanalysis was. One element in the
travails of psychoanalysis is how the DSM-III gave the appearance
of being scientifically reliable, while psychoanalysis has had difficulty doing so.
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The cultural reputation of psychoanalysis had been quite
high in the U.S. for several decades after World War II. But it has
not been as influential and prominent since then. There are multiple reasons for this change in status, but one is certainly that psychiatry began to supplant psychoanalysis in influence.
The attempts to undermine psychoanalysis appeared in various shapes even before the DSM-III was published. Philosopher
Karl Popper in 1962 said psychoanalysis was a pseudo-science. In
the mid-1960s, William Masters and Virginia Johnson’s scientific
research undermined Freud’s view of female sexuality, soon to be
followed by feminist critiques of psychoanalysis. In 1971, distinguished philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre wrote that psychoanalytic
theory “is certainly no better confirmed—and perhaps not as well
confirmed—as witchcraft and astrology” (Against the Self-Images
of the Age, 1971, 8). Four years later, Nobel Prize-winning biologist P. B. Medawar declared that “doctrinaire psychoanalytic theory
is the most stupendous intellectual confidence trick of the twentieth
century [...] a vast structure of radically unsound design and with
no posterity” (P. B. Medawar, New York Review of Books, January
23, 1975, 17).
After the 1980 publication of DSM-III, criticisms of psychoanalysis continued. Jeffrey Moussaieff Masson’s book The Assault on Truth (1984) scandalously accused Freud of altering his
views to become more popular. The Foundations of Psychoanalysis (1984) by philosopher Adolf Grunbaum found that Freud’s work
lacked scientific rigor. Psychologist Hans Eysenck said that Freud
is “a genius, not of science, but of propaganda, not of rigorous
proof, but of persuasion” (Decline and Fall of the Freudian Empire, 1985, 208).
In 1992, philosopher Patricia Kitcher wrote that psychoanalysis “is widely regarded as the paradigm of bad science, a theory so
obviously false that its proponents must be deluded or devious or
both” (Freud’s Dream, 153). Mathematician Allen Esterson said
the rise to prominence of psychoanalysis may “come to be regarded
as one of the most extraordinary aberrations in the history of Western thought” (Seductive Mirage, 1993, 254). In November of 1993,
The New York Review of Books published literary critic Frederick
Crews’ “The Unknown Freud.” A few years later, Crews concluded that “Freud has been the most overrated figure in the entire history of science and medicine—one who wrought immense harm
through the propagation of false etiologies, mistaken diagnoses, and
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fruitless lines of inquiry” (The Memory Wars, 1995, 298). Shortly
after The New York Review article, TIME magazine’s cover story
asked, “Is Freud Dead?” In that issue, Frank Sulloway said that
“Psychoanalysis is built on quicksand. It’s like a 10-story hotel
sinking into an unsound foundation” (November 29, 1993, 51).
Most of the severe assessments of Freud and psychoanalysis found
that Freud’s work is not scientifically sound. These attacks on psychoanalysis are part of the same broad phenomenon present in the
creation and publication of the DSM-III.
The irony in the battles of the Freud Wars is that the assault
on psychoanalysis in DSM-III was commanded by psychoanalyst
Robert Spitzer. Another irony is that the problem of reliability that
motivated the psychiatric association has remained. In 1992, Kirk
and Hutchins claimed that the scientific evidence behind the DSMIII is flawed, inconsistent, and often weak (Kirk and Hutchins,
1992, 15). Harvard psychologist Jerome Kagan today finds that
less than half of the disorders in DSM-5 have solid scientific backing (On Being Human, 2016, 55). Nevertheless, the DSM is a
flourishing enterprise; in contrast, as historian Elizabeth Lunbeck
says, psychoanalysis today is “casually dismissed as an outdated or
even fraudulent practice” (The Americanization of Narcissism,
2014, 16). For those of us who see the vitality in the psychoanalytic tradition from the 1890s to today, it must be recognized that, as
well as its insights, psychoanalysis is challenged by the epistemological standing of its pluralistic claims.
Psychoanalyst Robert Wallerstein puzzled over analysts that
can make diverse but plausible interpretations of similar case material, but “have no systematic method for establishing the truth
claims of […] the alternatives (“Psychoanalysis as Science,” in
Psychodynamic Treatment Research, 1993, 97). Of course, nonanalytic clinicians may also have divergent interpretations of related material. Though there are a variety of attempts to find solutions
to these issues, psychoanalysis is often unable to have its claims
conform to scientific standards of reliability and validity.
“Daunting epistemological problems,” writes psychoanalyst George
Makari, “lay at the heart of any psychological science that entertained inner subjective states” (Revolution in Mind, 2008, 439). As
psychoanalytic stalwart Martin Bermann says, “Disagreements between psychoanalytic schools were not those encountered in the
natural sciences, which further experiments eventually resolve” (Understanding Dissidence and Controversy in the History
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of Psychoanalysis, 2004, 2). Challenges to the scientific validity of
psychoanalytic claims are formidable. Efforts to develop suitable
standards by which psychoanalytic theories can be evaluated are
ongoing. This can include evidence from anthropology and other
social sciences that may have somewhat different standards than
natural science. As some Freudian concepts just cannot be tested
scientifically, this frequently leaves psychoanalysis in limbo,
caught between the natural sciences, social sciences, and the humanities.
Psychoanalysis as a field needs to clearly delineate the areas
where it can be tested scientifically and where it cannot; it also
needs to further engage itself with parallel claims from other clinical approaches, as well as from pertinent academic disciplines. The
future of psychoanalysis is connected to its ability to meet the intellectual challenges to its concepts, methods, and claims.
Ken Fuchsman’s biography may be found on page 7. 

Resisting Denial of the Psychologist’s
Role in Post-9/11 Torture
Ian Hansen—York College, City University of New York
Keywords: Hoffman Report, psychology, American Psychological Association, torture, interrogation, history, denial
Abstract: In 2014, the American Psychological Association (APA) contracted David Hoffman of Sidley Austin, LLP to investigate whether officials of the APA had colluded with the U.S. government regarding its enhanced interrogation program. The result was “The Hoffman Report,”
which suggested that key APA officials had indeed colluded to accommodate Department of Defense (DoD) priorities, effectively puncturing a
decade of official denial and obfuscation around this issue in spite of already abundant evidence. The Hoffman Report pressured the APA to
make significant changes to its ethics policy on psychologists’ involvement in interrogations. This progress is not irreversible, however, and to
prevent denial from returning, the disturbing conclusions of this report
must be clearly faced and widely discussed amongst all psychologists in
the profession.

The historical details of the psychology profession’s involvement in post-9/11 U.S. “enhanced interrogation” torture remain a contested subject, but the broad outlines of that involvement
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are now relatively clear. Encountering this means confronting the
fact that authorities within a generally admired profession became
witting or unwitting accessories of the U.S. torture program. Processing the disturbing facts of this story without obfuscation, minimization, and authoritarian deference to apparent luminaries in the
profession is essential to keeping psychology from sliding back into
being an accessory to systemic torture.
In July 2015, the New York Times released the full contents
of an independent investigator’s report into whether the American
Psychological Association (APA) colluded with the U.S. government’s use of “enhanced” interrogation techniques since 9/11. The
independent report by David Hoffman concluded, “that key APA
officials, principally the APA Ethics Director joined and supported
at times by other APA officials, colluded with important DoD
[Department of Defense] officials to have APA issue loose, highlevel ethical guidelines that did not constrain DoD in any greater
fashion than existing DoD interrogation guidelines.” Furthermore,
“we concluded that APA’s principal motive in doing so was to
align APA and curry favor with DoD” (“The Hoffman Report,” 9).
It is important to note that the DoD had articulated its
“existing […] interrogation guidelines” in the context of memos
from the Office of Legal Counsel in the Department of Justice to
various government agencies on the legality of “enhanced interrogation” practices. These memos denied the torture status of enhanced interrogations by redefining torture as such a narrow category of experience that government commitments to use only “nontorture interrogation” were emptied of legal meaning.
The loose, high-level APA ethical guidelines that the Hoffman Report refers to are primarily those that the APA-organized
Psychological Ethics and National Security (PENS) Task Force articulated in 2005. During the PENS task force process, then APA
Director of Ethics Stephen Behnke consulted regularly with task
force members on what APA ethics policy should be. Behnke also
ghostwrote the e-mails that the Chair sent to task force members.
In this capacity, Behnke was careful to limit the scope of the task
force’s mission to assessing what kind of interrogations psychologists could ethically be involved in, rather than the general question
of whether it was ethical for psychologists to be involved in interrogations at all. This limited scope of ethical inquiry was in notable
contrast to that of the American Medical Association (AMA) and
the American Psychiatric Association, which had policy discus-
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sions resulting in both organizations banning their members from
being involved in any kind of interrogation by 2006.
The PENS task force reached a conclusion that condemned
torture and forbade psychologists’ participation in it, while nevertheless allowing that “psychologists may serve in various national
security-related roles, such as a consultant to an interrogation, in a
manner that is consistent with the Ethics Code” (APA, 2005, 6).
However, there were major loopholes in this apparent humaneness.
The torture memos arguably gutted the legal meaningfulness of the PENS report’s prohibition on psychologist participation
in “torture.” In addition, the “do no harm” ethos of the APA Ethics
Code had been preemptively gutted in 2002. In that year, the APA
Council of Representatives had amended section 1.02 of the Ethics
Code in a way that critics charged was tantamount to putting the
Nuremberg Defense at its core. The original section 1.02 read: “If
psychologists’ ethical responsibilities conflict with law, psychologists make known their commitment to the Ethics Code and take
steps to resolve the conflict in a responsible manner.” After the
2002 amendment, the same section included an extra sentence: “If
the conflict is unresolvable via such means, psychologists may adhere to the requirements of the law, regulations, or other governing
legal authority” [author’s emphasis].
With the help of some key media allies, a small number of
psychology dissidents began to push back against the PENS subterfuge in 2006. In addition, media reports began to hint at the likely
collusion between the APA, CIA, and DoD regarding the enhanced
interrogation program. Journalists also reported on the close relationships between influential APA officials and the two military
psychologists who designed the Bush Administration’s “enhanced
interrogation” program for $80 million.
However, such media revelations generally just prompted
APA denials, so significant accountability remained elusive for almost a decade. Then this situation changed rapidly when New York
Times investigative reporter James Risen published Pay Any Price
(2014), which included excerpts of emails he obtained from a deceased CIA/RAND corporation contractor, Scott Gerwehr.
Gerwehr had been regularly included in email communications between DoD and CIA representatives and APA officials on interrogation policy. Some of the details of these emails were explosive.
Gerwehr’s emails provided evidence, for instance, that prior
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to the formation of the PENS Task Force, Behnke had arranged a
private meeting between key APA officials and representatives
from the DoD and the CIA addressing the Abu Ghraib scandal that
had cast “enhanced interrogations” and the psychologist-led Behavioral Science Consultation Teams assisting them in a disturbing
light. Behnke wrote to the CIA and DoD invitees that “in the meeting we will neither assess nor investigate the behavior of any specific individual or group […] and the APA wants to take a positive
approach, in which we convey a sensitivity to and appreciation of
the important work mental health professionals are doing in the national security arena” (Risen, 197). Risen interpreted this email as
suggesting that, “The insiders were being given a chance to influence the APA’s stance before anyone else” (198).
Prompted by Risen’s report, the APA contracted David
Hoffman to investigate the merit of Risen’s allegations. Together,
Risen and Hoffman’s work managed to puncture the once-robust
shield of denial and obfuscation around the APA’s ethical accommodation to U.S. government interrogation policy. Prior to Risen’s
and Hoffman’s disclosures, those in charge of APA public relations
were skilled at promoting psychologist involvement in interrogations as something liberal and humane. The official line, which appealed to the positive self-image of most psychologists, was that
having psychologists involved in interrogations would increase the
degree to which such interrogations would be “safe, legal, ethical
and effective.” That is, psychologist involvement in U.S. interrogations would be a prophylactic against them becoming abusive and
torturous because of psychologists’ benevolent liberal nature.
(Counterpunch, December 4, 2007).
Since August 2015, the APA has become much more transparent about its recent dark history, though denial is returning as a
tempting prospect, and with it a temptation to reverse some of the
fragile ethical progress the profession has made. The APA Council
of Representatives voted last year 157-1 to remove psychologists
from Guantanamo-like detention settings and forbid them from assisting ongoing national security interrogations.
The DoD has also begun to follow through with removing
psychologists from Guantanamo. This change potentially puts a
heavy constraint on the government’s ability to torture in the future,
since a systemically-executed torture program is very hard to maintain without health professionals to facilitate and legitimize it. In
addition, torture-assisting health professionals are difficult to find if
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their professional organizations do not enable them in some plausibly deniable way. It is very significant when organizations of
health professionals—and, in the APA’s case, educators and research scientists—explicitly close off the loopholes and draw a
bright white line between the deontological “do no harm” ethos of
their professions and the (at best) utilitarian harming methods of the
military and other executors of state violence. Under these professional constraints, torture may even become pragmatically impossible as a systemic practice.
It is concerning, therefore, that DoD officials have raised
objections to the APA’s new ethically defensible policy on interrogations and detention settings. Also, a number of pre-Hoffman
APA leaders still in governance have attempted to discredit the
Hoffman Report. The APA has enjoyed a longstanding friendship
with, and dependence on, the DoD, and no report can make the psychological and structural features of that dependence disappear.
As the Hoffman Report puts it, “DoD is like a rich, powerful uncle to APA, helping it in important ways throughout APA’s
life. Acting independently of a benefactor like this is difficult” (72). Nevertheless, the stakes are very high, and the psychological antecedents to renewed collusion call for the same degree of
vigilance that all defenses of liberty require, especially as torture
has returned as a potential cornerstone of U.S. foreign policy.
Part of this vigilance should include a willingness to face
and professionally digest the contents of the Hoffman Report. All
divisions of the APA and the broader psychology profession should
confront, and not minimize, the history that the report documents.
This confrontation means not only encouraging discussion of the
report on professional listservs, but also inviting dissident psychologists to present at professional conferences and encouraging
publishers to include accounts of this unpleasant history in the relevant college-level textbooks. So far, this professional confrontation
with psychology’s recent dark history has not occurred on anything
close to the scale that it should.
The profession of psychology now stands at a crossroads.
Will it confront the most disturbing features of its own recent past
and grow into a profession that lives up to the admiration that many
still hold for it? Or will it sink back into a state of denial and dependence on the powerful militaristic forces that encouraged it to
betray the ethical and moral trust of the American and international
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public?
Ian Hansen, PhD, is a social psychologist and Assistant
Professor at York College, City University of New York. He is also
a member of the Steering Committee and nominee for presidentelect of Psychologists for Social Responsibility. His research focuses on the political, cultural, religious, and ideological dimensions of psychology. He can be contacted at IHansen@york.cuny.
edu. 

Book Reviews
Poems by Psychohistorians
Allan Mohl—Psychohistory Forum Research Associate
Review of David Beisel, Ed., Wounded Centuries: A Selection of
Poems (Cambridge, MA: Grolier Poetry Press, 2016), ISBN 978-1-49511527-1, 69 pages, paperback, $15.00.
During my professional career, I have dabbled in poetry and had
four poetry books published, and a large number of poems placed in various anthologies. I see poetry as a word painting. The poetry collection,
Wounded Centuries, underscores my feelings. It is a powerful book of
poems, with strong imagery and feelings, which was created by David
Beisel, a distinguished psychohistorian, with contributions by seven psychohistorians who write poetry.
The authors include the following: John Allman, one of America’s finest poets; Rudolph Binion, Leff Families Professor of History at
Brandeis University until his death in 2011; Dan Dervin, a Professor
Emeritus of Mary Washington University; Irene Javors, a psychotherapist
in New York City who serves on the faculty of Yeshiva University; Merle
Molofsky, a psychoanalyst in New York City; Peter Petschauer, Professor
Emeritus and former Chair of the History Department at Appalachian
State University; and Howard Stein, a psychological and applied anthropologist who is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Family and Preventive Medicine at the University of Oklahoma.
All poems in the edition appear to be deeply felt. Listening to,
reading, and watching media can suffice to create an intellectual and emotional connection to the subject matter. As the editor, Dr. Beisel, states in
the preface, “These poems deal with the history of emotions, with issues
of identity, and memory, with blind spots, obsessions, hidden motives and
irrationalities writ large and small. Some are autobiographical, some
semi-autobiographical, both fit neatly into the long standing tradition of
the self as a research instrument” (viii). The poets in this selection have
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written poems of power and imagination. They are aware of history and
of those disciplines, such as music and psychology, which can affect how
one writes poetry.
John Allman has six poems in this anthology. They “capture famous historical figures at turning points in their lives” (vii). He was a
pioneer in writing “psychologically-oriented history poems. His Clio’s
Children, published by New Directions in 1985, sought to restore the importance of the individual to historical narratives” (7).
In his poem, “Bruno Bettleheim at Dachau 1938” (8), Allman’s
imagery is quite vivid. Let us look at a small sample of what I am trying
to convey here:
The guard tells you to pick up the pebble,
bring it
rolling to his palm.
It’s the wrong one. Older prisoners stare at dirt
lodged under fingernails. If the rifle butt comes
down, you’ll never again
tie a string: child, fumbling
with shoelaces, despised like the man eating grass,
“Moslem and filth” Will another pebble change you?
Will there be a Bettleheim
Using “I”
It should be mentioned that Bettleheim spent one year in Dachau
in 1938. Obviously that experience had an enormous impact on him and
on his professional career. Allman captures a moment in Bettleheim’s
experience within Dachau quite vividly and powerfully. Here we have an
example of a poet who has a feeling of history and sees certain experiences with a poet’s eye. It is structured and highly emotional.
Rudolph Binion explores “the nature of historical study itself, the
inadequacy of rational models, and why we remember what we forget” (vii) in his poems. One of many poems which reflects this is
“Traumatic Reliving”:
No traumas get forgotten, big or small.
The ones you manage to put out of mind
In their entirety, or to recall
With the traumatic effect left behind,
Are thereby ready to revisit you
In actuality, to be replayed
By you in thin disguise [...]
You wince remembering a twist of fate
That caught you short, a loss that wiped you out,
A death you caused, a love turned to hate,
A shameful episode you brought about?
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Be glad such misadventures fill your head;
That way you won’t recycle them instead (17).

Dan Dervin’s “poems touch on the history of protest, the historical traumas of central Europe, contemporary culture and the environment” (vii). I have included an excerpt from his poem “Gamed by the
System: Poetry’s Last Manifesto?”:
Let gamesmanship triumph over thought;
Reshuffle the deck, mark your cards
In contraband icons (just click Enter
As your Muse the Mouse moves you).
Let a tap on the Return key install originality, and you won’t be held in contempt for exceeding arbitrary limits (28)
Irene Javors invokes “The limits of history, take[s] us back to the
magical thinking embedded in the buildings and artifacts of Scotland’s
pre-history, then move[s] on to the paranoid red scare hysteria of the early
1950’s as seen through the eyes of a child” (vii). Her poem, “Skara
Brae,” exemplifies this:
At the edge of the north world
etched into the rocks
abandoned stone houses
lost in time
waiting for us to come home (34).
Merle Molofsky’s poems “explore the minds of war veterans, the
history of violent assaults on the earth, the importance of mother-child
love, and the cruelties of dehumanizing bureaucracies” (viii). Her poem,
“Safe Haven,” reflects a mother’s love and the trauma of loss with the
words “all mothers weep for the broken child they miss” (41). Peter
Petschauer seeks “to understand the emotional underside of Nazism as
well as the causes and long-term consequences of the Holocaust and
twentieth-century violence” (viii). The poem, “My Holocaust” (49), reflects this. Here is an excerpt:
His cards and letters-decades later in an attic in New Jersey
re-awakened the ugly past.
So far removed in space and time-re-arose the quest to understand
the fate of an uncle in wartime Warsaw.
He dreaded the onset of winter-when he found a white summer suit.
Salvation seemed at hand-but winter was not the problem.
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Treblinka became his destination next July.
America did not want more educated Jews.
Finally, there is Howard Stein, whose “poems deal with totalitarianism, ways of understanding enemies, corporate dehumanization and
possible ways to escape cycles of traumatic re-enactment” (viii). One of
his poems, which I particularly appreciate, is “A Little Morning Music
Under Stalin” (57). This is one of my favorite poems in this selection
because I enjoy Shostakovich’s music and I am aware of the travails he
endured under Stalin. Aside from this, it should be pointed out that meter
in poetry is similar to music; if one is aware of musical timing, poetry can
be enhanced in its reading. The following are some lines which I extrapolated from Howard Stein’s poem:
Shostakovich over breakfast
Is not such a good idea-Not good for the appetite,
Not to mention swallowing
And digestion. Shostakovich
Can be upsetting with his
Infectious tunes followed
By screeching dissonance
And loud hammering [....]
Come to think of it,
There is no good time
For this Russian. His is the land of
Loud knocks on the door
At three in the morning.
And disappearance to the vanishing point.
Listen to Shostakovich only
When you have the stomach
For a world you could not make up.
All in all, I strongly recommend this poetry book for both beginners and aficionados of poetry. I believe these poems should be read
aloud. The poems reflect a diversity of imagination and reality and
strong, vivid imagery of what has been experienced and what has been
indirectly experienced. I also believe that the influence of Whitman is
there within these poems in that his freewheeling, open-ended style and
earthy voice are totally modern. By turns, joyous and haunting, sensual
and spiritual, his poetry celebrates with fierce originality nature, the body,
and the contradictions of the human soul. Thus I feel his spirit resonates
in these poems.
Allan Mohl’s bio may be found on page 63. 
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The Allure of Trumpism
Paul Salstrom—St. Mary-of-the-Woods College
Review of Mari Fitzduff, Ed., Why Irrational Politics Appeals:
Understanding the Allure of Trump (Santa Barbara, CA: Praeger, 2017),
ISBN9781-4408-5514-6, pages i-vi, 238, hardbound, $37.00.
Here an impressive array of social psychologists, political scientists, and one historian grapple with the electoral success of Donald
Trump, both in the Republican primaries and in November 2016’s general
election. Their contributions have been gathered by Mari Fitzduff, a specialist on conflict resolution (with a long career in Northern Ireland), who
now teaches at Brandeis University’s Heller School for Social Policy and
Management.
The book explores Trumpism from varied perspectives. Micha
Popper of the University of Haifa, author of seven books on leadership
and followership, mentions that people’s desire to identify with an appealing leader can prompt them to shift their personal priorities, to rearrange
their personal “hierarchy of self-identity” so that it better aligns with a
given leader and his cohort. Leadership thus isn’t attained singlehandedly but evolves through a relationship with followers.
Yet what is it about Trump that draws followers? Micha Popper
and another of this book’s authors make much of Daniel Kahneman’s
2011 book Thinking, Fast and Slow. Popper says what matters most nowadays in national U.S. political campaigns is “fast thinking” (consisting of
impressions and feelings), whereas “slow thinking” (which is thorough
and diligent) doesn’t gain primacy until later, when people evaluate a political leader in hindsight.
This dovetails with a chapter sub-titled “Electoral Theater in the
Age of Trump,” which calls today’s American political campaigns
“performances” comparable to stage drama. As such, today’s campaigns
emphasize storyline (plot), costumes, and the quality of performance—a
deviation from rational discourse into “entertainment” that is largely driven by how campaigns are covered on TV, which in turn is driven by TV
ratings and advertising revenue. This chapter’s authors draw on Erving
Goffman’s book Frame Analysis (1974) to label Trump’s campaign
speeches as theatrical performances that were probably less reflective “of
who Trump really is than what his fan base desires to see in him” (200).
A chapter titled “Intolerant and Afraid” also stands out. Here
Matthew C. MacWilliams of UMass at Amherst uses survey data to identify key variables that correlate with support for Trump, which turn out to
be “authoritarianism and a personalized fear of terrorism” (121). Thus,
despite “Irrational” being in this book’s title, MacWilliams does not think
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Trump’s core loyalists support him via “fast thinking” or for his
“performance,” but rather support him because they want few if any constitutional limits on a leader whose pronouncements about Muslims, immigrants, refugees, and dissent are in accord with their own views.
MacWilliams’ survey was conducted in December 2015 online with
1,800 registered voters, including 558 registered Republicans. To measure authoritarianism, he used four questions about child-rearing that were
previously used in 1992 by ANES (American National Election Studies).
MacWilliams says explicitly that “sex, educational attainment, age,
church attendance, evangelicalism, ideology, race, and income” were not
statistically significant predictors of support for Trump (123). He somewhat implausibly claims that the only other viable factor he found to be
statistically significant as a predictor of Trump support was fear that an
act of terrorism might personally harm the respondent or his/her family.
MacWilliams also documents that feeling threatened tends to
boost authoritarian attitudes, a theme developed further in the next chapter, titled “Death: The Trump Card.” Drawing on research inspired by
Terror Management Theory, this chapter correlates thoughts of death with
a spectrum of heightened authoritarian tendencies, notably with support
for charismatic leaders (see 142-143 especially). The chapter makes no
claim that Trump explicitly asks people to imagine themselves being
killed, but it does say that his frequent allusions to terrorism, mosques,
and immigrants serve the same function.
Overall, Mari Fitzhugh has pulled together a thought-provoking
book, and I now feel better able to interpret our new chapter unfolding in
American history. The Trump “plot” continues thickening with no resolution in sight. As I write this in mid-April 2017, the mainstream right
wing of the Republican Party had just seemed to gain the upper hand over
Steve Bannon and the far right populists. But foreign war can change
that, and Trump has now veered toward a confrontation with North Korea. The mainstream right wing Republicans seemed to hope they could
control Trump and use him for their own purposes—like the mainstream
Right in late-Weimar Germany thought they could use Hitler. But foreign
confrontations and “enemies within” bolster a chief executive’s autonomy, and the Trump chapter of U.S. history appears far from over.
Paul Salstrom, PhD, holds a degree in comparative history from
Brandeis University and teaches world history since 1760 at Saint Maryof-the Woods College near Terre Haute, Indiana. He may be contacted at
PSalstrom@smwc.edu. 

Announcing
A call for submissions of exceptional psychohistorical papers of
36,000-38,000 words (including citations). If these monographs
are accepted by the referees, one may be published per year.
Contact: cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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Understanding and Resisting Tyranny
Peter W. Petschauer—Appalachian State University
Review of Timothy Snyder, On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the
Twentieth Century, (NY: Tim Duggan Books, 2017), ISBN
9780804190114, 130 pages, paperback: $7.99, Kindle: $3.99.
The first thing I noticed about Timothy Snyder’s On Tyranny:
Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth Century is the difference between the
American title and its German rendition: it speaks about tyranny. The
German title is directly translated as Twenty Lessons for Resistance
(Munich: C.H. Beck, 2017). Maybe the New York publisher did not want
the American readers to shy away from the book’s obvious intent, or the
European publisher realized that it is important to let the potential buyers
know that it is about the resistance Americans and Europeans must offer
against the authoritarians that are emerging in both parts of the world?
Because of Snyder’s background in East European history, most
of the lessons he highlights stem from this context, particularly the German and Russian ones of the 1930s and ‘40s. He features Hitler as the
classic character in a textbook on how an authoritarian, even a totalitarian,
attains power and carries out his program. Precisely because Snyder
chose Hitler, the lessons he offers are clear, to the point, and sufficiently
short for readers who are comfortable with clipped messages, like Twitter; they can thus grasp the points without feeling the need to rush on to
something else before having completed this reading. The lessons also do
not deviate in any way from the main purpose of the book, namely to
show the pronounced trend toward autocracy in today’s United States.
So, what are the significant lessons one needs to heed?
One of Snyder’s main points is that authoritarians in the past used
lies and half-truths in order to attain power; that is, to be elected, and to
maintain their power. In the United States, these lies have recently been
called “alternative facts.” Hitler and his team were masters of the lie; as a
matter fact, his counselor Joseph Goebbels is said to have coined the
phrase, “The bigger the lie, the more likely they will believe it, as long as
it is repeated often enough.”
As with German and other authoritarian and totalitarian leaders,
one way to assure that one’s own alternative truth triumphs is to attack the
prevalent media. The Nazis used the phrase Lügenpresse (lying press)
against their enemies and the Jews, who they argued controlled the press.
In the United States, candidate and now President Donald Trump and his
associates have accused the main written and Internet sources of being
“the most dishonest people,” liars, and sources of rumors.
Another way for authoritarians to ascend to power and later to
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gain full control of a government is to employ the most modern media
available. Hitler used the radio and Trump is using Twitter. In both cases, the idea was and is to bypass the regular media so as to speak directly
to one’s supporters and to win new ones.
Snyder highlights another very important aspect in the approach
of authoritarians: to invent slogans that are meaningful to certain societal
segments. As Hitler had it, Germany had been wronged after WWI at
Versailles and so it had to stand up again, that is, Deutschland über Alles
(Germany had to stand above all). Trump picked up an earlier American
slogan with similar significance, namely “Make America Great Again.”
Slogans inevitably lead to verbiage about insiders versus outsiders. In Germany, the insiders were the members of the Volk; in the United States, the insiders are understood to be the “real Americans,” euphemistically called patriots, but in reality no more than nationalists. This
sort of sloganizing is part and parcel of efforts to exclude some citizens
and inhabitants from the chosen group. According to Snyder, Hitler is
once more the master teacher. The idea was to choose “marginal” groups
in the society and harass them. Then it was, among others, Communists,
Socialists, Jews, and gays; in the Soviet Union, it was farmers; and in the
United States, it is Mexicans and Muslims.
Given that there may be hostility against an authoritarian endeavoring to consolidate power, the authoritarian needs to protect him/herself
from unwanted interference at meetings and public events. Snyder points
out that the Nazis designed the SA and the SS as such organizations.
Candidate Trump did not evolve this need to quite such an extent, but at
many of the events bouncers made sure, with the vocal support of the candidate, that unwanted persons were ejected.
One of the ways in which figures catapult themselves into authority has been to attack the institutions that supposedly did not allow the
society to flourish. Both in Germany and in Russia, one of the first ways
of doing so was to attack the judiciary. As we have seen in the United
States recently, one of the first sets of institutions to be attacked was the
judiciary. Once in power, autocrats quickly subvert the independence of
the judiciary by staffing it with persons loyal to the regime. This is accomplished by filling key offices in other departments with individuals
who disagree with the functions of the departments, thus neutralizing
them. In the United States, that is one of the most astonishing recent phenomena.
One example of such a subversion that Snyder does not highlight,
but that concerns me, is that of the Environmental Protection Agency (the
department responsible for protecting the environment both in the U.S.
and implicitly beyond it), which is now headed by a man who denies that
we have a worldwide problem with environmental deterioration.
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One of the other ways in which authoritarians suppressed a society’s established freedoms is that they inherited or established a one-party
state; both the Soviet Union and Germany are perfect examples of this
process. In the United States, as well, we now have one party in control
of the executive and legislative branches of government along with oneparty control of most state governments. It may make sense from a decision-making point of view that one party be in control; however, such a
situation allows for the undermining of what the American founders had
in mind, namely the separation of powers in order to assure the freedoms
for which they had fought.
One other issue that Snyder addresses is the intentional creation
of chaos so that an authoritarian can present himself as the leader who
will save the country from chaos. The author uses the particularly pertinent example of the burning of the Reichstag in Berlin in 1938. Hitler
used this fire, whose origin is still undetermined, to destroy individuals
and parties who disagreed with his approach to German society.
The question that arises in this context is this: Which incident will
the American president use in order to create the chaos that would potentially allow him to emerge as the perfect leader for the new America? Already, the horrible attack on civilians in Syria in early April 2017,
which the president responded to with a sizable missile attack, convinced
several serious journalists that he is finally showing himself as presidential. Who else did he convince?
This is a short interpretation of the lessons Snyder highlighted;
several additional comments are in order. The author offers fine examples for how an authoritarian subverts a society and places himself at its
head; he shows dramatically and in convincing detail that the master
script was written in the 1930s, especially in Germany. However, he
barely mentions Mussolini, nor any of the other dictators who emerged in
the 1920s and ’30s in Europe, and who are perfect examples as
well. Hitler’s approach is readily recognizable, but if one wanted to be
more accurate, it was Mussolini who wrote the textbook for Hitler and
later authoritarians in Europe and elsewhere.
Although Snyder mentions other authoritarian regimes that are
now establishing themselves in most Eastern European countries and Turkey, he does not sufficiently work out how they are copying the script. In
addition, he leaves out South American countries that are under pressure
from authoritarian individuals. (More positively, Snyder has an excellent
reading list on pages 62-63 of the German edition.)
My second hesitation with the book is the lack of psychological
exploration of why people who are all-too-familiar with autocratic regimes, like those in Eastern Europe, fall for such an approach
again. Additionally, I would like to argue that Snyder does not offer sufficient psychological insight for why the United States, with its history of
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avoiding authoritarian regimes, has picked up the lessons of the 1930s
within months. Why are some ordinary Americans ready to fall for the
siren song of authoritarianism?
Thankfully, Snyder did not argue that President Trump is aspiring
to be or is like Hitler, an autocrat, tyrant, and dictator; indeed, history
does not repeat itself. What he does say, though, is that past patterns of
behavior indicate potential. That is, if the U.S. continues on the path it
has begun to traverse, it will establish a full-fledged authoritarian regime.
But there is a major trap into which historians like Snyder and I (that is,
individuals who concentrate on mid-20th-century Europe) can fall. We
tend to see one end result: namely, the 65 million human beings killed in
war and Holocaust. For a start, Trump is a businessman and, in general,
such people are averse to nearby war. In addition, he is surrounded by a
family whose values are decidedly different that those of Hitler and his
minions. Unlike Mussolini, Hitler, and Stalin, Trump has not surrounded
himself with men like Heinrich Himmler and Joseph Goebbels. As several reports noted, several of his advisors are very well aware of the travesties these men sponsored and will endeavor to avert other ones.
Snyder’s On Tyranny indicates that he believes America can
avoid the worst, and one can hope that we will. Key features here are that
thoughtful Americans continue their aspiration for a dual- or multi-party
state, that the judiciary fights the dangers of authoritarianism, and that the
press stands up to the attacks on it and seeks the truth as the counter to the
falsehoods that are the companions of authoritarians.
Peter W. Petschauer’s biography may be found on page 24. He
wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. Peter Lange and Deutschlandradio
for assistance with this review. 

Letter to the Editor
Feeling More Alive When Confronting Death
Dear Editor,
There is much to learn when you look death in the eye. On January 28, 2017 some brave analysts did just that. They stood on the edge of
the abyss, looked down, and this is what they saw. This look into the
abyss was thanks to Paul Elovitz and his tireless efforts in organizing yet
another Psychohistory Forum meeting at Fordham University. The title
of the discussion was “Reconsidering Freud’s Death Drive in Our Era of
Suicide and Suicidal Terrorism.” Inna Rozentsvit presented on our death
instinct (Thanatos) and presented evidence of our drive toward death
throughout our lives; Paul Elovitz argued that our destructiveness was
based upon our basic aggression and used Karl Menninger’s work to ex-
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plain how aggression turned inward leads to problems. Jack Schwartz
made comments on both presentations and shared his own thoughts on the
subject. These three papers allowed the group then to embark upon a
three-hour discussion about our wish to live versus our wish to die.
The beginning of the group work centered upon the debate as to
whether, as Freud suggested, we are biologically driven to die with the
realization that all animate things return to the inanimate. Much debate
concerned the obvious fact that our species has survived for 70,000 years
based upon its will to survive, not die; it is therefore common sense to
posit that we all hold dearly to life and make every effort to stay alive.
Dr. Rozentsvit pointed out that the death instinct is unconscious and
therefore not readily available to observe.
The conversation drifted toward the topic of anomie. The term
“anomie” was coined by Émile Durkheim in 1895 and refers to man as
being in despair, disconnected, existentially alone, and without community. This adequately explains the more than one million suicides per year
worldwide and the more than 30,000 suicides per year in America.
Over the next hour, the conversation touched upon the idea that
modern culture is mostly bereft of a moral code other than greed, acquisition, and consumerism, perfectly symbolized by our new president. It
may be that the nation’s love of all those walking dead movies and TV
series may reflect our own feeling of deadness, hunger, and suicidal death
wishes.
What is the antidote to all these woes of the modern world? The
group touched upon the necessity for creativity, maternal love, intimate
love, and a meaningful communal life. It seems to me that since the nation has neither a moral compass nor a sense of community, all we have
left is love. But that’s a lot to ask of love. This may account for why so
many turn to psychotherapists for support, guidance, and connection.
The frank conversation was difficult but of great importance. The
general theme of death, pain, and despair reminded me of the Robert
Frost poem “The Question,” which reads: “A voice said, Look me in the
stars / And tell me truly, men of earth, / If all the soul-and-body scars /
Were not too much to pay for birth.”
As for me, I would answer Robert Frost’s question in the following way: yes, life is worth the price of admission, partially thanks to my
fellow humans: Paul Elovitz, Inna Rozentsvit, Ken Fuchsman, Jacques
Szaluta, and all those other smart psychohistorians that show up for these
meetings and make my life more interesting each and every time. Durkheim, Schopenhauer, Beckett, Frost, and Camus are most certainly right
that we are surrounded by darkness, pain, fear, suffering, and confusion at
every moment, but thank God there is also some light and good times in
this community of ours.
Sincerely,
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Tom Ferraro
Tom Ferraro’s biography may be found on page 37. 

BULLETIN BOARD
CONFERENCES: Psychohistory Forum Work-In-Progress Seminars
are announced as details are finalized after a paper is submitted, screened
by a committee, and accepted. Announcements and papers are sent out
electronically to Psychohistory Forum members. Jacques Szaluta
(Merchant Marine Academy) serves as moderator and recently Harold
Takoosian has been our host at Fordham University’s Lincoln Center
Campus. Proposals are welcome and will be vetted by a committee once
a presentation paper is submitted. In academic year 2016, our presenters
were Herb Barry, Paul Elovitz, Ken Fuchsman, Irene Javors, Michael
O’Loughlin, Inna Rozentsvit, Jack Schwartz, and Burt Seitler. The
following Forum members are scheduled to present at the 40th annual
conference of the International Psychohistorical Association (IPA): Herb
Barry, Molly Castelloe, David Cifelli, Brian D’Agostino, Paul Elovitz,
Ken Fuchsman, Juhani Ihanus, Irene Javors, Dorothea Leichter, Ruth
Lijtmaer, David Lotto, Jamshid Marvasti, Merle Molofsky, Marcie
Newton, Allan Mohl, Denis O’Keefe, Peter Petschauer, Arnie Richards, Burt Seitler, and Howard Stein. Upcoming meetings of various
organizations include the IPA conference May 31-June 2, 2017 at New
York University; the International Society for Political Psychology’s
(ISPP) conference June 29-July 2, 2017 in Edinburgh, Scotland; Association for the Psychoanalysis of Culture and Society (APCS) at Rutgers
University October 20-21, 2017; the Interdisciplinary Conference of the
Forum for Psychoanalytic Education (IFPE) November 9-11, 2017 at
Lago Mar in Fort Lauderdale; and National Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis (NAAP) on November 18, 2017. CONGRATULATIONS: To Hélène Opperman Lewis whose book, Apartheid’s Bas-
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tard Child, is now on Amazon and to Howard Stein on the 2nd edition of
Listening Deeply: An Approach to Understanding and Consulting in Organizational Culture.
We welcome new member Marilyn
Charles. OUR THANKS: To our members and subscribers for the support that makes Clio’s Psyche possible. To Benefactors Bill Argus, Peter
Barglow, Herbert Barry, David Beisel, Tom Ferraro, Peter Loewenberg,
Jamshid Marvasti, and Mary Peace Sullivan; Patrons Fred Alford, Eva
Fogelman, Ken Fuchsman, Alice Lombardo Maher, and Jacques Szaluta;
Sustaining Members Dick Booth, George W. Brown, Ruth Ljitmaer, Allan
Mohl, Candace Orcutt, and Burton Seitler; Supporting Members Valerie
Rose Brinton, Donald Carveth, Marilyn Charles, Paul H. Elovitz, Lawrence J. Friedman, Christine R. Good, Jay Gonen, Susan Gregory, John J.
Hartman, Merrill Hawkins, Marcie Newton, Mena & Dominic Potts, Inna
Rozentsvit, Jack Schwartz, and Hanna Turken; and Members Matthew H.
Bowker, Molly Castelloe, David Cifelli, Ruth Neubauer, Bonnie Oglensky, and Christine Silverstein. Our special thanks for thought-provoking
materials to C. Fred Alford, Ira Brenner, Daniel Burston, David Cifelli,
Nick Duffell, Paul H. Elovitz, Tom Ferraro, David James Fisher, Ken
Fuchsman, Taylor Gilson, Ian Hansen, John Hartman, Juhani Ihanus, Glen
Jeansonne, Danielle Knafo, Rocco Lo Bosco, William Meyers, Allan
Mohl, Peter W. Petschauer, Christian Polemeni, Ken Rasmussen, Joyce
M. Rosenberg, Paul Salstrom, Frederick Stecker, and Neil Wilson. To
Caitlin Gaynor for editing, proofing, and Publisher 2016 software application, Nicole D’Andria and David Cifelli for editing and proofing, and
Professor Paul Salstrom for proofing. Our special thanks to our authors,
editors, and numerous overworked referees who must remain anonymous. 

We Wish to Thank
Our Authors,
Diligent, Hard-working, and
Prompt Editors,
and Anonymous Referees.
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Call for Papers on

Psychohistorical Perspectives on
Psychoanalysts Special Issue
Papers are due July 1, 2017 for the Fall 2017 Issue

Clio’s Psyche seeks insights on these and related subjects:














Personal reflections on training and your psychoanalytic
mentor(s)
Psychobiographical sketches of psychoanalysts, such as
Freud, Winnicott, Mahler, Reuben Fine, Young-Bruehl, and
others
Legendary teachers of psychoanalysis, such as Elvin Semrad
of Boston
Instructor and candidate relationships
Communities of analysts, such as the California
Psychoanalytic Consortium
Personal reflections on training and inspiration from or
disappointment with your psychoanalytic mentor(s)
Varying approaches and traditions: Argentinian, British,
French, German, Swiss, American, and elsewhere.
Influential publications and their publishers or editors
Insights on prominent individuals or relationships at major
Institutes, for example, Heinz Kohut and John Gedo at
Chicago
The struggle for lay analysis in America
Reviews of autobiographies, biographies, and books on
seminal analysts
<><><>CP<><><>

Articles should be from 1,000 to 2,500 words—including keywords, a
100-word abstract, and your brief biography. Some 3,500-word essays
are also welcome provided they are outstanding scholarship and well
written. We do not publish bibliographies and usually have citations only
for direct quotes. Before writing it is good to examine issues from the
last decade on cliospsyche.org/archives. Articles, abstracts, and queries
should be sent to cliospsycheeditor@gmail.com.
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